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0_Executive summary
This study explores current approaches, in selected European cities, to
adapting to the impact of demographic trends on health and social

Stockholm manages to combine a relatively high birth rate with a growing population of older people. Notably,

services. It looks at the impact of changing demographics in different

elderly issues very much occupy the political spotlight, being the cause of local restructuring of political and

areas of Europe and on different types of cities, presenting examples

administrative institutions. The country also faces the risk of growing labour shortages, which increases the

from five cities to demonstrate how these are adapting their health and

pressure for maximum labour activation among immigrants and older people.

social services to the pressures of demographic change.
Vienna was the most well documented of the cities, in terms of demographic trends, impacts, and programmes developed to
Throughout Europe the population is ageing, although there are elements of variation in terms of severity and

deal with the new challenges presented by such trends. The city is ageing somewhat ahead of much of Europe, and is being very

timing. At the same time, migration is changing European societies and altering policy agendas, although it is

proactive in planning and innovating for greater efficiency and coordination, to meet the challenges in terms of need and in terms

CFJOHFYQFSJFODFEJOWFSZEJGGFSFOU FWFOPQQPTJUF XBZTJOEJGGFSFOUDJUJFT1BSUTPG&VSPQFIBWFBMPOHNPEFSO

of budget stressors: this makes Vienna a rather interesting laboratory for its peers, especially those facing similar challenges now

IJTUPSZ PG SFDFJWJOH JNNJHSBUJPO  BOE BSF BEBQUJOH UIFJS QPMJDJFT BOE TFSWJDFT BT UIF TJUVBUJPO FWPMWFT FH

or in the near future.

Southampton, Stockholm and Vienna); others are only recently experiencing significant foreign immigration,
BOEBSFUSZJOHUPDBUDIVQJOUFSNTPGBEBQUJOHUIFJSTFSWJDFT QPMJDJFTBOEQMBOOJOH FH#BSDFMPOB PUIFSBSFBT
PG&VSPQFIBWFPOMZOFHMJHJCMFJNNJHSBUJPOBOEBSFJOGBDUNPSFBGGFDUFECZFNJHSBUJPO FH,SBLPX 

Questionnaire results:
Wider consultation with EUROCITIES Social Affairs Forum members has drawn a range of

Looking one by one at the sample cities chosen, Barcelona stands out as a significantly

feedback on how:

changing society, combining an ageing population with a strong influx of immigration,



almost all population growth in Barcelona. Much of the innovation that this study identified

r%FNPHSBQIJD USFOET  UIBU BSF JNQBDUJOH PO TFSWJDFT BOE DIBOHJOH OFFET  BSF
being studied: the methods are largely in line with the 5 main cities examined.

which is recent and unprecedented in scale and character: immigrants now account for


r3FHBSEJOH UIF SPMF PG &VSPQFBO 6OJPO /"1T /BUJPOBM "DUJPO 1MBOT GPS 4PDJBM

in Barcelona comes from front-line service providers and from the city overall, as it faces

Inclusion) in local policy, it emerged from responses to the questionnaire that

new and rapidly changing circumstances, and is under great pressure to generate effective

UIF XBZ UIF DJUJFT NBLF VTF PG UIFJS /"1 JT JODPOTJTUFOU BU CFTU GPS UIF NPTU

proactive strategies and tools in dealing with the demographic challenges.

QBSU UIFSPMFPGUIF/"1TBTBUPPMPSSFGFSFODFJTXFBL UIPVHIUIFSFBSFTPNF
exceptions, particularly where the city has provided input in terms of drafting
UIF/"1

Krakow is experiencing a mild decline in population and tighter available resources; emigration is more of an issue than immigration.
Likewise, the city gives the impression of being mainly reactive to its circumstances. Krakow is the city and administration about



r*OUFSDVMUVSBMNFEJBUJPOBOEUSBJOJOHJTQSBDUJDFECZNPTUPGUIFSFTQPOEFOUTCVU
the way they do so is inconsistent, showing different approaches and different

which it was most difficult to gather information.

levels of priority.
Southampton is fairly representative of general demographic trends in



r%FQSJWBUJPOJTVOEFSTUPPEBOENPOJUPSFECZUIFQBSUJDJQBOUT BOETIPXTHFOFSBM

Southern England: its population is ageing, and immigrants are arriving

similarities at a basic level: there are some local variations which are of interest, in

at rates that place the city in something similar to a median position in

terms of identifying the links between different deprivation factors.

terms of this study. Administration emphasises a ‘joined up’ coordinated



r$JUJFTUIBUSFTQPOEFEUPUIFRVFTUJPOOBJSFBSFBMMBEBQUJOHUIFJSSFTPVSDFTBOE

approach, and the city has been enjoying a long cycle of robust

administrative structures to better cope with the impact of shifting demographic

economic performance and strong labour markets, which attracted

trends; the reforms are broadly similar thematically, but with variations of local

immigration. The recent economic downturn raises questions about

emphasis, due to differences in context, priorities and approach.

future directions.



r8IFO BTLFE BCPVU IPX UIFJS DJUJFT IBWF QVU BO A*OUFHSBUFE "QQSPBDI JOUP
practice, explanations often lacked detail, although some of the administrations
contacted are in the process of reorganising their structures to achieve an
integrated approach.
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1_Introduction
and methodology
Analysis and conclusions:

This study is one of a group of studies, commissioned by EUROCITIES, on the impact of current demographics on different policy



areas: in this case health and social services. It aims to identify the impact of demographic change on health and social services

r5IFSF JT B OFFE GPS NPSF EBUB PO UIF DIBOHJOH OFFET BOE JNQBDU PO TFSWJDFT DBVTFE CZ
demographic shifts, rather than a need for more demographic data.



r5IFSFJTBOFFEGPSBDPOUJOVPVTQSPBDUJWFJOJUJBUJWFCZMPDBMQVCMJDBENJOJTUSBUJPOT



r5IFSFJTBOFFEGPSNPSFDPNQSFIFOTJWFEFGJOJUJPOTBOENPOJUPSJOHPGEFQSJWBUJPOBOEJOFRVBMJUZ

provision in five EU cities: Barcelona, Krakow, Southampton, Stockholm and Vienna. It examines the practical responses of these
cities to the challenges posed by the demographic pressures of ageing populations and migration.
Generally, European populations are ageing, some at more severe rates than others, and with only a few

issues and linkages.


r5IFSF BSF TJHOJGJDBOU HFPHSBQIJD EJTQBSJUJFT BOE EJWFSHFODFT CFUXFFO FTUBCMJTIFE JNNJHSBUJPO 

exceptions due to local specificities. Across Europe, ageing is a major stressor to the resource equations of

new immigration, and emigration, and between different levels of resource availability and local

care delivery, as demand for care, often expensive care, grows on the back of a shrinking tax base. While

competencies.

the degree varies, and the phenomenon obviously mixes with other local specificities, this broad dynamic



r5IFSFJTBHSPXJOHOFFEUPJOUFHSBUFJOUFSDVMUVSBMDPNQFUFODJFTJOUPFGGFDUJWFQSPHSBNNFEFTJHO



r$BSF SFGPSN JT NPWJOH UP NPSF PVUQBUJFOU BOE BUIPNF DBSF  BO JOUFHSBUFE BQQSPBDI  BOE NPSF

JTGPVOEFWFSZXIFSFJO&VSPQF TFF&630$*5*&4%FNPHSBQIJD$IBOHF4VSWFZ 

emphasis on labour activation policies, as strategies for resolving growing resource pressures; local

On the other hand, migration paints a much more varied picture

administrations are central to any viable solution involving these approaches, and thus should be

across Europe’s societies, though without exception all of them are

JOWPMWFE OPUKVTUJOJNQMFNFOUJOHQPMJDJFT CVUJOEFTJHOJOHQPMJDZUPPMT TVDIBTUIF/"1T

being affected by migration in some way. Some societies, such as
in Ireland and Spain, which have long histories of supplying other
countries with migrants, have completely reversed that familiar role,

Case studies of programmes:

to become, albeit only relatively recently, receptors of significant

Included in Annex I is a series of case studies, mainly provided by administrations participating in the

inflows of migrants; this is resulting in a permanent transformation

EUROCITIES Social Affairs Forum, as a result of consultation at the Forum’s May 2008 meeting in Oslo. These

of their societies.

examples are offered to peer administrations and practitioners, and highlight practical initiatives taken in these
cities in response to the new and changing demands placed on Social and Health services: they illustrate the

Other societies, mostly in Eastern Europe, have moved into the role of supplying significant outflows of migrants to the rest of

kinds of measures these cities have adopted ‘on the ground’.

&VSPQF5IJTJTTJHOJGJDBOUMZBMUFSJOHTPDJBM FDPOPNJDBOEEFNPHSBQIJDEZOBNJDTJODPVOUSJFTMJLF1PMBOE -JUIVBOJBBOE#VMHBSJB

For instance, the use of intercultural mediation, in an example provided directly by practitioners at a Barcelona

Other parts of Europe, with a long modern history of receiving migrants, such as the UK, Sweden and Austria, are moving into a

hospital, has been effective as a tool for dealing with new dynamics in health care delivery that stem from

new phase of adapting to the impact of immigration: notably, they are now having to care for significant older populations from

recent immigration.

migrant communities. The care providers find themselves having to develop intercultural competencies in their care delivery

Vienna offers two case studies:

services, at the same time as they adapt to numerically significant shifts in older age groups and resource equations.

a_ The use of counselling centres to help service users make the best care choices for themselves and their
families, aided by intercultural competencies and non-German language skills.
b_ An intercultural women’s health centre, offering a gender specific approach to health, and largely focused
on answering the needs of female immigrants.

Some cities, such as Barcelona and Vienna, are seeing all, or almost all, their population
growth coming from immigration, rather than from population replacement through
birth.

4PVUIBNQUPO IBT BO FYUFOTJWF QSPHSBNNF GPS QSPWJEJOH TVQQPSU UP DBSFST JF QSJWBUF JOEJWJEVBMT JO UIF
community: mostly women, but not exclusively), and understanding their needs.

For cities, the key priority emerging from the research is for them to meet these challenges

4UPDLIPMN IBT CFFO JOOPWBUJWF JO DSFBUJOH BO FOUJSF BVUPOPNPVT EJWJTJPO GPS &MEFSMZ "GGBJST GPSNFSMZ B

from a sufficiently proactive stance.

sub-section of the Social Affairs department), accompanied by the post of Vice-Mayor for Elderly Affairs: this
provides benefits in terms of greater cohesion in policy and implementation, and in available expertise due to
specialisation.
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The main participants of the study - Barcelona, Krakow, Southampton, Stockholm and Vienna
- were selected to provide a range of geographic, demographic, economic and social
characteristics: Mediterranean, Northern, Central, and Eastern Europe; situations of
JNNJHSBUJPO PMEBOEOFX BOEFNJHSBUJPOTISJOLJOHBOEHSPXJOHQPQVMBUJPOTTJHOJGJDBOU
differences in the performance of their labour markets, levels of prosperity and availability
of public resources; and of course in the competencies within their city administrations.
Moreover, the exact constituents of the range of health and social services provided varies
from one system to another.
Likewise, the information available is quite heterogeneous: standardised side-by-side comparisons have been difficult, as the
types and formats of documentation available vary widely. Thus, the approach to sources has been rather on a case-by-case basis,
BOEVTFIBTCFFONBEFPGNBUFSJBMBQQMJDBCMFUPMBSHFSBENJOJTUSBUJWFBSFBT JFSFHJPOBMPSOBUJPOBMSFQPSUTBOEEBUB XIFOFWFS
UIJTJTEFFNFEQFSUJOFOUUPUIFTJUVBUJPOPGUIFTQFDJGJDMPDBMJUZCFJOHTUVEJFE QBSUJDVMBSMZUIF/BUJPOBM"DUJPO1MBOTGPS4PDJBM
*ODMVTJPO /"1T 
To benefit from a broader frame of reference, additional information was collected through
a questionnaire, with open questions regarding the demographic challenges most affecting
the cities concerned, and the policies and programmes they were adopting to deal with
them. The questionnaire was distributed via email to the members of EUROCITIES Social
Affairs Forum: 14 cities responded. The results were then analysed comparatively: the
findings are presented in the section ‘EUROCITIES Social Affairs Forum Questionnaire
Responses’ and reflected in the conclusions of the report.
The first part of the report, is dedicated to profiling each of the five cities chosen. These city profiles outline the main elements
of the demographic issues affecting the city, their service delivery model, and the main challenges facing it. The second section
gathers together the results of the questionnaire and an evaluation of the main points arising; while the third section presents
conclusions and closing remarks.
Annex I provides a series of case studies: these describe some of the
programmes and initiatives which are being used to address the issues
caused by the impact of current European demographic trends on social
and health services. These case studies are of policy in application,
chosen to sketch an overview of what administrations are currently
doing, on a practical level, to adapt to demographic trends. They are
offered as an exchange of experience among peers, by various members
of the EUROCITIES Social Affairs Forum, largely resulting from contacts
and discussions taking place in the Forum’s May 2008 meeting in Oslo.
Finally, a list of sources is included at the end of this report.

2_Profiles of Five Cities
2.1_City profile

Barcelona
The population of Barcelona city, and its larger metropolitan and provincial areas, is
ageing at a dramatic rate, with almost negligible growth by birth rate. Roughly 90%
of population growth is the result of a recent and rather intense influx of immigrants,
predominantly from Latin America and Africa, with immigration from Eastern Europe
also on the rise, mostly on the back of a long period of strong Spanish macro-economic
performance, which is now clearly over. In dealing with these significant pressures,
Barcelona’s administration is facing a strong challenge: it has to stay extremely proactive
if it is to outpace the fast rate of change.

2.1.1_Demographics
Basic Demographic Data:
General population
Barcelona Municipality, as of 01/01/2007

1,595,110

Province of Barcelona

5,332,513
General: 80.8

Life Expectancy,

Male: 77.31

Female: 84.18

Birth Rate, per 1000 inhabitants, Province of Barcelona

11.69

Province of Barcelona (as of 2005):
Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística

Births, Deaths, as of 2006
Births Minus Deaths, per 1000 inhabitants, Province of Barcelona

3.57

Average number of childbirths per woman, Province of Barcelona

1.476

Average female age at childbirth, Province of Barcelona

31.08

Average female age at first childbirth, Spain

29.3

Mortality per 1000 inhabitants, Province of Barcelona

8.12

Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística

The birth rate – at 1.476 – is below replacement rates by fertility.
Age Distribution, as of 01/01/2008
Largest segment

30-34 years

Smallest segment

BOEPWFS

at 487,243
BU  NBKPSJUZXPNFO

Source: Instituto Nacional de Estadística

5IF NPTU TJHOJGJDBOU EFNPHSBQIJD USFOE JO #BSDFMPOB BT UISPVHIPVU 4QBJO  JT
immigration: the 2000’s have been remarkable in terms of the unprecedented and
accelerated growth of Barcelona’s immigrant population. Currently, the Town Council
DBMDVMBUFTUIBUPG#BSDFMPOBTQPQVMBUJPOJTGPSFJHOJOPSJHJO XXXCDOFT 

Barcelon
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Key trends:

Evolution in the number of foreign residents registered with the Barcelona City Council
Year

Foreign
residents

Increase
on previous year

% of total
resident population

Interannual
growth rate

March 2000

53,428

12,525

3.5%

30.6%

January 2001

74,019

20,591

4.9%

38.5%

January 2002

113,809

39,790

7.6%

53.8%

January 2003

163,046

49,237

10.7%

43.3%

January 2004

202,489

39,443

12.8%

24.2%

January 2005

230,942

28,453

14.6%

14.1%

January 2006

260,058

29,116

15.9%

12.6%

January 2007

250,789

-9,269

15.6%

-3.6%

January 2008

280,817

30,028

17.3%

11.97%

Overall, the population of Barcelona is not changing drastically in numerical terms
i.e. the 2007 figure is 1,595,110, compared with 1,642,542 in 1991, then 1,508,805 in
1996, and 1,578,546 in 2004. This means, for example, that the quantitative impact
on the health system has been, and should remain, fairly manageable. The key
change is in population structure: immigration is resulting in a younger population
profile than it would otherwise be. The municipal authorities calculate that only
2.6% of migrants living in Barcelona are 65 or older, and also that the population of
the city would now be about 1,350,000 without the presence of migrants.
Impact of immigration on Barcelona Social Services

Source: Department of Statistics, Barcelona City Council

2002

2007

Increase
2002-2007

1,717

82.47%

These figures refer to those immigrants that are officially registered with the municipality. While a

Immigration clients in homeless services

941

QSPQPSUJPOPGNJHSBOUTBSFMJLFMZUPCFQSFTFOUJOUIFDJUZXJUIPVUCFJOHPGGJDJBMMZEPDVNFOUFE XIJDI

Rate of immigration clients in homeless
services in relation to total number of clients

JTBMXBZTBQSPCMFNXIFOEFBMJOHXJUINJHSBUJPOGJHVSFT #BSDFMPOBTTZTUFNPGSFHJTUSZ AQBESÓOJO
4QBOJTI BMMPXTFWFOUIPTFXJUIPVUSFTJEFODFQFSNJUTPGBOZLJOEUPSFHJTUFS BOEUIVTIBWFBDDFTT
to Health Services, see ‘Services Delivery Model’); therefore Barcelona avoids the situation found in
many other European cities, whereby authorities and planners may officially ignore thousands of
irregular economic migrants living in their midst. Barcelona’s administration therefore puts great
priority on facilitating and encouraging the registry of migrants arriving in the city, and of those
already present, in conjunction with partners from the NGO sector dealing with migrants.
At the time of writing this report, as a reaction to the current economic crisis, the Spanish
government is preparing measures to cut back on immigration as much as possible and to

36%

44%

8%

Intercultural mediation clients

25

1,400

5500%

Intercultural mediation community projects

2

5

150%

Immigration clients in primary attention
social services

8,592

10,436

21.46%

Rate of immigration clients in primary
attention social services in relation to
total number of clients

20.9%

22.2%

1.3%

Clients of the municipal service SAIER
(information and legal advice service
for immigrants and refugees)

10,598

20,417

92.65%

Source: Barcelona City Council

FODPVSBHFNBOZJNNJHSBOUTUPSFUVSOIPNF 'PSFYBNQMF POUIF.JOJTUSZPG8PSLBOE
Immigration announced a measure whereby those immigrants who lose their jobs can receive all

Other indicators:

their unemployment benefits in one lump sum, as long as they use it for the purpose of returning
UPUIFJSDPVOUSZPGPSJHJO IUUQXXXNUBTFT 8IJMFUIFGMPXPGJNNJHSBOUTNJHIUXFMMTMPX JUJT
however doubtful that the immigration trend can now be substantially reversed.
Broadly speaking, in the space of just a decade or two, the society in Barcelona has
undergone, and is still undergoing, a transformation that is comparable to that
experienced by other Western European countries over several generations: going from a
net supplier of migrants to one of the world’s more significant receivers of immigrants.

Exclusion
Population age 16 or over illiterate or without schooling

11.6%

Portion of those over 65 living alone

24.6%

Portion of those over 75 living alone

30.6%

Source: Barcelona City Council website www.bcn.es

Barcelon
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In terms of analysis of exclusion and deprivation, Barcelona uses an “Index of Social Inequalities“,

"OJNQPSUBOUQBSUPGUIF1VCMJD)FBMUI"HFODZTXPSLDPOTJTUTPGUIF yearly studies it conducts on the

created in 1991 by Barcelona City Council, the methodology of which is based on the United

city’s health situation. These studies include analysis of the impact of immigration on health services

Nations “Index of Human Development“. The Index is meant to be an instrument for decision-

and issues. Additionally, the Agency has carried out various studies concerning health and immigration

making, planning, programming and intervention, which takes into consideration social

e.g. a study released in October 2008 on breast cancer and immigration.

inequalities. The Index identifies social imbalances among inhabitants of different areas of the city,
and detects situations of need, underdevelopment and poverty, expressed in terms of health, work

*O4QBJO 1VCMJD)FBMUI4FSWJDFTDPWFSBMMhealthcare needs, except for dental care, optometry

and education indicators. The resulting analysis is expressed as a scale of ratios, allowing for the

BOEPQUJPOBMDPTNFUJDTVSHFSZ1SFTDSJCFEmedicinesDPWFSFECZUIF1VCMJD)FBMUI4FSWJDFTBSF

identification of imbalances and an evaluation of their importance.

provided at a reduced price, which varies from Autonomous Region to Autonomous Region:

in Catalonia BOEUIFSFGPSFJO#BSDFMPOB JUJT25%, although for retired people there is a larger
Since the city’s first study of exclusion and deprivation in 1991, subsequent studies have

SFEVDUJPO HFOFSBMMZ 

taken place in 1996 and 2001, with the next exercise being planned for 2011. While
the purpose of the Index is laudable, this report questions whether the irregularity of

In terms of access to health care, the approach in Spain is quite generous compared

UIF EBUB HBUIFSJOH BOE UIF MFOHUI PG UJNF CFUXFFO TUVEJFT UFO ZFBST CFUXFFO UIF

with much of the formal regulation found across the rest of Europe. Immigrants have an

current one and the next planned one) do not to some degree impair the value of the

established right to healthcare A0SHBOJD-BXDPODFSOJOH3JHIUTBOE'SFFEPNTPG

Index as a tool for ongoing policy development. Conversely, the city does follow up on

Foreigners in Spain and their Social Integration):

PUIFSJOEJDBUPSTPOBZFBSMZCBTJT XIJDIBSFUIFOGFEJOUPUIF*OEFY JFUSBJOJOHMFWFM 
unemployment rate and life expectancy).

rForeigners registered municipally AFNQBESPOBNJFOUP XIJDIEPFTOPUOFDFTTBSJMZ
require a residence permit) have the right to receive the same health care as Spanish
citizens, under the same conditions.

2.1.2_Services delivery model
Service provision:

rMinors under 18 have the same right, regardless of ‘empadronamiento’.
rPregnant women have, during their pregnancy, labour and post-labour period, the right
to receive the same health care as Spanish citizens, under the same conditions.

"MUIPVHIOBUJPOBMMFHJTMBUJPODPWFSTBMM1VCMJD)FBMUI4FSWJDFTJO4QBJO UIFBDUVBMQSPWJTJPO

rThose not registered have the right to use the Emergency Wards, should they contract

of public health services is entirely the responsibility of the regional level administrations,

TFSJPVTJMMOFTTPSTVGGFSBOBDDJEFOU BOEUPSFDFJWFUIFBQQSPQSJBUFNFEJDBMGPMMPXVQ

or ‘Autonomous Communities’ as they are called. This decentralisation leads to certain

surveillance until the initial medical problem is resolved.

variations in public healthcare provision across different parts of the country.
5IF*OEJWJEVBM)FBMUI$BSEHJWFTBDDFTTUPBMM4QBOJTI1VCMJD)FBMUI4FSWJDFTBOEUIF1SFHOBODZ"TTJTUBODF$BSE
While Spanish municipalities do not usually have direct responsibilities for delivering health services, the

gives a woman access to pregnancy specific health care.

situation in Barcelona is somewhat different. Historically the City of Barcelona had its own health system,
dating back to the 19th century; and at present the city has a special status whereby health services are

Barcelona’s municipal administration provides a range of social care centres and services, for

provided through a Health Consortium JOXIJDICPUIUIFSFHJPOBM$BUBMPOJBOHPWFSONFOU (FOFSBMJUBU BOE

children and youths, older people, disabled people and society in general, as well as services

the city government participate, as majority and minority partners respectively.

for social inclusion and the homeless, intercultural services and supplementary pension
assistance. Since 2004, in keeping with European trends towards more outpatient or ‘at home’

Furthermore, preventiveIFBMUIQSPHSBNNFTBOEJOUFSWFOUJPOT NPTUMZBXBSFOFTTSBJTJOHBDUJWJUJFT 

care, the city has been developing a ‘Home Care Service’ programme, which mostly attends

as well as the evaluation of health needs in the city are carried out by the Public Health Agency of

PMEFSQFPQMF PGDMJFOUT BOEXPNFO PGDMJFOUT 5IJTTFSWJDFIBTHSPXOGSPNBO

Barcelona: this is jointly organised by Barcelona City Council, as a majority partner, and the regional

JOJUJBM DMJFOUTBZFBS UP TPGBSJO BUUIFUJNFPGXSJUJOHUIJTSFQPSU )PXFWFS

(FOFSBMJUBU  BT B NJOPSJUZ QBSUOFS " DVSSFOU FYBNQMF PG UIF 1VCMJD )FBMUI "HFODZT BDUJWJUJFT JT

growth has been even more remarkable in another programme: the ‘Telephone Assistance

the 2008 deployment of health workers in preventing transmissible diseases, such as tuberculosis,

1SPHSBNNFIBTJODSFBTFEGSPN VTFSTBZFBSUP TPGBSJO XJUIBTJNJMBSDMJFOU

through awareness-raising amongst the immigrant population. Likewise, the Agency produces

QSPGJMF PMEFSQFPQMFBOEXPNFO "DDPSEJOHMZQVCMJDFYQFOEJUVSFGPSUIFTFUXPTFSWJDFTIBT

brochures in various languages regarding access to the health system, vaccination, sexual and

increased by more than 60% in four years.

reproductive health, food manipulation.

Such steep growth rates would seem to indicate the presence of a very

Challenges:

Barcelon
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real demand for these services. However, the city will need to continue to

Now that the recent boom cycle is over, at the time of writing this report it is still an open question as to

make a vigorous effort to provide the required services, as the underlying

what the impact of the economic downturn will be: in terms of increased social problems, of financing

demand driving growth is only likely to increase.

public services and programmes, and of the effects on immigrants, who risk becoming the target of
various tensions and are often especially vulnerable in times of economic downturn.



*OUFSNTPGJNNJHSBUJPO UIFA3FDFQUJPO1MBOJTBQSPHSBNNF

UIBU#BSDFMPOBIBTEFWFMPQFE BQQSPWFEPGGJDJBMMZJO'FCSVBSZ 

4QBJOT/"1 /BUJPOBM"DUJPO1MBOGPS4PDJBM*ODMVTJPO JEFOUJGJFTBTFSJFTPGDIBMMFOHFTUIBUBSFBQQMJDBCMF

after a pilot phase) which involves and equips some 70 of the city’s

to Barcelona:

existing network of associations. The objectives are:
B@UP PSJFOUBUF OFXDPNFST FGGFDUJWFMZ XJUI JOGPSNBUJPO BCPVU MFHJTMBUJPO 
the labour market, education, languages training, etc.)
b_to encourage the participation of newcomers in the traditional network
of associations in the city as well as in new migrants’ associations

r3BUFTPGQPWFSUZSJTLBSFBCPWF&VSPQFBOBWFSBHFT

r0VUQBUJFOUTFSWJDFTBOETVQQPSUGPSDBSFST#BSDFMPOBIBTJODSFBTFEJUT)PNF$BSF4FSWJDFTGPSUIF

elderly considerably in just a few years, but will have to maintain a determined effort to continue to

develop such services, as it is starting from a position of trying to ‘catch up’ in a context of increasing
EFNBOEUIF/"1JEFOUJGJFT4QBOJTIDPNNVOJUZBOESFTJEFOUJBMTPDJBMTFSWJDFTBTTUJMMEFGJDJFOU
compared with other EU countries e.g.

In addition to targeting associations, the ‘Reception Plan’ programme also targets the broader social

_only 6.5% of families caring for elderly dependents receive help from social services

BOEFDPOPNJDBDUJWJUJFTPGUIFDJUZ FHHFOFSBMGBDJMJUJFTGPSDJUJ[FOT IFBMUIBOEFEVDBUJPOBMDFOUSFT 

_only 3.14% of people aged over 65 receive assistance at home

security staff, social services, housing offices, employment centres, leisure centres, libraries and civic
centres, entrepreneurs, trade unions etc.). The administration calculates that 44,550 new- comers

_only 0.46% have a place in a day centre

r)FODF UIFHFOFSBMTJUVBUJPOJTPOFXIFSFGBNJMJFTDPOUJOVFUPCFUIFCBTJDQSPWJEFSPGJOGPSNBMDBSFBOE

were assisted by the programme in 2007. Note that this is in addition to the regular functioning of

support, although their ability to provide care is steadily decreasing and support for carers is low

SAIER, the city’s own information and support service for immigrants and refugees, which assisted

r5IFBHFJOHQPQVMBUJPOJTQVUUJOHOFXTUSBJOTPOIFBMUIBOETPDJBMTFSWJDFTQSPWJTJPONPEFMTBOE

some 20,000 persons in 2007.

resources: this has an immediate linkage with the issue of underdeveloped outpatient services in Spain;
most European administrations are developing the use of outpatient care as a key part of the formula for

Service provision:
1VCMJDIFBMUITFSWJDFTVTFSTQBZOPUIJOHEJSFDUMZGPSTFSWJDFVTF

dealing with the strain on resources
r4PDJBMTQFOEJOHJTTUJMMMPXFSJOSFMBUJWFUFSNT UIBO&VSPQFBOBWFSBHFT
r&BSMZTDIPPMMFBWJOHUIFDJUZIBTTPNFPGUIFIJHIFTUSBUFTJO&VSPQF

5IF(FOFSBMJUBU SFHJPOBMBENJOJTUSBUJPOPG$BUBMPOJB JTSFTQPOTJCMFGPS)FBMUI4FSWJDFT XIJDIJUQBZT
for with funds directly transferred to it by Spain’s central government and from its own revenues.

r5SBOTOBUJPOBMIFBMUIDBSFPOFPGUIFNBKPSIFBMUIDBSFDIBMMFOHFTJO4QBJO BOEPGQBSUJDVMBSSFMFWBODFUP
discussion at a European level, is patient mobility: both as a receiver and provider of services for those
insured by other European countries’ regimes, and as an exporter of sick people authorized to receive

In terms of resource management, authorities say they find Barcelona’s Health Consortium system

treatment abroad.

successfully facilitates the organisation and optimisation of resources, through the purchasing
of services and through the provision of human resources and experience in managing associated

In terms of immigration and dealing with the challenges of an increasingly diversified society, the regional

companies.

HPWFSONFOUTPXOA$JUJ[FOTIJQBOE*NNJHSBUJPO1MBOTUBUFT
ri*OHFOFSBMUFSNT SFTJEFOUTJO$BUBMPOJBIBWFRVJUFBOFHBUJWFQFSDFQUJPOPGJNNJHSBUJPOu

6OEFSUIFBFHJTPGUIFA3FDFQUJPO1MBO TFFBCPWF UIF$JUZ$PVODJMJTDVSSFOUMZQSPWJEJOHUPUBMZFBSMZ
funding of €600,000 to associations working with newcomers.

ri4IPSUDPNJOHTJOUIFXFMGBSFTUBUFDBVTFDPNQFUJUJPOCFUXFFOMPDBMTBOEUIPTFGSPNBCSPBEu
The same document recognises a need to improve immigrant access to ordinary services, and also the risk
PG FYJTUJOH TFSWJDFT GVSUIFS EFHSBEJOH  EVF UP JODSFBTJOH EFNBOEEFNPHSBQIJDT 8IJMF BENJUUFEMZ UIJT JT B
document produced by the regional government, it articulates the broad situation in Catalan society, and
in its capital Barcelona; and dealing with the dynamic just described is now a key challenge for the city’s
administration.
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Access by migrants to social services is also strongly conditioned by legal limits;

Many migrant women come to Spain through such a family reunification permit, which does not allow

while the law guarantees the principle of equality of access for foreigners to social

them to work without obtaining a modification to the permit. However to get such an alteration in their

TFSWJDFT BOE GBDJMJUJFT EFDSFF  UI +VOF  MFHBM TUBUVT  PS MBDL UIFSFPG 

papers, they must have a valid job offer for at least one year.

places significant limits on de facto access. Only people with full residence permits

While not impossible, it is generally rather difficult for migrants to get such a job, as in practice most

can access the following:

employers are apparently reluctant to provide a one year contract. However, the municipality has

r/POPCMJHBUPSZ FEVDBUJPO QSFTDIPPM  OPOPCMJHBUPSZ TFDPOEBSZ TDIPPM JF
from aged 16 onwards, university and adult education)
r$FSUBJO TPDJBM TFSWJDFT FH BTTJTUBODF GPS GBNJMJFT  DIJMESFO  ZPVUIT  UIF
handicapped, seniors, substance addiction, etc.)

EFWFMPQFEBQSPDFEVSFXJUIBAIPTUJOHOFUXPSL BOFUXPSL TVQQPSUFECZUIFNVOJDJQBMJUZ PGSFMFWBOU
NGOs and local organisations and representatives, which provides job offers) to accelerate the process

with the Spanish central government office in Barcelona: this now takes about 15 days to undertake
UIF$JUZ$PVODJMSFQPSUTTFOEJOHEP[FOTPGTVDIBQQMJDBUJPOTFWFSZNPOUI 

r1SPHSBNNFTGBDJMJUBUJOHBDDFTTUPFNQMPZNFOUBSFPOMZBWBJMBCMFUPUIPTFXJUI

$POWFSTFMZ  UIPTF XPNFO BOE NFO GPS UIBU NBUUFS  XIP BSF VOBCMF

work permits.

to obtain such a job placement, find themselves effectively obliged to
The situation of women is very specific, as the large-scale inclusion of women into the Spanish job market is

work without a work permit. This report’s view is that the current policy

still a relatively recent phenomenon.

SFRVJSJOHBPOFZFBSKPCPGGFS XIJDI UPCFDMFBS JTUIFDSFBUJPOPGUIF
central government) is unhelpful, confers no ostensible benefit, is in fact

5IF *OTUJUVU $BUBMÆ EF MB %POB $BUBMBO *OTUJUVUF GPS 8PNFO  BT DJUFE UIF A.BQQJOH

harmful, and an indictment of the quality of the legislative process from

3FQPSUPG1PMJDZBOE1SBDUJDFJO#BSDFMPOB JOEJDBUFTUIBUUIFSFJTOPSFBMQMBOGPSSFDFJWJOH

which it stems. While the problem does not in any way originate from

female migrants, and no plans for sufficient concrete action, either for simple problems

the City Council, it is constrained to manage within the situation thus

such as language learning, or complex issues such as providing adequate accommodation.

created.

However, on a municipal level there is a network of Women’s Information points, one in
every district, providing support for women in general and thus available to migrant women

As is often the case elsewhere, employment for women migrants in Barcelona is highly

as well.

DPODFOUSBUFE PO DBSF GPS UIF FMEFSMZ OPUF UIF MJOLBHF CFUXFFO UIF UXP NBKPS JTTVFT
concerning European demographics, ageing and immigration) and domestic service. These

Additionally, the municipality’s immigration department is currently developing a programme

jobs are frequently ‘informal’, i.e. without any legal contract. By deduction, official statistics

UP TVQQPSU UIF GBNJMZ SFVOJGJDBUJPO PG JNNJHSBOUT A1SPHSBNB BDPNQBÒBNJFOUP B OVDMFPT

showing women migrants as unemployed or inactive must inevitably be somewhat flawed,

familiars reagrupantes’ which helps those bring children, spouses and parents into the country

though it is of course difficult to calculate by how much.

on a special permit). At present this programme is functioning in 4 out of 10 city districts, and
is meant to be fully up and running in all districts by 2010. The programme contacts those
beginning the family reunification process and invites them to participate in a meeting before

5IFA1MBEF$JVUBEBOJBJ*NNJHSBDJÓ GSPNUIFSFHJPOBMHPWFSONFOU TBZTUIBUPGGJDJBMMBCPVSNFDIBOJTNT

UIF SFMBUJWF BSSJWFT UIFZ BSF QSPWJEFE XJUI SFMFWBOU JOGPSNBUJPO SF UIF FEVDBUJPOBM TZTUFN 

are ineffective; labour market access in Catalonia has essentially been determined by market demands, and

various legalities, and so on), along with psychological and emotional support. If considered

without any effective intervening management or regulation; and that official labour market intervention

appropriate, a second meeting with more specific information takes place. Once the relative

mechanisms are ineffective, largely due to the ‘informal’ nature of the job market in which so many immigrants

arrives, there is follow-up on the person’s situation and initial integration.

find themselves. Conversely, the City Council reports that the vast majority of migrant residents in Barcelona
work with work permits and pay their taxes and social security, with only a small number working in the
informal economy. Furthermore, the city administration has detected some interesting social mobility patterns,
where migrants tend to change to better jobs once they have settled in. The most important factor affecting
the social mobility of migrants is found to be their human capital. The city reports that graduate migrants,
XIJDI BDDPVOU GPS  PG BMM NJHSBOUT JO #BSDFMPOB  BSF BCMF UP BDDFTT CFUUFS KPCT IJHIFS TLJMMFE BOE NPSF
professional).

The City Council also reports a change in the last 3 years with regards to the arrival of new
migrants: while in the early 2000s, illegal immigration was very common, since approximately
2005, there has been a decrease in illegal immigration and an increase in legal immigration.
In 2007, family reunification was in fact the largest source of new arrivals, with some 8,300
residence permits being issued in the City of Barcelona.
Undervalued social capital is an issue at the heart of immigration in Barcelona, just as it is, to no small degree,
UISPVHIPVU&VSPQF5IF1MBEF$JVUBEBOJBJ*NNJHSBDJÓEFTDSJCFTUIF job prospects of immigrants as ‘very
limited’: they are largely condemned to employment in low remuneration and low qualification jobs. This
situation can well be described in terms of undervalued social capital i.e. people who are not employed in a
XBZUIBUJTDPNNFOTVSBUFXJUIUIFJSRVBMJGJDBUJPOT XIJDIBSFPGUFOIJHI TLJMMT LOPXMFEHFBOEQPUFOUJBM'PS
instance, obtaining recognition of foreign degrees and diplomas is a process that relies on the resources and
competencies within the central government, and can often take several years. The city’s hosting plan supports
and finances associations that are specialised in the subject of foreign diploma equivalencies, and which are
able to provide counselling and orientation.
Concerning this issue of squandered social capital, data has been published
DMBJNJOH UIBU i*NNJHSBOUT UP 4QBJOu BSF UXJDF BT MJLFMZ BT MPDBMT UP CF PWFS
RVBMJGJFEu DGA5IFCSBJOESBJO 5IF&DPOPNJTU 'FCSVBSZUI "TJEFGSPNUIF
obvious human and moral implications with regards to those individuals who
are disadvantaged, such findings are also significant in terms of compromising
economic development and society’s long-term, and not so long-term, interests
as a whole. This needs to be underlined and explained more to political leaders,
and through them, to the general public, particularly at a time, as now, when
economic downturn is likely to fuel exclusion across Europe.
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2_Profiles of Five Cities
2.2_City profile

Krakow

Krako
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Krakow faces demographic challenges similar to those of other European cities, with some specificities of its own

UIBUBSFNPSFUZQJDBMPGUIF&BTUFSO&VSPQFBO" UIFTUBUFTXIPKPJOFEUIF&6JO BOE" #VMHBSJBBOE
Romania) societies, although in some ways Krakow’s challenges are also comparable to Southern Europe. The key
challenges are:

r5IF JNQBDU PG FNJHSBUJPO BMUIPVHI UIF TJUVBUJPO JT JO GMVY FNJHSBUJPO GMPXT BSF DIBOHJOH RVJDLMZ  EVF UP
economic and other factors, and data is frequently outdated by the time it becomes available), emigration is
more of an issue than immigration, as it is in much of Eastern Europe.
r5IFQPQVMBUJPOJTBHFJOH BTJUJTUISPVHIPVU&VSPQF

r"UUIFTBNFUJNF USBEJUJPOBMGBNJMZCBTFEDBSFTPMVUJPOT OPUVOMJLFUIPTFQSFEPNJOBOUJO4PVUIFSO&VSPQF 
are in decline: this strong double stressor, similar to the situation in Barcelona, puts significant pressure on
resources and the development of care delivery solutions e.g. the need for more and better outpatient and
at-home care.
r4PDJBMBOEIFBMUITFSWJDFQSPWJTJPOGBDFTUJHIUFSASFTPVSDFFRVBUJPOTUIBOJOXFBMUIJFSQBSUTPG&VSPQFMJLFXJTF 
the criteria for defining poverty are more demanding.
Though admittedly the margin for manoeuvre is tight, Krakow’s administration needs to be proactive: local
administration has no choice but to do more, and be more effective.

Krako
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Key trends:

2.2.1_Demographics

-JGFFYQFDUBODZJO1PMBOEJTTMJHIUMZCFMPXUIF&6BWFSBHF CVUJTTJHOJGJDBOUMZMPXFS

Basic Demographic Data:

UIBO UIPTF &6 DPVOUSJFT XJUI UIF MPOHFTU MJGF FYQFDUBODZ TFF 1PMJTI  /"1 

The city’s population is in fact contracting, while births are going up.

Moreover, though life expectancy for men has been growing, there is still a significant
difference in life expectancy by gender: about 8 years more for women than for men.

General population
2007

756,583

2000

758,715

m. 353,922

f. 402,661

The difference in life expectancy for women and men means a high share of single person households among
older widowed women.

Natural increase (Births minus deaths) -> negative (i.e. more deaths than births):
2007

-412

"TUISPVHIPVUUIFSFTUPG&VSPQF UIFEFNPHSBQIJDEFQFOEFODZSBUJP OVNCFSPGQFPQMF QFSQFPQMF

2000

-1,101

PG XPSLJOH BHF  JTSJTJOH1PMBOET /"1QSPKFDUTBO JODSFBTF GSPN JO   UP JO

Population density over territory -> slight decline

8IJMFUIJTJTBOBUJPOBMGJHVSF JUJTBMTPUIFCSPBEEFNPHSBQIJDUSFOEGPSUIF$JUZPG,SBLPX ,SBLPX4PDJBM

2006

2,314 per 1 km2

4FSWJDFT SFQPSU UIBU BT UIF USBEJUJPOBM 1PMJTI NPEFM PG UIF NVMUJHFOFSBUJPOBM GBNJMZ JT CSFBLJOH EPXO 

2002

2,318 per 1 km2

the number of older people living on their own or without support from close relatives is rising. This, in

Population by gender -> rising female population

combination with the growing overall population of older people, means the demand placed on public

2006 ratio of females to males

114

services to provide care is increasing significantly.

2002 ratio of females to males

113

Such pressures are comparable with those being experienced in Spain i.e. where the family has traditionally

Birth Rates -> up

been the main care provider, but is steadily less able to provide such care, mainly due to women’s
emancipation and shrinking family units, as well as a range of other socio-economic factors.

2007

6,755

2000

5,806

2007

9.2 births per 1000 population

As a logical consequence, Krakow Social Services report the growing number of

2002

7.8 births per 1000 population

older people increases the cost of providing services for them, which results in

Death rate -> up
2007

the need to obtain more funding from the Municipality.
7,167

2000

6,907

2007

9.1 deaths per 1000 population

2001

9.1 deaths per 1000 population

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Pre-working age (young) population
per 100 persons of working age

51.8

50.9

50.6

50.5

50.7

Female 78.8

Post-working age population (elderly)
per 100 persons of pre-working age (young)

94.4

98.9

103.5

107.3

111.5

2007 largest age segment

70 and over

Post-working age population
per 100 persons of working age

25.2

25.3

25.7

26.2

26.7

2000 largest age segment

20-24

Life expectancy
Male 70.5
Age segments -> rising elderly population

Source: Krakow Statistical Office

Ratios of Krakow elderly, young and working age:

Source: Krakow Statistical Office

Emigration JFPVUNJHSBUJPO BOESFUVSOJOHNJHSBOUTBSFNPSFTJHOJGJDBOUGPS,SBLPXUIBOJNNJHSBUJPO)PXFWFS 

2.2.2_Services Delivery Model
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it is particularly difficult to obtain accurate data on emigration and returning migrants, as the trend is hard to

"TUISPVHIPVU&VSPQF ,SBLPXTIFBMUIBOETPDJBMTFSWJDFTBSFBUUFNQUJOH  CPUIGPSFDPOPNJDSFBTPOT

document and is highly fluid. For instance, there is extensive anecdotal evidence of an increase in returning

and to provide better adapted care that favours the individuals’ autonomy, empowerment, etc), to

migrants, stemming from the recent economic downturn in the UK and Ireland, but it is difficult to find hard data.

maximise the use of outpatient and community-based solutions: residential care becoming something

To further muddy the waters and mask the true situation, migration is increasingly ambiguous: many migrants

of a last resort. Day care centres for older people and disabled people are, logically, an important

come and go regularly, not necessarily even viewing themselves as ‘immigrants’ in their new country but simply

element in this care delivery approach, providing a range of activities and therapies to seniors staying

as ‘working over there’.

in their communities and homes.

Conversely, the lack of immigrants prevents meaningful comparison with the strategies of other cities

Social services have also been turning to the volunteer community for help in creating care programmes, and are

for dealing with the challenges of immigration: it is a problem that Krakow essentially does not have,

developing this relationship as an increasingly valuable element of service provision. In 2007, 1,241 hours were

DFSUBJOMZOPUJOUIFXBZBDJUZMJLF#BSDFMPOBEPFT XJUIJUTOFXBOETVEEFOBSSJWBMPGJNNJHSBOUT PS7JFOOB 

volunteered, largely used in assisting people with disabilities, older people and those living alone. Feedback from

4PVUIBNQUPO PS 4UPDLIPMN XIFSF MPOHFTUBCMJTIFE JNNJHSBUJPO JT OPX HFOFSBUJOH BOE SFTIBQJOH UIF

care receivers has often been highly positive.

need for elderly care services.
Service provision:
Local authorities are responsible for the delivery of health and social services. The Municipal Welfare
Other indicators:
In terms of poverty BOE UIF SJTL PG QPWFSUZ JO 1PMBOE  UIF  /"1 EFTDSJCFT
the living standard of those people living in poverty as lower than the European
BWFSBHF JF1PMBOETQPPSBSFQPPSFS 

Centre in Krakow uses non-governmental organizations for carrying out various tasks e.g. running social
JOUFHSBUJPODMVCT TIFMUFSTGPSUIFIPNFMFTTPSEBZDBSFDFOUSFTGPSDIJMESFO/(0TDBSSZPVUBCPVUPG
social assistance in Krakow.
Coverage includes social benefits and aid, social networking services, analyzing and assessing demand for social
benefits, taking actions based on identified social needs, and developing new social services and self-help

Older peopleJO1PMBOEIPXFWFS BSFless exposed to relative poverty than EUBWFSBHFTGPSUIFTBNFBHFT 8PNFO 

approaches for those needs.

at a 7% poverty rate, are more often living in poverty than men, at a 4% rate.)
Nonetheless, the situation with respect to employment of older people (60+) is systematically deteriorating in
1PMBOE XIJMFJOUIF&VSPQFBO6OJPOJUIBTCFFOJNQSPWJOHTJODF

Financial Assistance takes place in the form of:
r0OHPJOHGJOBODJBMCFOFGJUGPSPMEFSQFPQMFBOEEJTBCMFEQFPQMF
r1FSJPEJDJOUFSNJUUFOUGJOBODJBMBTTJTUBODFGPSJOEJWJEVBMTBOEGBNJMJFTXIPTFJODPNFEPFTOPUNFFUFMJHJCJMJUZ

*O1PMBOEUIFemployed are relatively morePGUFOFYQPTFEUPUIFSJTLPGQPWFSUZ1PMJTIpurchasing
power is still comparatively low, at 51.9% of the UE-25 average.

criteria
r1VSQPTFTQFDJGJDGJOBODJBMBTTJTUBODFHSBOUFEUPGVMGJMCBTJDOFFET
r&YDFQUJPOBMQVSQPTFTQFDJGJDBTTJTUBODFGPSUIPTFJOBOFTQFDJBMMZEJGGJDVMUTJUVBUJPO XIPTFJODPNFFYDFFET

Unemployment rates for young people are fairly high: in 2005, 36.9% were

normal eligibility criteria

VOFNQMPZFE JO UIF  BHF HSPVQ5IF TBNF  /"1 EFTDSJCFT B EZOBNJD

r#FOFGJUTBOEMPBOTUPTUBSUTNBMMCVTJOFTTFT

where young people often have a high school diploma, but have limited professional

r#FOFGJUTGPSGPTUFSGBNJMJFT

experience and limited employment opportunities due to the presence of baby

r#FOFGJUTGPSBEPMFTDFOUTMFBWJOHDIJMESFOTIPNFT JFFYQVCMJDXBSETPGDPVSU 

CPPN HFOFSBUJPOT JO UIF NBSLFU 5IF /"1 JEFOUJGJFT  JO UIF IJHI VOFNQMPZNFOU

r#FOFGJUTGPSSFGVHFFT

rate among young people, a risk of depreciation of acquired skills, as with the

Non-financial assistance takes place in the form of:

long-term unemployed. While unemployment rates have diminished since 2005,

r4PDJBMXPSL

the issues are still present.

r)PNFDBSFTFSWJDFTGPSPMEFSQFPQMFBOEEJTBCMFEQFPQMF
r0SHBOJ[JOHGVOFSBMTGPSUIPTFIPNFMFTTBOEPSXJUIPVUOFYUPGLJO
r4QFDJBMJTUDPVOTFMMJOH
r$SJTJTJOUFSWFOUJPO
r4IFMUFST
r)FMQJOLJOEFHDMPUIJOHBOEGPPE

Nutrition has a growing importance in Krakow City Council’s assistance programmes: since 2005

The lowest shares of expenditure go to:

the administration has been providing free hot meals, on the basis of means testing. The formula

r#FOFGJUTGPSUIFVOFNQMPZFE PGUPUBMTQFOEJOHPSPG(%1

used for this means testing is a monthly income not exceeding 150% of the criterion figures: 477

r'BNJMJFTBOEDIJMESFO PGUPUBMTQFOEJOHPSPG(%1

1-/öGPSBTJOHMFQFSTPOIPVTFIPME 1-/öGPSBQFSTPOJOBGBNJMZ

r)PVTJOHQVSQPTFTBOEHSPVQTBUSJTLPGTPDJBMFYDMVTJPO PGUPUBMTQFOEJOH

Krako
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Obviously, a monthly income figure of 106.27€ or 144.42€ is quite low by the standards of the more

This structure results in a significantly higher risk of poverty among children and youths and relatively

prosperous parts of Europe, highlighting the fact that there is a wide variation in economic and social

low risk of poverty in the case of older persons.

circumstances in the EU-27. At the same time, while we see this difference in income expectations,
Challenges:

we see a certain consistency in terms of the issues that administrations across Europe are having to
deal with, at least in terms of ageing. Although patterns of immigration are variable across Europe,

Krakow has been the most difficult city to document, and concrete data has been less available than would have

with some cities receiving more migrants and some less, and some cities experiencing it as a recent

been ideal. Therefore the challenges that are identified here are somewhat general, and often based on deduction

phenomenon and some as an old one, across Europe all societies are ageing, albeit with some

GSPNJOGPSNBUJPODPODFSOJOH1PMBOEBTBXIPMF QBSUJDVMBSMZUIF/"1EPDVNFOUT IPXFWFSUIFZEPIJHIMJHIUUIF

fluctuation in the intensity and speed of the trend.

broad direction and circumstances affecting Krakow.

Since 2006, subsidized food services have been extended to a wider circle of beneficiaries, by providing those with

The following key factors are creating significant challenges for Krakow:

incomes of 150-200% of the above criteria with subsidized meals: the beneficiaries pay 25% of the cost.

r5IFQSPCMFNTUISPVHIPVU1PMBOEJODSFBUJOHFNQMPZNFOUGPSPMEFSXPSLFSTBOEUIFMPOHUFSNVOFNQMPZFE
r5IFTPDJBMJNQBDUTTUFNNJOHGSPNUIFTFQBUUFSOTPGVOFNQMPZNFOU

In 2007, Krakow’s main client groups for Social Services were, in terms

r5IFGBDUUIBUUIFWJBCJMJUZPGUIFQFOTJPOTZTUFNEFQFOETPOQFPQMFXPSLJOHNPSFBOEGPSMPOHFS

of the numbers of clients, and with the largest group first1:
r5IFQPPS

It is vital for social aid programmes to include an effective dimension of employment activation to help people

r%JTBCMFEQFSTPOT

find work.

r5IFMPOHUFSNPSTFSJPVTMZJMM
r5IFVOFNQMPZFEEFNPOTUSBUJOHWVMOFSBCJMJUZ

The Social Economy, or ‘Third Sector’, needs to be better developed and tapped as a potential source of employment,

Over the last four years there have been only minor changes in this

particularly, though not exclusively, with a view to those less likely to find employment in other sectors.

structure.
Reforming social policy while keeping down poverty risk requires some deft manoeuvring: if all social benefits,
Resources:

including old-age and disability pensions, were excluded from the income of the general population, almost half

4FSWJDFTBSFQBJEGPSCZDFOUSBM(PWFSONFOUGVOETBOE.VOJDJQBMGVOET1PMBOETA4PDJBM8FMGBSF"DUFOTVSFT

As throughout Europe, getting people to work more and longer is being placed at the centre of efforts to
maintain a sustainable pension system. Accordingly, new pension formulae, based on a defined-contribution
TDIFNF JFWFSTVTBEFGJOFECFOFGJUTDIFNF HFOFSBUFTUSPOHJODFOUJWFTUPFYUFOEUIFQFSJPEPGBDUJWJUZ
on the labour market.
1VUUJOH ,SBLPX JO JUT CSPBEFS OBUJPOBM BOE &VSPQFBO GSBNFXPSL TFF  /"1  TPDJBM TQFOEJOH JO
1PMBOEJT
r4JNJMBSUP&6BWFSBHFTJOUFSNTPGUPUBMTPDJBMTQFOEJOHBTBTIBSFPG(%1
r4USVDUVSFEEJGGFSFOUMZGSPNUIFVTVBMQBUUFSOTGPVOEJOUIF&6
r%PNJOBUFECZPMEBHFQFOTJPOTBOEEJTBCJMJUZQFOTJPOT EFTQJUFUIF1PMJTIQPQVMBUJPOCFJOHSFMBUJWFMZ
young.

_information provided in direct communication from Social Services

incomes above the eligibility criteria.

of the population would live below the poverty threshold.

1

that citizens get most social benefits free of charge. The exception is home care services for those who have

It is necessary to realign social spending within a delicate balance:
rUP GPDVT NPSF SFTPVSDFT PO TVQQPSUJOH UIPTF GBNJMJFT  DIJMESFO BOE
youths who are excessively at risk and under supported
r BU UIF TBNF UJNF  UP NJOJNJTF QPWFSUZ BNPOH PMEFS QFPQMF  B HSPVQ
which, moreover, is growing.
Local policy needs to become more active, because the front line of any effective social inclusion policy is at
the local level.
Local government must become more of an initiator of social inclusion policy; this will require more and
better co-operation between specialised public administration, the developing NGO sector, business, and local
government. Fortunately, Krakow has been developing its partnership with NGOs and volunteers, so there is a
foundation already in place to keep building on.

2_Profiles of Five Cities
2.3_City profile

Southampton

Southampto
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Southampton is a city that is representative of British policy trends and particularly of Southern England’s
urban areas:

r5IF DJUZ GVODUJPOT XJUIJO B OBUJPOBM QPMJDZ GSBNFXPSL QVSTVJOH B DPPSEJOBUFE  PS AKPJOFE VQ  BQQSPBDI 
wherein economic, employment, health and social policies are mutually re-enforcing, and generally structured
through the use of targets.

r&DPOPNJD HSPXUI BOE KPC NBSLFUT IBWF CFFO FYQFSJFODJOH TVTUBJOFE TUSPOH QFSGPSNBODF DPODVSSFOUMZ
employment is at the heart of the social policy approach, the idea being that social and health services should
function as a bridge towards labour activation wherever possible.

r*OFRVBMJUZBOESJTLPGQPWFSUZBSFQSJPSJUZJTTVFTBTUIFZSFNBJOBCPWF&6BWFSBHFT BMUIPVHIEFGJOJUJPOTPG
such figures need to be contextualised i.e. the standards for what qualifies as poverty are not the same as
UIPTFPQFSBUJOHJO,SBLPX TFFQHA0UIFS*OEJDBUPST 

r4PVUIBNQUPOT SPCVTU KPC NBSLFU BOE FDPOPNZ IBWF  MPHJDBMMZ  GVODUJPOFE BT BUUSBDUPST PG JNNJHSBUJPO 
OPUBCMZGSPN1PMBOEUIJTJTBOFYBNQMFPGPOFMPDBMEFNPHSBQIJDUSFOECFJOHUIFGMJQTJEFPGBOPUIFSWFSZ
different local trend both part of the same transnational dynamic.

Recent downshifts in UK economic trends pose questions about the future for a strategy so linked to the
economy’s growth performance.

2.3.1_Demographics
Basic Demographic Data:
General population
228,000

current population
under 15 years of age

16%

15 to 64

70%

over 65

14%

annual births

2,665

annual deaths

1,976

life expectancy at birth (2002-2004)

men 76.2

women 80.9

life expectancy at birth (2002-2004) UK average

men 76.6

women 80.9

http://www.southamptonhealth.nhs.uk/publichealth/soton

As the table shows, Southampton’s life expectancy is fairly typical of England as a whole. The largest age

In terms of migration trends, while transnational immigration is an old experience in Southern

segment is currently 20-24: this is partly due to the location of two universities in the City.

&OHMBOE VOMJLFJONPTUPG4PVUIFSOBOE&BTUFSO&VSPQF BTTFFOJOUIFDBTFTUVEJFTPG#BSDFMPOBBOE
Krakow), new challenges are nonetheless emerging as settlement patterns in Southampton have been

2.3.1_Demographics

changing. Increasingly, immigrants are moving, not into the central wards in the middle of the city that

Basic Demographic Data:

usually received them, but into areas with limited previous experience of black and minority ethnic
#.& DPNNVOJUJFT.PSFPWFS UIFDJUZJTFYQFSJFODJOHBSJTFJOUIFOVNCFSTPGTFDPOEHFOFSBUJPO#.&

Migration and Population Movement:
refugee communities*

communities. Migrant impact is reported by the administration to be mainly seen in housing, healthcare
4-6,000

predominantly from Somalia,

and schools: the impact as described would seem to be mainly in terms of visibility of presence.

Afghanistan, Iran, Iraqi Kurdish
migrant workers from the EU ‘accession’ countries*

 

emigration rates

not known

and other African countries

5ZQJDBM PG UIF TJUVBUJPO UISPVHIPVU UIF 6, BOE *SFMBOE JT UIF GBDU UIBU MBSHF OVNCFST PG 1PMJTI

PGXIJDI BSF1PMJTI

immigrants means that they have inevitably made their mark on the community. However, it is unclear

Info supplied directly by Southampton Council
* the local administration’s documentation itself separates migrants into these 2 categories – refugee and EU accession –
and the report uses the data as such, though with reservations about the adequateness of the terms, as far as completeness or
accuracy in conceptualising migrant groups

As encountered throughout research for this report, migration entails a certain ambiguity: immigrant numbers are
identified as approximate figures, and there are no figures at all for emigration.
Key trends:
Southampton identifies ageing as the demographic trend with the most impact on the present and future
QSPWJTJPOPGIFBMUIBOETPDJBMTFSWJDFTJOUIFDJUZ"DDPSEJOHUPTUBUJTUJDTGSPNUIF6,T/"1VQEBUF BOE
reasonably indicative for Southampton:
rCZ2024, around half of adults will be over 50 years old
rCZ2050 there will only be about 2 people of working age per pensioner
rDVSSFOUMZ UIFSFBSFBCPVUQFPQMFPGXPSLJOHBHFQFSQFOTJPOFS
In terms of the national policy environment that Southampton is part of, this
has meant a rising focus on facilitating older people working PWFSNJMMJPO
QFPQMFBSFOPXXPSLJOHBGUFS4UBUF1FOTJPOBHF BOEUIFTUBUFQFOTJPOBHFJT
being increased over the next twenty years) and on fighting age discrimination,
particularly in the labour market. This is referred to as ‘ageism DGUIFOBUJPOBM
A"HF1PTJUJWF DBNQBJHO XIJDIJTBOFNFSHJOHUFSN TUJMMXJUIPVUBUSBOTMBUJPO
in many EU languages.
Southampton is also following the general UK national trend of falling
household size, stemming from the coinciding phenomena of an ageing
QPQVMBUJPO BOJODSFBTFJOTFQBSBUJPOEJWPSDFBOEJOQFPQMFFTUBCMJTIJOHGBNJMZ
units at a later age.
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IPX TUBCJMJTFE UIFJS TJUVBUJPO JT JF IPX NBOZ XJMM SFUVSO UP 1PMBOE  $POWFSTFMZ  JNNJHSBOUT GSPN
outside the EU would seem less likely to go back.
Other indicators:

According to a 2008 report for Southampton City Council on indices of multiple deprivation for 2007, the

DJUZ SBOLT TU PVU PG  &OHMJTI -PDBM "VUIPSJUJFT  FRVBMT UIF NPTU EFQSJWFE  PO UIF *OEFY PG .VMUJQMF
Deprivation; this is an interesting tool that the UK uses for evaluating the combined impacts of different forms
of deprivations. The city’s local policy operates within the Index’s conceptualisation and builds upon it.
Of the seven ‘domains’ that make up the Index, Southampton performs worst on the Education,
Skills & TrainingEPNBJO XJUIA-PXFS4VQFS0VUQVU"SFBT PSA-40"T CFJOHBNPOHUIF
most deprived in England).
Additionally:
r0OFBSFB JOA#JUUFSOFXBSE IBT64% of children living in income deprivation
r4PVUIBNQUPO IBT UIF two worst areas in the South East for income deprivation affecting
older people, both in ‘Bevois’ ward
r$IJMEQPWFSUZMFWFMTJOUIFBSFBTOFBSFTUUIFCPVOEBSJFTPGUIFUXP4PVUIBNQUPODPOTUJUVFODJFT
is some 25%.

Moreover, the city has relatively low income levels for SE England, but suffers from high private sector housing
costs. Currently, approximately 30% of Southampton’s population is accommodated in social rented housing.
5IFTFEFQSJWBUJPOBOEJODPNFJTTVFTFYJTUXJUIJOBCSPBEFSDPOUFYUUIF6,T/"1TUBUFTUIBUUIF6,TAQPQVMBUJPO
at risk of poverty and income inequality’ rates are above the EU average, and identifies concerns over low wages, inXPSL QPWFSUZ BOE EFCU MFWFMT5IF TBNF /"1 FNQIBTJTFT UIF SFMBUJPOTIJQ CFUXFFO health inequalities and other
social inequalities. This emphasis, from the local level through to the national level, highlights the interaction of
factors in deprivation and vulnerability, and is something many other administrations could well learn from.

the organisational management side of delivery. It seems not to address the
issue of immigration in any very direct way, which perhaps it should consider.
However, ageing, for its part, is pervasively implicit, in terms of adapting delivery
and resource management, particularly in terms of growing outpatient and
in-home care, to meet growing and changing demands stemming from rising
populations of older people.
The national UK health and social policies, within which Southampton functions, have a detailed system of outcomebased targets, all of which are explicitly linked to budgets. These targets are generally underpinned by commonly
agreed EU and national indicators BOEBSFTIBSFEBDSPTT.JOJTUSJFTBOE%FQBSUNFOUT JFUIFZBSFAKPJOFEVQ 5IF
SFDFOU EFWFMPQNFOU PG -PDBM "SFB "HSFFNFOUT  CFUXFFO MPDBM HPWFSONFOU XPSLJOH XJUI MPDBM QBSUOFST TVDI BT
health services), and central government, seeks to establish linkages between national and local target setting and
management.
1PMJDZ JT increasingly focused on decentralisation: through the Local Area
Agreements. At the same time, while the specific situations are different, one
also sees, as in Austria, a trend towards consolidating dispersed activities to
achieve greater efficiency and coherency.
Currently, in Southampton, as throughout the UK, funding and decision-making
are increasingly devolved to a local level, and even to individual level, where
people organise their own social care. Instead of receiving pre-determined care
services, in certain circumstances people may choose to take money from their
council to arrange and manage their own social care services: an approach
known as ‘direct payments’. The idea is to give people greater choice and control
over services received. This policy is being extended to everyone, through the
‘individualised budgets’ being rolled out over the next three years.
In Southampton, under general English legislation, all residents in the local
authority’s area are eligible for an assessment of their social care needs. Unlike
healthcare, social services are not free to all, but are means-tested. There is a
spread in how much users pay e.g. over 70% of older people living in care homes
get all or some of their costs met by their local council.
As across Europe, with the growing population of older people and with all their various care demands, the trend is
towards more at-home care, in tandem with an accelerating reduction in the use of residential care homes.

_Rural areas often have a ‘County’ council providing education, care and other services over a large geographical area, with local ‘District’ Councils providing environmental and housing services more locally

The services model, as it is evolving and presented here, is largely focused on

Service provision:

2

2.3.2_Services Delivery Model

Funding for health services is provided from central government through the UK National
)FBMUI 4FSWJDF /)4  'PS 4PVUIBNQUPO  UIJT GVOEJOH JT OPX BMMPDBUFE UP UIF Southampton
City Primary Care Trust 4$1$5  XIJDI JT NBOBHFE CZ B5SVTU #PBSE PG MPDBM SFQSFTFOUBUJWFT
within guidelines provided by the Government, and which commissions services from other
NHS, private sector and community organisations. These services are provided free of charge.
Trust budget
approximate total per year

bN Nö

acute (hospital) services

bN Nö

primary care (General Practitioner/ family services)
community based hospitals and care
drugs and medicines

bN Nö
bN Nö 
bN Nö 

Info supplied directly by Southampton Council

While discussing healthcare, it is worth noting that, in keeping with trends in
MBCPVSNBSLFUQPMJDZUIJOLJOHUIBUJTFNFSHJOHUISPVHIPVU&VSPQF TFFBOBMZTJT
DPODMVTJPOQH UIF6,/"1JEFOUJGJFTUIFIFBMUIDBSFTFDUPSOPUKVTUBTBDPTUCVU
in terms of its value as a contributor to employment.
Social Care: Approximately 80% of direct care services are
commissioned by Southampton City Council from local
voluntary, community or private sector agencies, while a core
of key services are provided by the Council’s own specialist
workforce. The City Council also provides a variety of other social
and community based services, often funded by grants to local
voluntary agencies, providing a range of advice and communitybased support services.
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Integrating Health and Care Services: The national framework as it applies to Southampton is for services
to be increasingly integrated at a local level, especially in cities where all local government services are
usually provided by a single unitary council2 . In Southampton, this is managed through the ‘Health and Social
Well-being Partnership PGUIF$PVODJMBOENBKPSMPDBMIFBMUIBOEDPNNVOJUZPSHBOJTBUJPOT5IJT1BSUOFSTIJQ
agrees and monitors local priorities and targets for the Southampton ‘Local Area Agreement’ that has been
established together with central government.

Resources:

The 1999 Health Act introduced new powers to allow councils to set up joint working arrangements with the NHS
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5IF6,TCPPLTBSFCBMBODFE5IBUJT UIFSFJTOPJNNFEJBUFDSJTJTJO6,QFOTJPOGJOBODFT1FOTJPOTQFOEJOH BTEFTDSJCFE

to pool funds, delegate functions to enable integrated provision and lead-commissioning. The City Council and the
1SJNBSZ$BSF5SVTUXPSLUPHFUIFS UISPVHIBMPDBMAJoint Commissioning Board’, to plan and manage investments in

JOUIF6,/"1 JTQSPKFDUFEUPHSPXCFMPX&6SBUFTBUPG(%1 6,QFOTJPOTQFOEJOHJTDVSSFOUMZTJNJMBSUP

integrated local community services. This is a growing joint programme and will probably eventually manage approxi-

the EU25 average, and this share is predicted to remain relatively stable so that by 2050, it will represent about two-

mately £200m öN XPSUIPGKPJOUTFSWJDFDPNNJUNFOUT QSJNBSJMZJODPNNVOJUZCBTFEDBSF

UIJSETUIFBWFSBHF&6TIBSFPG(%1CZ
/POFUIFMFTT UIJTTUBCJMJUZJOTIBSFPG(%1EPFTOPUNFBOUIFSFBSFOPQSPCMFNTGPSQFOTJPOT

Partnerships with other providers: UK health services have traditionally been provided through NHS

in the UK; in particular, millions are not saving enough for retirement. Government is thus

organisations; this is now changing, and private sector organisations are encouraged to provide servi-

pursuing various approaches to encouraging saving, but it remains to be seen how well

ces. Specifically in Southampton, the main health service providers have been:

these will work.

r5IFSouthampton University Hospital NHS Trust, which is a major ‘teaching’ hospital providing
general hospital services to Southampton residents, as well as a range of specialist services to a

A new NHS tariff system is being developed, whereby money follows the patient: the idea

much wider area, in some cases to the whole of southern England.

is that good providers are rewarded and others are encouraged to improve, while also
controlling costs. Conversely, the allocation of funds across the UK is partly constrained by

r5IFHampshire Partnership NHS Trust, which provides specialist mental health and learning disa-

a formula designed to improve the geographic distribution of medical resources.

bility services, and which again provides services over a larger geographical area.
r" NBKPS OFX TFSWJDF QSPWJEJOH TUSBJHIUGPSXBSE EBZCBTFE TVSHFSZ XJMM PQFO TIPSUMZ JO UIF DJUZ 

Funding breakdown for Adult Social Services, as provided through Southampton City Council

funded through the NHS but operated by a private sector company.
While these providers are involved in local planning and consultation arrangements, the commis-

UK Government grant

most remaining funding

TJPOJOHPSHBOJTBUJPOT 4PVUIBNQUPO$JUZ1SJNBSZ$BSF5SVTUBOE4PVUIBNQUPO$JUZ$PVODJM4$1$5

local taxation (‘Council Tax’)

BQSPY

and SCC) work separately to design, commission and manage the performance of the major local

means tested charges to users

2%

delivery programmes.

total cost

bN _Nö 

Approx. 80% of local social residential and community-based care services for adults are commissioned on
a competitive basis from local voluntary and private sector providers

Inspection and Monitoring: All UK services are covered by two inspection organisations: for social care and health

Info supplied directly by Southampton Council

services respectively. However these organisations are soon to be combined into a single Care Quality Authority.
Southampton’s local approach to improving health is currently being updaUFE*OMJOFXJUIPUIFSBSFBTJO&OHMBOE UIF$PVODJMBOEUIF1$5IBWFKPJOU-

Children’s social services funding is provided through the Council on the same basis as for

MZ QSPEVDFE BA+PJOU 4USBUFHJD /FFET "TTFTTNFOU5IJT XJMM SFTVMU JO B OFX

BEVMUTPDJBMTFSWJDFT TFFBCPWF 

jointly-managed health and well-being strategy for the city, which will

rCVUUIJTGVOEJOHJTOPUNFBOTtested

increasingly inform how resources are used to improve health, and whe-

rUIJTGVOEJOHBNPVOUTUPBQQSPY£27m _Nö 

rever possible to prevent declines in health that are largely associated with
ageing, in order to:

However, children’s social services are increasingly being integrated with education and

r&OBCMFQFPQMFUPMJWFUIFJSMJWFTUPUIFGVMM

other youth services. In addition, a greater percentage of these services are provided

r3FEVDFUIFDPTUTPGNBOBHJOHJMMIFBMUIBTNVDIBTQPTTJCMF

directly by the City Council, though use is also made of external specialist fostering and
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residential care services when appropriate.

Challenges:
There are a number of general UK challenges that are affecting Southampton.

*O MJOF XJUI 4PVUIBNQUPOT MPDBM GPDVT  #SJUBJOT  /"1 JEFOUJGJFT UIF

Existing social policy depends heavily on the recent long run of robust

following priorities:

BOETUBCMFNBDSPFDPOPNJDQFSGPSNBODF UIF6,T/"1QPJOUTPVU

r1FPQMF FTQFDJBMMZDIJMESFO MJWJOHJO jobless households

UIF 6,T SFDFOU SFDPSET GPS TVTUBJOFE (%1 HSPXUI  MPX JOGMBUJPO BOE IJHI

r3FEVDJOH poverty risk FTQFDJBMMZ BNPOH DIJMESFO UIF HPBM JT UP

employment rates, which surpassed the EU’s Lisbon Strategy employment

eradicate child poverty by 2020) and among pensioners

goals for women and older workers). Economic strength has facilitated

rEmployment rates of lone parents, and by extension the provision

increased spendingPOFEVDBUJPO IFBMUIBOEMPOHUFSNDBSF BMUIPVHI BU

of childcare, benefits and tax policies that help facilitate lone-parent

the time of writing) economic slowdown is now adversely affecting those
growth rates. The scale of the downturn, and its ramifications for social and
health policy, is yet to be seen; but the challenges of the new economic
climate can reasonably be seen as a test for the sustainability of current
economic, social and health policies, and of the relationship between

employment
rDiscrimination: this is understood as directly linked to deprivation e.g.
action to prevent discrimination of disabled people is a priority
r/BSSPXJOHhealth inequalities: complex, intractable, persistent health
issues linked to a broader web of social disadvantage.

them.
Locally, Southampton has identified health inequalities as a major challenge. Substantial differences,
In terms of immigration, economic downturn is a particular threat to integration based on labour market participation

based on income and geographical location, in health morbidity and mortality, are found across the

and the associated feelings of acceptance and ‘buy in’, as immigrants are often particularly vulnerable in the downswings.

city’s population. This involves such priorities as:

'PSFYBNQMF %VCMJO$JUZ$PVODJM JOBOTXFSJOHBRVFTUJPOOBJSFTFOUPVUBTQBSUPGUIJTSFTFBSDI IBTSFQPSUFEKVTUTVDI
a concern. Obviously, Ireland is particularly close to the UK’s economic cycle, but the downturn is being felt widely and
deeply throughout Europe, and the UK example will and should be watched closely.

r5IFneeds of carers JFOPOQSPGFTTJPOBMDBSFST TVDIBTGBNJMZFUD as a growing population of
older people live with dementia TFFDBTFTUVEZ
r#JSUIXFJHIUTPGCBCJFT
r2VBMJUZPGFBSMZDIJMEDBSFBOETVQQPSU FHJODSFBTJOHUIFMFWFMPGCSFBTUGFFEJOH

One outstanding concern, central to the issue of ageing, is clearly the

r%FOUBMIFBMUI QBSUJDVMBSMZJODIJMESFO

emerging phenomenon of people not saving enough to provide adequate

r0CFTJUZ JOBMMBHFHSPVQTJNQSPWJOHEJFUBOEBDDFTTUPFYFSDJTF

retirement incomes. Tackling undersaving will be challenging in the face

r$BSEJPWBTDVMBSEJTFBTF

of factors such as high debt levels, housing prices and job instability. In

r.FOUBMIFBMUI FTQFDJBMMZSFMBUFEUPVOFNQMPZNFOU

QBSUJDVMBS QFPQMF NBJOMZXPNFO XIPBSFVOBCMFUPXPSLBOETBWFCFDBVTF

r"MDPIPMNJTVTFBHSPXJOHUSFOE QBSUJDVMBSMZBNPOHZPVOHQFPQMF

they are staying at home to provide care, require special consideration.

r5FFOBHFQSFHOBODZ XJUIQPPSQBSFOUJOHPGUFOSFTVMUJOH

This raises many open questions as to future social policies and needs:

r(SPXJOHMFWFMTPGTFYVBMMZUSBOTNJUUFEJOGFDUJPOT

while public finances may be sound in terms of current patterns of use, if

r(SPXJOHMFWFMTPGESVHNJTVTFBOESFMBUFEQTZDIPMPHJDBMEJGGJDVMUJFT

vulnerability among the elderly were to spiral, there would presumably be
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an inevitable pressure to do something about it and take action to address

8IJMFOPURVFTUJPOJOHUIFOFDFTTJUZPGUIFBCPWFQSJPSJUJFT UIFZBSFBMMMBVEBCMFFOPVHI DMFBSMZCFJOHSFBMOFFET UIJT

the problem.

report does wonder if the main trends of current demographics that Southampton identifies as most affecting the city
JFBHFJOHBOEJNNJHSBUJPO DPVMEOPUCFNPSFFYQMJDJUMZSFGMFDUFEBOESFGFSSFEUPJOUIFTFQSJPSJUJFT

2_Profiles of Five Cities
2.4_City profile

Stockholm

Stockhol
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While Stockholm, the Swedish capital, is experiencing the same generalised issues of ageing and immigration as
its Western European peers, the situation has its specificities:
r*O4UPDLIPMN BTUISPVHIPVU4XFEFO UIFQPQVMBUJPOJTHSPXJOH

r"SFMBUJWFMZIJHICJSUISBUFDPJODJEFTXJUIBHSPXJOHBHFJOHQPQVMBUJPOUSJQMFEJHJUBHFTBSFCFDPNJOHMFTT
unusual.
r"HFSFMBUFEJTTVFTIBWFNPWFEUPUIFDFOUSFTUBHFQPMJUJDBMMZ

_Central government declares that it is an objective for Sweden to become the world’s best country in
which to grow old

_Stockholm City has specifically created an entire Department and Vice-Mayoralty for Elderly Issues, an
initiative which is spreading to other Swedish cities, and discussed later in this report
_ Resources dedicated to older people are growing, across the system.

r4XFEFOTFDPOPNZIBTFOKPZFETUSPOHHSPXUIQVCMJDGJOBODFTBSFDVSSFOUMZIFBMUIZ CVUBTFMTFXIFSF UIF
impact of the present economic downturn is yet to be properly gauged.

r4USPOH HSPXUI BMTP QPJOUT UP BO FYQFDUFE GVUVSF TIPSUBHF PG MBCPVS BOE DPOTFRVFOUMZ B OFFE UP JODSFBTF

MBCPVSTVQQMZMPHJDBMMZUIJTIBTJNQMJDBUJPOTGPSPMEFSQFPQMF UIFZDBOXPSLMPOHFS JNNJHSBUJPO BOEUIF
general labour activation element of social and health policies.

"T VOEFSMJOFE CZ UIF DPVOUSZT  /"1  UIF TVQQPTJUJPO VOEFSMZJOH UIF OBUJPOBM QPMJDZ GSBNFXPSL  XIJDI
includes Stockholm, is that universal welfare provides the basis on which to create social cohesion and equal
opportunities for everyone.

2.3.1_Demographics
General population
Stockholm City

  ŷPGOBUJPOBMQPQVMBUJPO

Stockholm County

   ŷPGOBUJPOBMQPQVMBUJPO

Population growth 2006
Stockholm City

11,847

Stockholm County

28,159

Births 2006
Stockholm City

12,144

Stockholm County

26,983

Deaths 2006, as portion of births -> positive growth
Stockholm City

  ŷPGCJSUIT

Stockholm County

  ŷPGCJSUIT

Source: Stockholm Office of Research and Statistics

Average Swedish life expectancy 2005
82.78 years for women
Source: 2006-8 Swedish NAP

78.42 years for men

Stockholm shows a strong rate of births over deaths and a high life expectancy: the best of the 5 cities examined.

Key trends:

Krakow has the lowest life expectancy, and the comparisons are clear: Stockholm shows a smaller difference in life
FYQFDUBODZCFUXFFONFOBOEXPNFO BEJGGFSFODFPGBSPVOEZFBST BTPQQPTFEUPZFBSTJO,SBLPX BOEUIFSF
JTBTJHOJGJDBOUEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFONBMFMJGFFYQFDUBODZJOUIFUXPDJUJFT BUJO,SBLPX BHBJO BEJGGFSFODFPG

Population projection for 2016 (as of 2007)
Stockholm County

about 8 years).

  PWFSDVSSFOU 

Stockholm City

   PWFSDVSSFOU  

Source: Stockholm Office of Research and Statistics

Migration and Population Movement: 2006
Immigrants

Stockhol
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5IF4XFEJTI/"1 JOBEESFTTJOHUIFPWFSBMMOBUJPOBMDPOUFYUBOEQPMJDZGSBNFXPSLUIBUJODMVEFT4UPDLIPMN 

Stockholm City

56,742

of which from abroad – 13,989

discusses children, women and the elderly, and the direction that policy needs to take, in order to accommodate

Stockholm County

63,419

of which from abroad – 27,721

their needs within an efficient economic strategy. The main issues identified in the framework that concern

Stockholm City

49,493

of which to abroad – 8,346

Stockholm County

46,461

of which to abroad – 15,777

Emigrants

demographic impact, and that are in line with Stockholm’s specific situation, are:

Immigrant surplus (immigration minus emigration)
16,958

Stockholm County

r" IJHI female participation JO UIF MBCPVS GPSDF  BOE UIF IJHIFTU FWFS XPNFOT SFUJSFNFOU BHF UIF 
national statistics show the average age of women exiting the labour market as 62.6 years, and 64.8 years

7,249

Stockholm City

r"SJTJOHbirth rateTJODF BGUFSGBMMJOHJOUIFT 

Source: Stockholm Office of Research and Statistics

as the average age at which women begin drawing a pension; the respective figures for men are 63.5 and
64.7).

r.PSFPMEFSQFPQMFPGBOBEWBODFEBHFUSJQMFEJHJUBHFTBSFCFDPNJOHBMFTTSBSFQIFOPNFOPOBOEJO
years time the numbers of over 80’s, and hence the need for long-term care, will be increasing at an even

Of particular note is that Stockholm documents and distinguishes between internal and
external immigration and emigration FH4PVUIBNQUPO ,SBLPXBOE#BSDFMPOBPGGFSOP
such readily available data on emigration).

faster rate than at present.

rSmaller pensions being paid out will make it necessary for people in older age groups to stay in the labour
market even longer.

This approach to collecting detailed migration statistics should be an example to other

"TBSFTQPOTF UIF4XFEJTI/"1BSHVFTGPSQPMJDJFTCBTFEPO

European cities The lack of attention that emigration often receives in statistics which are

a few key suppositions:

otherwise very detailed and exhaustive, is a methodological failing, and one that is generally
found across many cities and countries in Europe.

r*NQSPWJOH opportunities to combine family and work will
encourage people to have children.
rIndividual pension projections increase awareness of the link

Likewise, the consideration of internal and external migratory flows together, is

between contributions and benefits and should be promoted.

DPNNFOEBCMF PCWJPVTBTJUNJHIUTFFN NPTUPGUIFPUIFSDJUJFTTUVEJFEPGGFSFEMJUUMFPS

r*ODFOUJWFT GPS FNQMPZFFT UP work longer will contribute to

no such information, or at any rate not correlated.

economic growth.

Migratory demographic data that omits calculations of emigration or fails to adequately

The argument made for this last point is strengthened by referring to the fact that Swedes in their

include internal migratory flows into the mix, is compromised from the outset in terms of

sixties are now more highly educated than older generations and are occupied in less physically

its potential meaningfulness.

demanding ways. Furthermore, and in stark contrast to the Polish situation where employment
PGPMEFSQFPQMF  JTTZTUFNBUJDBMMZEFUFSJPSBUJOH 4XFEFOBMSFBEZIBTBhigh employment rate
amongst older labour-active people. The2005 average employment rate for older people cited in
UIF/"1GPSUIPTFBHFEJT GPSNFO GPSXPNFO BHBJOTUBO&6
BWFSBHFPGPWFSBMM GPSNFOBOEGPSXPNFO 

The current vitality of older workers to be found in a city like Stockholm, and their apparently already high level of

Healthcare use:

effectiveness as a work force, would seem to point the way to a viable future of social and health policies, emphasising

Every year nearly 1 million inhabitants, 56% of the county population, have contact with local healthcare.

labour activation of older workers, in Stockholm itself, and possibly as an example to be followed, to some degree,

The Public Dental Service is used by most children and youths, and approx. 1 in 4 adults

throughout Europe.

All dental care for children and young people is covered by the County Council
Source: Stockholm County Council www.sll.se

Locally, Stockholm is dedicating more specialised resources and

Stockhol
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administration to elderly issues and more political involvement through the

The Stockholm District Administrations are generally responsible for citizen welfare, working in close connection

creation of a dedicated Elderly Affairs division and a Vice-Mayor for Elderly

with the Social Services Administration. Their roles are broadly as follows.

Affairs. Nationally, the stated aim is for the combined resources for older
The District Administrations:

QFPQMFUPJODSFBTFHSBEVBMMZCZCJMMJPO4XFEJTILSPOPS ŷCJMMJPO&VSP 

rProvide support on social issues, including individual and family support and legal services,

over ten years.

adoption and child custody, care for disabled people and frail older people
Other indicators:

rPlace clients for treatment and rehabilitation at the appropriate facilities

The Swedish economy has been growing strongly: at 3.6% in 2006 and 3.0% 2007. At the same time, public finances

rProvide services for homeless people, substance abusers, families, youth and children at risk,
clients with physical and mental disabilities, and people in need of work rehabilitation.

have also been developing strongly, and central government debt has been decreasing. Employment has been
strong and labour market shortages have become a real risk to future growth.

The Social Services Administration:

2.4.2_Services Delivery Model

r*TBpolitical body made up of local elected officials

Stockholm is fairly similar to Southampton in terms of the local administration’s responsibilities in health and social services,

rSupports the District Administrations and the city-wide social welfare programmes

with an overseeing role of the central government. The resource base formula is also somewhat comparable, involving a

rSupports the City Council in preparing briefings and background materials

mainstay of tax-based revenue complemented by the use of fees.

r1SPWJEFT€13m per year in support of some 150 NGOsXPSLJOHJO4UPDLIPMN JOBEEJUJPOUIF&MEFSMZ
Committee distributes about €804,000 to 27 NGOs)

Service Provision:
In terms of education, municipalities are responsible for childcare and schools, while central government legislates,
inspects, follows-up, and evaluates, and also provides incentive grants and development work undertaken by
government agencies.

rRuns emergency social services when the District Administrations are closed, during evenings and
weekends
r0SHBOJTFTBVOJUGPSIPNFMFTTQFPQMF BDSJTJTDFOUSFGPSCBUUFSFEXPNFO GBNJMZBOETVCTUBODFBCVTF
counselling units and the coordination of social projects related to the EU.

The running of care services, including care of frail older people and long-

Cooperation between municipalities and county councils regarding long-term care is enforced

term care, is decentralised to municipalities and county councils. According

CZMFHJTMBUJPO )FBMUIBOE.FEJDBM4FSWJDFT"DU  

to the Health and Medical Services Act, municipalities are responsible for the

Municipalities and county councils are required to work together to provide individuals with:

JOQBUJFOUIFBMUIDBSFUIBUJTIBOEMFECZBOVSTF OPUNFEJDBMBUUFOEBODFCZ

a_Care and treatment, including rehabilitation

a doctor) and for the care within the municipality’s special elderly housing

b_Social care, by integrating the county council’s specialist and primary care services, and the

and day-care facilities, while county councils are responsible for providing

municipality’s primary care and social services

medical services in peoples’ own homes.

To raise national health care quality and use resources more effectively, such care is increasingly

Stockholm has created a special Elderly Committee, which is discussed specifically in the case study in Annex 1. In

regional resources and delivery platforms, to raise quality control and consistency, and to benefit

QBSBMMFMXJUIUIF4PDJBM4FSWJDFT"ENJOJTUSBUJPOSFTQPOTJCMFGPSTPDJBMDBSFTFSWJDFT UIFSFJTBMTPBO&MEFSMZ4FSWJDFT

from economies of scale.

DPPSEJOBUFEOBUJPOBMMZ5IJTUSFOEJTDPNQBSBCMFUP7JFOOB"VTUSJBTGPDVTPOOBUJPOBMMZDPPSEJOBUJOH

"ENJOJTUSBUJPOXJUIDPSSFTQPOEJOHSFTQPOTJCJMJUJFTGPSFMEFSMZDBSFTFSWJDFT

County councils have contractual obligations towards municipalities regarding doctors in special housing and in day
centres; where the municipality is responsible for in-home care, and the county council fails to meet its obligations, the
municipality may engage the services of a doctor to be reimbursed by the county.

HR:
County Council has about 42 000 employees

96% work in healthcare

of which are women

ŷ

Source: Stockholm County Council www.sll.se

Stockhol
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Housing with special services for adults is one of the most common forms

Asylum law makes temporary support funding available for municipalities with increased refugee influx; the standard

of assistance provided for persons with functional impairments. The trend in

compensation was raised in 2007 to improve refugee treatment and support faster integration into Swedish society.

Stockholm is towards more people living in the same housing with specialist

With regards to housing for older people, in all cases the individual pays rent and a fee for support, care and food; and

services.

anyone wanting his or her own room is entitled to it.

Sweden’s government is developing plans for specially targeted grants for municipalities that put in place rent guarantees

Challenges:

to aid those at risk of exclusion from the housing market e.g. young people and newly arrived immigrants.

5IFHPBM EFDMBSFEJO4XFEFOT/"1 PGGVMMMBCPVSBDUJWBUJPOGPSNFOBOEXPNFOPGBMMFUIOJDCBDLHSPVOET 
and especially for the long-term unemployed, young people, immigrants and disabled people, is a means of both

Outpatient care is in continual expansion. Over the last 15 years, the main thrust of change in

addressing social problems and of easing the resource constraints of social services. This emphasis on maximum

Stockholm’s healthcare and long-term care has been to eliminate residential inpatient care as much

labour activation is found across Europe; however there are nuances: for example, Stockholm places more emphasis

as possible, and instead offering accommodation and other support adapted to the individual’s

on the principle of universal welfare and the use of public intervention than say, Southampton.

needs. Despite the differences between, on one hand, cities like Stockholm and Vienna, and on
UIFPUIFS ,SBLPX JFDJUJFTXJUIGFXFSSFTPVSDFT UIJTCSPBETUSBUFHZJTFTTFOUJBMMZUIFTBNFBDSPTT

At any rate, since it is young people in economically disadvantaged urban areas who have the most

these different cities: reducing cost and providing better adapted care, by shifting to tailored

difficulty in entering the Swedish labour market, the issue of labour activation will continue to be of direct

support and outpatient care. The obvious difference is one of resource capacity and programme

concern to Stockholm’s municipal administration. Added into the mix is the expected future shortage

development e.g. Barcelona, which is similar to Krakow in this regard, recognises that it has to move

of labour, which will only increase the pressure to increase the labour supply.

towards more and better outpatient care, but is still struggling to deploy such care effectively and
Also in discussions rather similar to Southampton’s, health inequalities are an issue in local care delivery

shift the necessary resources.

for example, just as in Vienna and Southampton, those born abroad are over-represented among those
Resources:

receiving sickness and invalidity benefits. To provide more effective and inclusive care, one of the

County councils and, to some extent, the municipalities, are responsible, through taxation, for the principal

outstanding challenges is to ensure Stockholm Municipality and County council work together more

GVOEJOHPGDBSFTFSWJDFT .VOJDJQBMUBYFTGVOEFMEFSMZDBSF EJTBCJMJUZDBSF DBSFGPSBMDPIPMBOEESVHBEEJDUTBOE

efficiently in long-term care, as they are obliged to work in tandem to provide it.

the placement of children and young people).
In terms of older people, a clearer picture is needed of the enhancements to the quality of life that
County councils also levy care fees from patients: generally, lower fees are charged for primary

health care and social services should aim to achieve for older people5IF/"1QSPQPTFTUPEPUIJTWJB

care visits than for visits to hospitals or specialists. The Health and Medical Services Act sets the

a national policy document to guide health and social care personnel and to set fundamental values.

NBYJNVN BNPVOU QBZBCMF CZ B QBUJFOU  PWFS B NPOUI QFSJPE  BU  4XFEJTI LSPOPS ŷö 

Moreover, current statistics do not make it possible to:

Costs for those under 18 in the same family are aggregated, and those under 20 pay no fee in

a_Assess to what extent other initiatives, such as respite, personal alarms, meals-on-wheels,
companion services etc. reach those who do not have home help or suitable housing

outpatient healthcare.

b_Draw far-reaching conclusions on the services that should be provided for long-term care or the
Local tax, 2007

real impact of any new initiatives.

30.05%

of the total tax burden

17.78%

for the Stockholm Municipal Council

Finally, with regards to exclusion  UIF 4XFEJTI /"1 UBLFT UIF QPTJUJPO UIBU QFPQMF GSPN WVMOFSBCMF

12.27%

for the County

groups must have a greater opportunity to have their voices heard and to influence their situation,

Source: Stockholm Office of Research and Statistics

and that how people are treated can sometimes be more important than the actual action taken.
The challenge to Stockholm, as for local administrations right across Europe, will be to take the broad
approach set out by policy-makers, and translate this into real and effective action on the ground.
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2_Profiles of Five Cities
2.5_City profile

Vienna
Vienna is facing many of the problems that other European cities are, or soon will be, facing:
r"HFJOHPGUIFQPQVMBUJPOJTIBQQFOJOHBIFBEPGNVDIPGUIFSFTUPG&VSPQF
r*NNJHSBUJPONBLFTVQNPTUPGUIFDJUZTQPQVMBUJPOHSPXUI BTJO#BSDFMPOB

r5IFDJUZJTQSPBDUJWFJOQMBOOJOHGPS BOEEPDVNFOUJOH JUTPXOEFNPHSBQIJDEZOBNJDT BOEJOEFWFMPQJOHTVJUBCMF
new structures and practices.

r7JFOOB PGGFST B WJFX JOUP BO BENJOJTUSBUJPO UIBU JT USZJOH UP NBLF B NPSF JOUFHSBUFE BQQSPBDI XPSL  CZ DSPTT
coordinating different services and policy areas, in a somewhat ‘holistic’ approach, and with a very local level of
focus and execution.
Austria’s strategy, which provides the broader framework within which Vienna finds itself, includes an approach for
containing costs stemming from demographic shifts that seems to rest on 2 major principles:
i_Achieving greater efficiency through coordination and harmonisation of delivery systems;

ii_Including more people in the labour market and ensuring longer working lives, so that the redistribution of taxes
from people of working age to older people will rise only slightly as the society ages.

2.5.1_Demographics
Despite increasing birth rates and significant immigration of younger people, Vienna’s population is ageing. This
EFWFMPQNFOU JT QSPKFDUFE UP DPOUJOVF  BOE GSPN  POXBSET BHFJOH XJMM FWFO BDDFMFSBUF 1PQVMBUJPO HSPXUI
primarily stems from immigration.
General population:
$JUZ  



  

3FHJPO  

  ŷPGXIJDIBSFGPSFJHOOBUJPOBMT

Birth and Death Rates 2005 -> positive natural growth
births 16,750

deaths 16,000

Life Expectancy, 2006 -> on the rise
NFO



  

XPNFO



   

Migration and Population Movement
Immigration minus emigration, 2006

12,000

Naturalisations, 2005

12,240

City population of migration background

mJFSFTJEFOUTXJUIBGPSFJHOOBUJPOBMJUZ JNNJHSBOUTBOETFDPOEHFOFSBUJPONJHSBOUT BOEOBUVSBMJTFENJHSBOUT

ŷQFSTPOT

PGQPQVMBUJPO

Age segments -> Foreign resident population is significantly younger than the native one
15 - 30 years old

28% of foreign citizens

17% of ‘native Austrians’

60-75 years old

6% of foreign citizens

16% of ‘native Austrians’

Sources: Vienna City Administration and Statistics Austria

While the main element of population growth in Vienna is clearly immigration, the city’s net birth rate has been

Youth -> increase

positive since 2004. Nonetheless, the impact is rather moderate, given that annual net births are still well below 10% of

under 15

annual foreign naturalisations. Logically, ageing and immigration are the two priority issues in Viennese demographics,

2004

14.6%

as is reflected in the health and social services case studies included later in this report.

2045

15%

"MTP UIFEJGGFSFODFCFUXFFONBMFBOEGFNBMFMJGFFYQFDUBODZ XFMMCFMPX,SBLPXT IBTCFFODPOUSBDUJOH

under 19
increase by 28%

2035
Key trends:

Diversity: percentage of foreigners -> increase

Vienna manifests demographic trends that are similar to those seen throughout Europe. However, the rise

2007

20.1%

in the percentage of older people in the city’s demographic structure is happening earlier than in much of

2015

24.6%

Europe, being not so much a projection as a current phenomenon.

2030

27.4 %

Vienn
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Sources: Vienna City Administration and Statistics Austria

Trends and projections for Vienna
The apparently contradictory increase in the youth population, despite fewer households having children, is linked

Ageing -> strong increase, particularly of very elderly
over 60 (in Austria)

to immigration.

2004

1.8 million

2030

NJMMJPO ŷJODSFBTF

The ageing population  QBSUJDVMBSMZ UIF OVNCFST PG WFSZ FMEFSMZ BHFE PWFS   JT

over 75, Vienna
2020

leading to more need for health and long-term care services. In fact, the number of
people with the highest demand for care and benefits has already been growing:

JODSFBTFŷ PS QFSTPOT

over-85, Vienna

from 2001 to 2005, the number grew by more than 15%, or from about 6,500 to 7,500.

2005

30,803

-PHJDBMMZ HJWFOSJTJOHMJGFFYQFDUBODZ UIFOVNCFSPGQFPQMFGBDJOHNVMUJNPSCJEJUZ JF

2030

55,250

suffering from two or more chronic conditions) and dementia will rise.

2050

80,472

Income earning age population (20-64)
2035

This combination of strong immigration inflow and an ageing population, with
EFDMJOFPGŷ

population growth being primarily due to immigration, is roughly similar to the situation
in Barcelona; moreover, the two cities are of comparable sizes in terms of population.

Viennese population
2005

1.626 million

However, public economic resources and the general economic circumstances with

2010

1,718,200

which migrants have to contend differ considerably. Vienna is among Europe’s more

2030

1,931,600

prosperous cities, thus resources and opportunities, while never enough, are nonetheless

2050

2,050,800

Vienna’s urban agglomeration population

CSPBEMZ HSFBUFS UIBO JO #BSDFMPOB FH 7JFOOBT QFS DBQJUB HSPTT SFHJPOBM QSPEVDU GPS
2004 was 40,281€ compared with an EU-25 average of 21,503€ [Vienna in figures 2007];

2005

2.215 million

Greater Barcelona’s 2001 figure was 22,900€ [Barcelona Statistics Department, www.bcn.

2035

NJMMJPO ŷJODSFBTF PSIBMGBNJMMJPO 

es]).

Single person households -> increase
2006

46,2%

2030

ŷ

Households with children -> decline
2007

29%

2030

24.6%

Vienn
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Other indicators:

Vienna is moving towards more outpatient care JOUIFCSPBEFTUTFOTF JODMVEJOHQSFWFOUJWFDBSFBOEDPVOTFMMJOH XIJDI

"DDPSEJOH UP "VTUSJBT  /"1  "VTUSJBO TPDJBM GJOBODFT BSF TPMJE "VTUSJBT BHHSFHBUF TPDJBM

is consistent with all the cities studied and surveyed in this report, whatever the relative variations in their demographic and

TQFOEJOH IFBMUIDBSF  MPOHUFSN DBSF  FEVDBUJPO  QFOTJPOT  BT B TIBSF PG (%1  XJMM OPU SJTF

resource circumstances.

TJHOJGJDBOUMZQSPKFDUJPOTJOEJDBUFBSJTFGSPNJOUPJO &$0'*/ 'VSUIFSNPSF 
DPOUSBSZ UP GPSFDBTUT  TPDJBM IFBMUI JOTVSBODF BDDPVOUT TIPXFE B AQSPGJU GPS  JF TVSQMVT

r7JFOOB$JUZ"ENJOJTUSBUJPOJT BUQSFTFOU EFWFMPQJOHJUT‘release management initiative’, for people in need of long-term
care after their release from hospital, so as to improve the cooperation of the different services offered.

funds).

r)FBMUI BOE XFMGBSF QPMJDZ JO 7JFOOB JT EFWFMPQJOH BEEJUJPOBM health promotion measures, so as to prevent or delay

Economic indicators for Vienna are strong. Vienna’s 2005 gross regional product at production prices was 41,076.7€

r.PSFUIBO80% of individuals in need of nursing care are now being nursed at home. Consequently, plans for further

chronic disease and the need for care.
 öGPSUIF&6 BWFSBHFBOOVBMOFUFBSOJOHTQFS7JFOOFTFFNQMPZFFXFSF ö  öNFO  ö

JNQSPWFNFOUTJOUIJTBSFBBSFVOEFSEFWFMPQNFOU JFDBSFBUIPNF IBMGXBZDBSFBOEBTTJTUFEMJWJOH 

XPNFO BOEQFSQFOTJPOFS ö  öNFO  öXPNFO *O 7JFOOBSFDFJWFEPG'PSFJHO%JSFDU

r'PMMPXJOHUIFJOUSPEVDUJPOPG7JFOOBTistaying at home as long as possibleuQPMJDZ FDIPJOHBMNPTUWFSCBUJN,SBLPXT

*OWFTUNFOUJO"VTUSJB CZNBSLFUWBMVF 7JFOOBJO'JHVSFT 0OBOBUJPOBMMFWFM "VTUSJBTFDPOPNZJTPOFPG&VSPQFT

policy of inpatient treatment as the care of last resort), supportive out-patient and home care services were rearranged to

strongest, with unemployment rates consistently below EU averages.

meet with the growing and diverse needs of long term care patients and their families, and plans for further improvements
in this area are in progress.
r.PWJOHJOUPin-patient care happens later, at an older age, and in the majority of cases is caused by multi-morbidity.

2.5.2_Services Model
As a national response to the stresses caused by an ageing population, pension reforms introduced between 2000 and 2004

To avoid continually relocating patients, services need more flexibility to meet patients’ changing

raised retirement age and introduced incentives for people to work longer.

needs throughout their residence: this requires integrated coordination of services, and thus a

Care delivery is moving towards more outpatient care and more care counselling for users and users’ families.

higher quality infrastructure and better qualified staff.

Under Viennese Social Welfare, an extensive range of services is provided, including:
r8FMGBSFBTTJTUBODF

As such, adapting Vienna’s health and social care system focuses primarily on qualitative

r.VOJDJQBMOVSTJOHIPNFT

improvement of services rather than quantitative extension. Besides being more flexible and

r)PVTJOHGBDJMJUJFTGPSUIFIPNFMFTT

individualised, future services will be based on interdisciplinary or holistic approaches, and will be

r8PNFOTTIFMUFST

better integrated into local communities.

In terms of Health Services, Vienna has:
rIPTQJUBMTBOEOVSTJOHIPNFTPGXIJDIBSFNBOBHFECZUIF7JFOOB)PTQJUBM"TTPDJBUJPO ,"7

More caregiver support is and will be necessary, as more long-term care at home

rPVUQBUJFOUGBDJMJUJFT DPWFSJOHBXJEFTQFDUSVNPGEJBHOPTUJDBOEUIFSBQFVUJDTFSWJDFT

MPHJDBMMZNFBOTUIFOFFETPGDBSFHJWFST MBSHFMZXPNFO XJMMPOMZHSPX5IFTVQQPSUDBO

r"EJTUSJDUOVSTJOHTFSWJDFUPGBDJMJUBUFUIFTJDLremaining at home, with 110 nurses carrying out home

take many forms, including:

visits

r )FMQJOH XPNFO SFUVSO UP XPSL BGUFS B UJNF PG DBSJOH GPS GSBJM PMEFS QFPQMF PS

rNPCJMFNJEXJWFTUPBTTJTUNPUIFSTUPCF

newborns
r1SFGFSFOUJBMQFOTJPOJOTVSBODFPQUJPOTGPSQFSJPETXIFOOVSTJOHDMPTFSFMBUJWFT

Service provision:

r'JOBODJBM TVQQPSU GPS TVCTUJUVUF DBSF  XIFO B DBSFHJWFS JT VOBWBJMBCMF GPS B DFSUBJO

Broadly, the Austrian Health Care System is planned and supervised nationally, with the bulk of facility management and

period, or needs a holiday.

care delivery being provided by regional and municipal authorities. Social Health Insurance is compulsory: authorities

In its general approach and concerns, the planning and implementation of such support

state that 99 % of the population is covered by health insurance, under a principle of equal access to health services.

mechanisms for carers closely parallels similar issues emphasised in Southampton and

Access to health services is normally through the possession of a health card. Health Care spending is roughly 10% of

its support programme.

(%1
Care counselling services are being developed and extended, due to the success of initial pilot schemes. In effect, this means
Emphasising more choice, service individualisation and user empowerment, a wider range of services and facilities are being

providing counselling for those needing care, and for their family members, and helping them to choose from a range of

created. These are being tailored to different needs and life situations e.g. intergenerational housing and flat shares, and, from

services available.

2008 on, Austrian parents will be able to choose to receive a higher child-care benefit for a shorter period of time.

An integrated approach has also led to planning across different specialist fields. Since 2007, Vienna’s urban development

Sets of principles, policies and plans, in the form of ‘Health Platforms’, have been established

and cross-sectional planning activities have brought together several very different departments: Health, Youth, Welfare and

at provincial level, to improve healthcare planning and control and to take advantage of better

6SCBO1MBOOJOH

economies of scale in purchasing. This is a coordinated model of control, involving the federal
state, the provinces and the social health insurance system. The long-term objective is “oneAn interesting example of Vienna’s integrated approach is a partnership of the

stop financinguJFCVOEMJOHUPHFUIFSBMMIFBMUIJOTVSBODFDPOUSJCVUJPOTBOEFBSNBSLFEUBYFT 

%FQBSUNFOUGPS6SCBO%FWFMPQNFOUBOEUIF%FQBSUNFOUGPS)FBMUI1SPNPUJPO

to enable joint control, planning and funding of all benefits and services, at various healthcare

in cooperation with two pilot districts and their local populations, the two

levels. Health system reform is also aiming for equitable access, through performance standards

departments are working on a new concept to improve the accessibility of public

UIBUBSFNFBOUUPHVBSBOUFFVOJGPSNEJTUSJCVUJPOPGTFSWJDFT "VTUSJBTVTFPG)FBMUI1MBUGPSNT

TQBDF  QBSUJDVMBSMZ GPS PMEFS QFPQMF ,OPXO BTAT"-5P  UIJT QSPKFDU JT DPWFSFE

JTBMTPEJTDVTTFEJOUIF&6$PNNJTTJPOTA+PJOU3FQPSUPO4PDJBM1SPUFDUJPOBOE4PDJBM*ODMVTJPO

in greater depth in a sister report to this one, ‘Demographic Change & Urban

2008’).

Vienn
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.PCJMJUZ BOE 1VCMJD 4QBDF  4JNJMBSMZ  7JFOOBT OFXMZ SFPSHBOJTFE %FQBSUNFOU
GPS)FBMUIBOE8FMGBSF1MBOOJOHJTEFWFMPQJOHJOTUSVNFOUTUPVTFJOSFRVJSFNFOU

Vienna’s public financing system for service provision has changed from ‘object compensation’

and demand planning, in order to enhance its integrated approach to tackling

XIFSFSFTPVSDFTBSFHSBOUFEEJSFDUMZUPQSPWJEFST BOEDMJFOUTBSFSFGFSSFEUPBHJWFOQSPWJEFSMPDBUJPO

the challenges of changing demographics and to ensure quality of life for older

depending on various criteria) to ‘subject compensation XIFSFSFTPVSDFTBSFBMMPDBUFEUPJOEJWJEVBM

people in the future.

clients who can then choose from among a range of providers and locations). Such a shift in criteria,
whereby funding follows users so they can exercise choice, is a trend that is ever more widespread
throughout Europe, particularly in the UK, where administrations such as Southampton are particularly

Resources:

familiar with the thinking behind such an approach and with putting it into practice.

Health revenue

Housing policy, however, has certain specificities in Vienna: here, it is an important component
3%

of the city’s social welfare system, and one that sets it apart from many other cities in terms of

out of pocket and co-payments

26%

the high level of housing stock at the administration’s disposal. The city’s housing structure is

taxes

25%

uniquely dominated by subsidized housing and by state owned housing: about 50% of all flats

statutory health insurance

46%

in Vienna belong to the city.

private health insurance

Source: Vienna City Administration

Challenges:
Ageing migrants are emerging as an important challenge to care services: although most of the migrant population
Since the late 1990’s, the Austrian health system, in conjunction with local and regional

consists of young people of employable age, it also comprises a growing group of older people.

BENJOJTUSBUJPOT 7JFOOB IBT B TQFDJBM TUBUVT BT B DJUZ BOE SFHJPO  IBT QVSTVFE B QPMJDZ PG
centralised coordination of supply chains, in conjunction with co-payments and other charges,

Elderly immigrants in Vienna -> growing population

to keep costs down. Getting the relationship right between inpatient and outpatient services

over 65

has posed some challenges in terms of achieving a successful integrated approach.

in 1994

22,600

in 2005

45,500

patient

over 75

deductibles. The turnaround in social health finances owes much to revenue increases or

in 1994

7,600

stability, stemming from general contribution hikes or enhanced patient co-payments. This is

in 2005

15,000

When using certain healthcare services, insurees have to make co-payments or

balanced by needs-based exceptions and caps on individual burdens e.g. a ceiling of 2% of the
income of those concerned is to be set for prescription charges, as from 2008.

Source: Vienna City Administration

Therefore, existing care services have to be adapted for the needs of these groups, for example, by increasing the number

rLabour market participation of older people is necessary for the financial sustainability of Austria’s welfare

PGRVBMJGJFETUBGG BOECZSFDSVJUJOHNPSFTUBGGXIPTQFBLNJHSBOUMBOHVBHFT 4FFUIFDBTFTUVEJFTMBUFSJOUIJTSFQPSU MBSHFMZ

state. Boosting the career opportunities of older workers is a special challenge, as an above average number

involving intercultural competencies).

of older people have insufficient training and poorer health. This contrasts somewhat with Stockholm’s
relative optimism in arguing for the employability of its older workers.

The City of Vienna has identified as specific challenges:
r, FFQJOH BOE EFWFMPQJOH IJHI RVBMJUZ PG MJGF TUBOEBSET  FTQFDJBMMZ JO FEVDBUJPO BOE FNQMPZNFOU  JO PSEFS

r"HFJOH NFBOT UIF JTTVF PG dementia and care for persons with dementia is a major rising socio-political
challenge for the future, creating a need for low-threshold and fundable assistance services.

to attract qualified migrants, as international migration is an important component in stabilizing future

r8JUIfamilies providing long-term care GPSUIPTFXJUI"M[IFJNFST EFNFOUJBFUD OFXDBSFTUSVDUVSFTNVTU

population: this kind of positive focus on immigration, as a resource to be actively developed and pursued,

ease the burden on care-giving family members. Again, this is in line with the case study from Southampton

is commendable. Such an approach seems to be entirely missing in Barcelona, despite the need to develop
policy thinking on immigration.
r%FWFMPQJOH EJGGFSFOU BOE CFUUFS TUSBUFHJFT GPS JNNJHSBOU FNQPXFSNFOU   JO UFSNT PG FEVDBUJPO  IPVTJOH 
employment etc., in order to help ease the integration of immigrant workers.
r1SPWJEJOHFMEFSMZDJUJ[FOTXJUIaffordable services.
r%FWFMPQJOHMPDBMMZGPDVTFETPDJBMBOEIFBMUIJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBUUIFVSCBOQMBOOJOHMFWFM BOEJOWFTUJHBUJOHOFX
forms of housing for older people.
r1SPWJEJOHBOEGJOBODJOHIFBMUIDBSF TPDJBMJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOEFEVDBUJPO XJUIPVUMPTJOHPSSJTLJOHUIFTPDJBM
services of the city, is seen as the most important challenge for the future.

on care for carers.
r*OIPNFambulatoryDBSF JFNFEJDBMDBSFEFMJWFSFEPOBOPVUQBUJFOUCBTJT XJMMIBWFUPCFVQHSBEFE BOE
the transition from inpatientIPTQJUBMDBSFUPIPNFOVSTJOH JFdischarge management), will need to be
improved. This will require continued harmonisation and quality control in the training and career profiles
of caregivers.
r" skills bottleneck is being, and will be, created, by the increased demand for nursing staff for home,
BNCVMBUPSZBOEJOUSBNVSBM SFTJEFOUJBM DBSF BOEGPSIFBMUIDPVOTFMMJOH/VSTJOHBOETPDJBMDBSFPDDVQBUJPOT
therefore need to be made more attractive. Conversely, this problem should not be highlighted only in terms
of the negative: it also represents a significant source of potential employment, particularly for groups with
difficulty accessing the labour market: more than 13,000 unemployed people have been trained to become

'VSUIFSNPSF "VTUSJBT/"1BSUJDVMBUFTBTFSJFTPGJTTVFTQFSUJOFOUUP7JFOOB BOEFDIPJOHDPODFSOTGFMU
across Europe:

qualified nurses, and care work is making a disproportionately high contribution to employment growth.
r3FMJBODFPOBcoordinated approach to maximise efficiencies will require better service delivery integration

rLife expectancy of some ‘heavy manual labour’ groups is less than that of other employee groups: this is

FHCFUUFSJOUFHSBUJPOPGoutpatient and inpatient care), better coordination skills between policy domains

currently being investigated and there may be implications for the revision of such groups’ access to

TFF 7JFOOBT T"-5P QSPKFDU  BOE NPSF JOWPMWFNFOU PG TUBLFIPMEFST JO UIF EFTJHO  JNQMFNFOUBUJPO BOE

retirement, if findings do show a clear difference.
rDisparities in health status, stemming from social, regional or gender factors, needs to be dealt with by
enhancing preventative healthcare services for specific target groups, and by resolving interface problems
in service delivery, and between health and nursing care sectors. This is very much the focus of the Viennese
case studies that are included later in this report, as well as being similar to Southampton’s focus on health
inequalities.
r) JHIFSpoverty risk among immigrant groups calls for targeted measures to develop German language skills
and employability.
r5IFDMFBSMJOLCFUXFFOfemale and child poverty and female unemployment UIFQPWFSUZSJTLPGIPVTFIPMET
with unemployed mothers is three times that of households with working mothers). Hence the need to
provide and improve child care services, as an effective means to facilitate female employment or return to
work, in addition to such care being of itself a favourable preparatory setting for children.
r(JWFOUIBUIFBMUIBOETPDJBMTFSWJDFfinances depend on robust employment levels and extending working
lives, there needs to be a closer link between income support and employment activating measures, through
skills training and other support services.

evaluation of policy objectives.
The challenges described above could just as easily apply to any of the other cities being looked at in this
study.

Vienn
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3_EUROCITIES
Social Affairs Forum
Questionnaire:
Responses
The following information was gathered from responses to a questionnaire distributed to members of the EUROCITIES Social
Affairs Forum and from direct consultation with its members. The cities that responded were Aalborg, Belfast, Dublin, Eindhoven,
(PUIFOCVSH 5IF)BHVF -FFET .BMNP .VOJDI /FXDBTUMF 1MPWEJW 3PUUFSEBN 4PVUIBNQUPO BOE7JFOOB
In general, understanding the nature of the main demographic trends affecting European cities
is not a major problem; all the administrations contacted throughout this study say that they do
understand their city’s demographics. Local administrations know whether their population is
ageing, growing or shrinking and, although the full facts of migration are almost always subject to
some degree of ambiguity, the essential trends of immigration and emigration are usually known, or
knowable. Where the problems can begin is in understanding how the demographic trends affect
health and social services, and the need for these services. Although most administrations say they
understand the dynamics of demography as it affects service requirements, some administrations
openly recognise an inadequate understanding: either because they do not have enough detailed
information, or because their competencies limit them.
Among those cities that claim to understand the impact of demographic change, the detail and
specifics vary. For example, in Sweden, Malmo undertakes significant research in this field, including
an ‘insight’ report every six months on demographic development in the city and region.
In the Netherlands, Eindhoven identifies the simultaneous need to adapt elderly services to an increasingly older-older population,
BTNPSFBOENPSFQFPQMFSFBDIBEWBODFEBHFT JF  BOEBUUIFTBNFUJNFUPBEBQUUPBTISJOLJOHCPEZPGQFPQMFBWBJMBCMF
to provide healthcare. In contrast, Rotterdam is still relatively young, although, as in Eindhoven, the elderly population is achieving
IJHIFSBHFTJUTTFSWJDFTOFFEUPBEBQUUPUIFJNNJHSBOUQPQVMBUJPO XJUIFEVDBUJPO MBOHVBHF &VSPQFBO%VUDIDVMUVSFDPVSTFT 
health and housing, and, increasingly, care for frail older people, being the priorities.
In Malmo, the ‘older-older’ population is projected to remain stable during the next 10 years, and
there will be more focus on adapting services to meet the needs of younger healthy pensioners.
Only Southampton pointed out that, while yes, they understood the broad current trends, the
extent and impact of economic migration is very dependent on economic factors, which are
unpredictable; similarly, the true demands of an ageing population are also dependant on
TIJGUJOHBOEVOQSFEJDUBCMFGBDUPSTBOEQBSBNFUFST TVDIBTJNQSPWFNFOUTJONFEJDBMLOPXMFEHF
technology, and changes in social patterns, aspirations, expectations, etc.
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Key trends:

NAPs:

In terms of identifying the top two or three trends with the most impact on the present and future provision of health and

In establishing and reviewing policy, local administrations and stakeholders do not take into account the EU’s ‘National

social services in their cities, most respondents alternated, unsurprisingly, between ageing and immigration in first and

4USBUFHZ3FQPSUTPO4PDJBM1SPUFDUJPOBOE4PDJBM*ODMVTJPO DPNNPOMZLOPXOBT/BUJPOBM"DUJPO1MBOT PS/"1T 

TFDPOEQMBDF"NJOPSJUZNFOUJPOFEPUIFSUSFOET TVDIBTCSBJOESBJO #FMGBTU SJTJOHOVNCFSTPGTFDPOEHFOFSBUJPOCMBDL

JOBDPOTJTUFOUXBZ.PTUUBLFUIF/"1TJOUPBDDPVOUUPTPNFFYUFOUBMUIPVHIAOPUWFSZBDUJWFMZPSPOMZATPNFUJNFTFH

BOENJOPSJUZFUIOJDDPNNVOJUJFT 4PVUIBNQUPO JOUFS&6NJHSBUJPO .BMNP BOEFNJHSBUJPO JO1PMBOEBOE#VMHBSJB 

/FXDBTUMFT4PDJBM*ODMVTJPOUFBNEPFTSFGFSUPUIF/"1T#VU-FFETBOE.VOJDISFQPSUOPUSFGFSSJOHUIF/"1TBUBMM
3PUUFSEBN XIJDIJTBDUJWFMZJOWPMWFEJOEFWFMPQJOHUIFOFX/"1 SFQPSUTBUUBDIJOHNPSFJNQPSUBODFUPUIF

It is well known that emigration is, for the moment, largely a phenomenon of Eastern Europe. However, not long ago it

document as a reference for the coming period.

XBTBOJTTVFFMTFXIFSF FH*SFMBOEBOE4QBJO BOEJOBEEJUJPO UIFFNJHSBUJPOUIBU&BTUFSO&VSPQFBODJUJFTBSFDVSSFOUMZ
experiencing is merely the flipside of immigration elsewhere in Europe: it is part of the same migratory flows affecting the

Logically, city-level administrations, which have to deal with most of the impact of social protection and inclusion strategies, need

whole of Europe.

to be active stakeholders and participants in developing any meaningful action plan, and not just the recipients of a plan that has
been developed elsewhere.

Furthermore, inter-EU migration is largely ignored in discussions within an EU framework, in spite of a) its importance, and b) its
SFMFWBODFUPPOFPGUIF&6TAGPVSGSFFEPNT JFUIFGSFFNPWFNFOUPGQFSTPOTUIFPUIFSTCFJOHHPPET DBQJUBMBOETFSWJDFT GSFF

Mediation and intercultural dynamics:

movement is meant to be a central principle for the EU.

Most city administrations that were consulted use some level of intercultural mediation, and also engage, or
have engaged, in intercultural training programmes. Typically, in medical settings, this means that trained

Planning and assessment:

TQFBLFSTPGJNNJHSBOUMBOHVBHFTBDUBTIFBMUINFEJBUPST FH#BSDFMPOB TFFDBTFTUVEZ PSCSPLFST FH

%FTQJUFUIFIJHIQPUFOUJBMVTFGVMOFTTPGDPODSFUFEBUBBOEPSGVUVSFQSPKFDUJPOTPO

3PUUFSEBN PSDPOTVMUBOUT FH&JOEIPWFO TVQQPSUJOHDPNNVOJDBUJPOCFUXFFOQBUJFOUTBOEIFBMUIDBSF

the changing needs that social and health services currently face and will face as a

staff. Intercultural mediation is typically used to calm conflict situations, but also to combat phenomena

result of changing demographics, this study has found that this type of information

such as forced marriages, early school leaving or violence against women.

is all too frequently unavailable. What there is of such data is generally lacking in
DPODSFUF JNQMJDBUJPOT FH IPX NBOZ NPSF CFET BO JOTUJUVUJPO NJHIU OFFE CZ B

Rotterdam focuses its social and health care intercultural training programmes beyond simply awareness or

given year, how many workers of a given category might be needed, etc.), and is

acceptance of cultural differences, to include how to deal with those differences. Belfast provides language-

often incomplete and inconsistent. Exceptions to this include Aalborg’s [in Denmark]

training classes to frontline staff. Munich has an Intercultural Quality Management System project, organized

estimates of future sheltered housing needs for older people), and Southampton’s

by an external institute. In Barcelona, a hospital management representative reports that, where healthcare

JOUIF6, GPSNBMA+PJOU4USBUFHJD/FFET"TTFTTNFOUXIJDIJOGPSNTIFBMUIBOETPDJBM

workers perceive the practical applications for their intercultural training, and the usefulness of mediation

care commissioning, by identifying key service demands.

support staff in finding solutions to the challenges of daily healthcare work, there is a good acceptance of
such programmes and a demand for more. Southampton makes a considerable investment in intercultural

Likewise, comparative ‘before and after’ data on the benefits of adopting or not adopting

mediation, although pointing out that it is difficult to say whether it achieves positive results, and that it is

a programme is too scarce. However some cities do collect this type of data. For example,

NPSFBNBUUFSPGUIFSFCFJOHBOBCTFODFPGOFHBUJWFSFTVMUT FHSJPUT HBOHTFUD 

-FFET JO UIF 6,  DPMMFDUT B DFSUBJO BNPVOU PGACFGPSF BOE BGUFS EBUB   PGUFO SFGFSSFE UP
as ‘outcome focus’; and Southampton identifies the benefits of its programmes through

/FXDBTUMFQSPWJEFTJOUFSDVMUVSBMUSBJOJOHUIBUJTGPDVTFEPOQSBDUJDBMOFFETJODBSFQSPWJTJPO FHEJFU IFBMUI

performance management processes. Many respondents, when asked if they generate such

concepts etc.), for in house home care service workers, as has been standard practice in Southampton for

data, seem unused to the concept.

many years; and Aalborg includes an intercultural component in general training for social workers, with

This shortage of what is ultimately fundamental data, has important methodological

specialised follow-up courses for those working specifically with immigrants. However, Leeds reports that

implications for policy development, and also, because such data can be an extremely

specialist intercultural training, as such, is being abandoned, in favour of incorporating an intercultural

powerful tool in negotiating funding and political support, for the lobbying process.

approach in all mainstream training: whether this will be a future direction taken by others remains an
open question.
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Intercultural issues and older people:

The Netherlands is also active in measuring deprivation. The Hague combines a nation-wide formula, using a mix of

In terms of providing elderly care services adapted to the specific needs of elderly immigrant groups, the situation is

variables to calculate the ‘deprivation-rate’ in 40 areas across the country, with a similar local process for all of the city’s

TPNFXIBU WBSJFE $PVOUSJFT XJUI MJUUMF  PS POMZ SFDFOU  FYQFSJFODF PG JNNJHSBUJPO FH #VMHBSJB  4QBJO  *SFMBOE  BSF  JO

districts. Eindhoven has developed a ‘neighbourhood-thermometer DBMDVMBUJOHUIFIFBMUIPGJUTOFJHICPVSIPPET FJUIFS

particular, less likely to offer such tailoring, as they simply do not have a significant elderly immigrant population.

IFBMUIZ  BU SJTL  PS JO QPPS IFBMUI  CBTFE PO WBSJPVT NVOJDJQBM TUBUJTUJDT BOE EBUB TVDI BT QPQVMBUJPO  IPVTJOH  MFWFM PG
income, unemployment, education, reported health status etc.); the neighbourhood ‘temperature’ then generates an

However, there are also cities, such as Munich and Aalborg, which have significant elderly immigrant groups, yet do

integrated approach to improving inhabitants’ living conditions. Rotterdam conducts ‘longitudinal poverty research BU

not tailor their services. Those cities that do tailor their services, offer different degrees of tailoring: it varies from just

2 year intervals), and multiple forms of deprivation are now under research, in a study focusing on children in deprived

QSPWJEJOH OBUJWF MBOHVBHF BEWJDF BT UP TFSWJDF PQUJPOT  XIJDI PUIFSXJTF SFNBJO MBSHFMZ UIF TBNF 7JFOOB  UP BEBQUFE

IPVTFIPMET BOEUIFFGGFDUTPOUIFJSMJGFDIBODFT AJOUFSHFOFSBUJPOBMQPWFSUZ 

dietary services, through to dedicated facilities, such as special elderly care home wards for people from a specific cultural
background, and even mono-ethnic elderly care homes e.g. in Rotterdam, for older people originating from China).

"T TFSWJDFT BOE UPPMT BEBQU UP TIJGUJOH OFFET UIBU BSF UJFE UP EFNPHSBQIJD USFOET FH
deprivation pertaining to specific elderly or immigrant groups), the importance of

While there might be some legitimate debate as to how, and to what degree, ethnically segmented care services

understanding the links between deprivation factors is clear, as is the need for joined-up

are desirable, broadly, an awareness of varying culturally-determined needs among care clients is on the rise, and

thinking and governance in health and social services: these services are necessarily as

seems likely to continue to so increase. However, as Southampton points out, practices such as dedicated care

interrelated as the issues they attempt to address.

facilities are not always popular or effective in meeting everyone’s aspirations.
Deprivation:

Resources:

.PTU PG UIF BENJOJTUSBUJPOT UIBU XFSF DPOTVMUFE JO QBSUJDVMBS  JO 4XFEFO  "VTUSJB

In terms of adapting resourcesUPNFFUJODSFBTFEBOEPSDIBOHJOHEFNBOETEVFUPEFNPHSBQIJDTIJGUTJOUIFQPQVMBUJPO 

BOE UIF /FUIFSMBOET  BDUJWFMZ DBMDVMBUF UIF MFWFM BOEPS OBUVSF PG EFQSJWBUJPO JO

the general trends are fairly consistent: investment in prevention of the need for services; an emphasis on maximising

UIFJSDJUZ)PXFWFS TPNFPGUIFDJUJFTDPOTVMUFE FH%VCMJO GPSSFBTPOTPGEJGGFSJOH

labour activation NPWJOHUIFVOFNQMPZFEJOUPXPSL BOEFOBCMJOHPMEFSQFPQMFUPXPSLJOHMPOHFS UIFSFCZJODSFBTJOH

resources and competencies, just use national statistics supplied by the national

BWBJMBCMFSFTPVSDFT JFJODSFBTJOHUIFUBYCBTFBOEQFSIBQTUIFOVNCFSTPGBWBJMBCMFIFBMUIDBSFXPSLFST BOEEFDSFBTJOH

administration. Obviously, using national data may give only a broad picture, and

the need for resources; a move to more direct payments into personal or family budgets and means testing; building

this can cause problems: deprivation is likely to be no less a concern in these societies

capacities BOE QBSUOFSTIJQT JO UIF DPNNVOJUZ UP FOBCMF QFPQMF UP NBOBHF PO UIFJS PXO BOE PO DPNNVOJUZ CBTFE

as in the cities that make detailed measurements of their deprivation levels.

resources for as long as possible); support to family carers; and a mix of outsourcing and economies of scale in purchasing,
where viable.

The differences in the priority that is given to measuring and understanding deprivation,
needs to be tightened up: differences in how an issue is approached and conceptualised

5IF)BHVFTFUTPVUTIPSUBOENJEUFSN ZFBST AXFMMOFTT QMBOTCBTFEPOGPSFDBTUEFNPHSBQIJDDIBOHFT UPXIJDIJU

JTPOFUIJOH BOEDBOFWFOCFCFOFGJDJBM BTUIFWBSJFUZJOUIFA&VSPQFBOMBCPSBUPSZ PGUFO

then asks its key partners to adapt: the focus is on shifting activities rather than just on budget changes. The Hague takes

results in greater comparative learning and insight); however, gaps in available knowledge

the same approach for health services as for social services, though the financial process is complicated by the fact that

are of no apparent benefit.

there is direct funding for health from the national government.

In terms of those cities that do prioritise deprivation and are active in measuring the situation, of particular interest is the
wide variety of approaches they take in calculating the impact of a mix of deprivation factors, and in assessing the links
between them. For example, cities like Leeds and Southampton, in the UK, refer to a ‘Multiple Deprivation Index’ system,
which combines a number of indicators to give a single deprivation score for each small area of the UK ; in Leeds the index
is used to customise local targeting, based on ‘Super Output Areas’, in conjunction with a local Neighbourhood Vitality
Index, currently being developed.
Munich conducts a report on poverty every four years, in conjunction with
continuous and regionally-differentiated monitoring.
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%VCMJO $JUZ $PVODJM XPSLT UISPVHI B TZTUFN PG QSJPSJUZ MJTUT UIBU BSF UIF SFTVMUT PG BO POHPJOH SFWJFX FH %VCMJO $JUZ
$PVODJMSFDFOUMZDPNNJTTJPOFEBEFNPHSBQIJDBOBMZTJTPGOFXDPNNVOJUJFTFDPOPNJDNJHSBOUTJOUIFDJUZBOEQSPEVDFE

Organisational change:
To deal with rising challenges of immigration flows and ageing populations, some cities are moving from the

BOJOUFHSBUJPOTUSBUFHZJO+VOF .FBOXIJMF #FMGBTUFNQIBTJTFTbenchmarking against other cities; multi-stakeholder

usual social affairs and health departments, to the creation of subject specific departments TFFDBTFTUVEZPO

QBSUOFSTIJQT FHB.JHSBOU'PSVN 0MEFS1FPQMFT1BOFM :PVUI'PSVN XIJDIIFMQJONPOJUPSJOHUSFOETBOEJNQBDUPO

Stockholm’s department for elderly affairs). This move towards a subject-specific focus is still inconsistent. Across

TFSWJDFEFMJWFSZ BOEOFFETQSJPSJUJTJOH UISPVHIWFSZMPDBMMFWFMDPOTVMUBUJPO UIFDJUZTA4USBUFHJD/FJHICPVSIPPE"DUJPO

Europe and even within the same countries, some cities are refocusing organisational structures and some are

1SPHSBNNFEJWJEFT#FMGBTUJOUPADJUZQMBDFTBOEDPOTVMUTMPDBMQPQVMBUJPOTPOUIFJSOFFETBUUIBUMFWFM 

OPU JFUIFZBSFDPOUJOVJOHUPTIBSFUIFSFMFWBOUDPNQFUFODJFTBDSPTTWBSJPVTTFQBSBUFEFQBSUNFOUT "NPOHTU
UIPTFDSFBUJOHTQFDJBMJTFEEFQBSUNFOUT PSPUIFSFRVJWBMFOUBENJOJTUSBUJWFVOJUT TPNFDJUJFTBEPQUUIJTQSBDUJDF

Conversely, Southampton identifies its resource challenges as stemming from: the fact that central government

for elderly care, some for immigration, and some for both, for example, Munich, which finds the subject-specific

grants that partly fund social care have not moved in line with inflationary costs or growing demands; the fact that

approach helps to clarify responsibilities.

the negotiations concerning local income-generation through local taxes can be difficult; and also, importantly,
the fact that there are significant differentials in income amongst older people JF UIF DPNQBSBUJWF XFBMUI

0UIFSDJUJFT TVDIBT"BMCPSH XJUIJUT&MEFSMZBOE%JTBCMFE%FQBSUNFOU PS.BMNP XIJDIPOTUBSUFEJUT%FQBSUNFOUGPS

of those with private pensions and who own their own homes, versus the increased poverty of those without

the Elderly, find that this allows for the provision of a more skilled and specialized service. Meanwhile, Southampton has a very

independent pensions or their own property).

TNBMMA-BUFS:FBSTQBSUOFSTIJQ XIJDIJEFOUJGJFTNPSFTUSBUFHJDQSPHSBNNFTTVDIBTQSFWFOUJPO FOHBHFNFOUFUD BOEBO*ODMVTJPO
4FSWJDFT UFBN XIJDI BEESFTT JNNJHSBUJPO JTTVFT CVU JT OPU XFMM GVOEFE GPS UIJT XPSL  &JOEIPWFO JT QSFTFOUMZ SFPSHBOJTJOH JUT

When asked to identify the main ‘resources stressors’ related to demographic shifts that their city has to deal with,

structure, moving from the usual array of departments, to a system of ‘expertise centres’, in order to enhance its integrated

it is not surprising that the bulk of respondents focus on a shrinking tax-paying base, versus a growing dependent

BQQSPBDIBOEJNQSPWFTFSWJDFQSPWJTJPOUPUIFDJUJ[FOT TUBSUJOH+BOVBSZ

older population. Some cities go on to focus more specifically on recruitment problems in the social services sector
"BMCPSH BTISJOLJOHCPEZPGXPSLJOHBHFIFBMUIDBSFQSPGFTTJPOBMT BOEFWFODPODFSOTBCPVUBOBDDPNQBOZJOH

Evidently, the advisability of creating a new department depends on the context and on a multitude

EFDMJOFPGBTQJSJUPGTPMJEBSJUZJOUIFJSTPDJFUZ &JOEIPWFO 

of considerations. Although the results of subject-focused specialisation and departmental
restructuring are, and will be, interesting to observe, it remains to be seen how successful these

/FX SFDFJWFST PG NJHSBOUT FH 4QBJO BOE *SFMBOE  GPDVT PO UIF OFFE UP BEBQU SFTPVSDFT UP UIF TUJMM SFMBUJWFMZ SFDFOU

specific initiatives will ultimately be, as well as how, when and where such formulae for organisational

phenomenon of an increasing migrant population: Dublin highlights the importance of the current economic downturn

change would be suitable for others. Nonetheless, it does emerge as clear that, for an integrated

XIJDIJTBCSPBEFSJTTVFBGGFDUJOHDJUJFTBDSPTT&VSPQF BOEJOQBSUJDVMBS JUTFGGFDUPOWVMOFSBCMFNJHSBOUT#FMGBTUIJHIMJHIUT

approach to be seriously viable, real mechanisms for guaranteeing overall cohesion and ‘joined-

the brain drain issue: the reversal of this is a key strategic focus, with, currently, a growing retention of young people in

up-ness’, both in delivery and in conception, are required. Moreover, while such administrative

the city.

mechanisms can presumably take various forms, to be meaningful they must be provided with the
necessary authority and resources.
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4_Analysis
and conclusions

Integrated Approach:

This report seeks to move discussion and debate forward with regards to the issue of demographic trends as they affect social

On the ground, the application of an integrated approach to coordinated service delivery usually involves public

and health services in Europe’s cities. The following describes the main recommendations and observations from the research

employees performing a type of ‘double duty’. For example, in Rotterdam, Social Affairs case workers, while visiting

conducted, highlighting the key concerns and the direction that policy and practice should take.

DMJFOUT BU IPNF  BMTP DIFDL BOE SFQPSU PO JTTVFT MJLF TBGFUZ JO UIF IPVTF FH FMFDUSJDJUZ  IFBUJOH  BOE IZHJFOF 
children attending school, signs of violence towards children or women, social isolation, visible illnesses etc. Dublin

Diversity of circumstances:

offers an example of a type of ‘one stop’ approach, in the form of area offices, which provide a full range of services

Given the varying degree and format of information available when preparing

and are established at a very local level.

this report, and the difficulty in finding and comparing variables across different
countries and systems, one immediate conclusion is that of a need for a tool that

Other cities, such as Munich, Aalborg and Vienna, pursue a process of closely coordinated policy development

allows for standardised comparison, across the EU, of indicators of the impact of

between traditionally very different departments e.g. social and health services and urban affairs. Newcastle has

demographics on social and health services. This would allow for easier ongoing

ADPMPDBUFEUIF%JSFDUPSPG1VCMJD)FBMUITPGGJDFJOUPUIF"EVMU4FSWJDFT%JSFDUPSBUF XIFSFUIFZJODSFBTJOHMZTIBSF

comparison and analysis, with less effort needed for simply gathering comparable

research and policy development resources. On another level, such coordination can simply be a question of joint

data on changing care needs and demands. While the Urban Audit already exists, it

procurement and hence economies of scale.

does not cover the impact of changing demographics.

When asked if their organisations encountered difficulties and resistance to the re-arrangement of existing structures

In general, basic demographic data, both current and projected into the future, is relatively easy to access, across Europe.

and practices caused by adopting a new more integrated approach in service delivery, most cities said they had

What is needed is extrapolation of the demographics into concrete need, as it is growing, declining or changing. While

not encountered problems. However, some cities recognised that they did have such difficulties. For example,

such projections are inevitably imperfect, administrations, along with stakeholders, still need to forecast what the future

1MPWEJW QPJOUFE PVU UIF DIBMMFOHFT PG CVSFBVDSBDZ  B TIPSUBHF PG qualified staff and problems with personnel

will mean, in practical terms.

motivation; to deal with this, the city’s leadership is elaborating stronger rules, based on quality management and
financial subsidiarity, as well as looking for European funding opportunities to strengthen its capacities.

Repeatedly, the availability of relevant and reliable research was shown, by this study, to be the necessary point of departure for
any successful initiative: when contacted, front-line staff consistently support this view.

Eindhoven recognised it had some of the challenges that are normal to rolling out any new system: as the
administration worked towards the 2009 implementation of its new ‘expertise centre’ system, it emphasised the

Secondly, while there is great heterogeneousness in the competencies of administrations and the resources available

need for staff to be included in the process of adaptation. Aalborg also emphasises the inclusion of staff and

to them, the issues and dynamics of resource constraints are generally the same, usually varying more in degree than

unions in the process of organisational change. Rotterdam recognises that a more integrated approach causes

JO OBUVSF $PNQBSJTPO JT UIFSFGPSF QPTTJCMF BNPOHTU XIBU BSF SPVHIMZ TJNJMBS TJUVBUJPOT FH B TISJOLJOH UBY CBTF BOE

some confusion and resistance amongst personnel, and the city relies on training to help cope with new issues in

growing elderly population needing care). Furthermore, it cannot be accepted that resources are entirely to blame for a

staff workload: its leadership tries to be pro-active in increasing the support amongst personnel for the integrated

EFMBZFEBEBQUBUJPOPGTFSWJDFTUPDVSSFOUBOEGVUVSFOFFET FHNPSFPVUQBUJFOUDBSF NPSFTVQQPSUGPSGBNJMJFTQSPWJEJOH

approach, through memos, speeches, training courses, conferences etc.

care, more intercultural competences in care delivery structures); the reason is rather a lack of agility and initiative in city
administrations, and this must be addressed.

Dublin has developed a communication strategy to disseminate all necessary information
throughout the organisation. Belfast’s councillors participate in, and lead, multi-agency partnerships,

Thirdly, while all European societies are experiencing roughly the same broad

such as the Good Relations Steering Group, to ensure that relevant agencies are working towards

phenomenon of ageing, they are experiencing migration in very different ways.

the city’s inclusion goals; at the same time, management is conducting research into best practice

In terms of migration, there are three distinct general groups of cities in Europe

and benchmarking exercises to learn from other cities’ experiences in this regard. Southampton

XIJDIBSFSFGMFDUFEJOUIFDJUJFTTUVEJFEFYQFSJFODFESFDFJWFSTPGJNNJHSBOUT FH

makes use of performance management programmes; and Newcastle has a programme of a “One

4PVUIBNQUPO 4UPDLIPMN 7JFOOB OFXSFDFJWFSTPGJNNJHSBOUT FH#BSDFMPOB BOE

$PVODJMuDVMUVSFDIBOHF EFTJHOFEUPDPNCBUTFSWJDFJTPMBUJPOBOEOBSSPXiTJMPuUIJOLJOH

DJUJFTPGIJHIFNJHSBUJPO FH,SBLPX 
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Migration:

One thing found consistently throughout the research for this report, is that facts on migration

In the cities examined where immigration is generally an older phenomenon, this

entail a certain ambiguity. It is probably inevitable that migrant numbers are so often inexact,

has meant:

unknown or unknowable as, typically, migration escapes accurate documentation: immigrants are

 rHSFBUFS familiarity with key challenges, but also problems where negative

calculated in approximate figures, and often there are no figures for emigration at all. In most cities,

EZOBNJDTCFDPNFTFU PSTUVDL JOFTUBCMJTIFEEZTGVODUJPOBMQBUUFSOT FHDFSUBJO

it is generally unlikely that the official numbers of migrants registered as residents is an entirely

dynamics for Rotterdam’s Antillean community)

accurate figure: at best the figures are ‘good enough’ to give a true overall picture of the scale,

 rB TJHOJGJDBOU QSFTFODF PG NJOPSJUZ BOE JNNJHSBOU HSPVQT BNPOHTU UIF older
people receiving care

direction and trend of current migration patterns. Administrations to some degree find themselves
caught between dealing with official figures and the reality.

 rB EFNBOE GPS JOUFSDVMUVSBM BEBQUBUJPO JO FMEFSMZ DBSF  BT QFPQMF GSPN NJOPSJUZ
communities reach retirement age.

Likewise, internal NJHSBUPSZ GMPXT QFPQMF NPWJOH XJUIJO UIF TBNF DPVOUSZ  BOE FYUFSOBM NJHSBUPSZ GMPXT  BSF
often tabulated and presented separately, so there is no single cohesive demographic picture.

For example, as a city beginning to receive significant external immigration only recently, Barcelona is in a position somewhere
CFUXFFO POUIFPOFIBOE DJUJFTMJLF4PVUIBNQUPO 4UPDLIPMNPS7JFOOB XIJDIIBWFMPOHIJTUPSJFTPGJNNJHSBUJPOBOEDPNQBSFE

Care delivery:

to which, Barcelona is rapidly catching up BOEPOUIFPUIFSIBOE DJUJFTMJLF,SBLPX XIJDIBSFNPSFDPODFSOFEXJUIFNJHSBUJPO

In terms of care delivery and the change-management of social and health services in the face of current and coming

and have only minor levels of immigration, whether old or new). As a result, the deployment of adequate policy initiatives in

EFNPHSBQIJDUSFOET JFBHFJOHQPQVMBUJPOTBOETISJOLJOHUBYCBTFT UIFNPTUDPOTJTUFOUUISFBEGPVOESVOOJOHUISPVHI

Barcelona has had to be put in place relatively quickly, in order to keep up with the pace of immigration, which is already well

BMM UIF QPMJDJFT FYBNJOFE JT UIF NPWF UP NBYJNJTF UIF VTF PG DPNNVOJUZ DBSF JO UIF CSPBEFTU TFOTF  BOE NJOJNJTF

advanced. The risk is that cities can be overtaken by circumstances and forced into a reactive position. Conversely, the newness

residential, or inpatient, care.

of the phenomenon is also an opportunity, albeit one that will quickly disappear: a city like Barcelona has the chance to learn
from the mistakes as well as the successes, of its peers, and thus avoid such mistakes and negative patterns before they become

More community care:

established.

Consequently, the direction of much present and future best practice is and will be
refining community care and integrating different care solutions, competencies and
Emigration stands out as the weakest category of available migration data: it is often entirely

needs into shared platforms e.g. Vienna’s elderly day care centres.

unavailable and is generally not understood, even by administrations that are acutely affected by
JU &NJHSBUJPO JT JO GBDU CFDPNJOH B NPSF BNCJHVPVT DPODFQU 'PS FYBNQMF  JO 1PMBOE POF GJOET
examples of labour working abroad in quite fluid patterns, either in short bursts, or combined with
work at home, in such a way that workers may not necessarily view themselves as migrants: at times
this dynamic might be described as verging on a type of extreme commuting.

The shift towards more outpatient care stems from:
B@UIFOFFEUPEPBTNVDIBTQPTTJCMFXJUITDBSDFSFTPVSDFT JFSFTJEFOUJBMBOE
inpatient facilities are more costly)
b_the belief such a community-based approach can result in better quality care
UIBUJTCFUUFSUBJMPSFEUPQFPQMFTOFFETBOEJTNPSFFNQPXFSJOH QSPWJEJOH

It is possible that we are seeing the emergence of a new pattern of internal EU migration: an ebb

more choice, allowing people to continue their own autonomous lives in the

BOEGMPXPGQFPQMFCFUXFFOEJGGFSFOUQBSUTPGUIF&6 XIFSFNFNCFSTPGPOFDPVOUSZ FH1PMJTI

community).

people migrating to the UK) move easily within the European Union, due to differences in job
PQQPSUVOJUJFT JFHPJOHGSPNQMBDFTXIFSFKPCTBSFTDBSDFUPXIFSFMBCPVSNBSLFUTBSFDVSSFOUMZ
better performing, then easily going back as disparities in opportunities level out). Return to their
country of origin may be due to economic improvement in the country of origin, or a downswing
JO UIF SFDFQUPS TUBUF TPNF DPNNFOUBUPST IBWF VTFE UIF NFUBQIPS PG UIF XBUFS JO B CBUIUVC
shifting back and forth as the tub tilts in one direction then another). Obviously, more time and
research are needed before attempting to draw any firm conclusions. However, the issue is hardly
insignificant as it goes to the heart of some of the original objectives of the European project, which
many people may not be aware of: the right to move, work and reside freely throughout a single
European space.
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Support for carers:

Vienna, Southampton and Stockholm all put great emphasis on developing individualisation of treatment and increasing choice.

5IF EJMFNNB JT XFMM LOPXO BT DJSDVNTUBODFT BOE TUSBUFHJFT BSF MFBEJOH GBNJMJFT JO QSBDUJDF  EJTQSPQPSUJPOBUFMZ NPSF

However, it must be said that the inevitable flip side to this is greater complexity. Developing tools and platforms that can

women) to shoulder more care burdens at home in order to minimise the cost of public services, women are also expected

effectively manage the complexities of individualised treatment will be a growing challenge to the practical application of an

to continue having children and to work. Necessarily then, if care delivery strategies are going to be sustainable, at-home

integrated approach.

and outpatient care will have to be accompanied by an extensive and effective support for carers IFODFUIFJODMVTJPO
of Southampton’s Care for Carers as one of the case studies). Often, discussions on ‘empowerment’ for those needing care

Intercultural competencies:

DBO CFDPNF TPNFXIBU BCTUSBDU )PXFWFS  QSBDUJDBM TVQQPSU GPS DBSFHJWFST  IFMQJOH UIFN UP SFBMMZ DPQF CF JU UISPVHI

The case studies from of Barcelona and Vienna put the development of intercultural

holidays, breaks, help back to work, counselling, having pension gaps covered, or whatever the case may be) provides

competencies at the centre of their approach. In both cases, practitioners developing

concrete practical solutions.

the programmes emphasised that initial, very local, studies were key to an ultimately
effective result.

Local administrations are eminently suited to providing such support for caregivers; the role of providing,
managing and supervising such caregiver support would, logically, become a growing focus of their activities. The

4JODF BTNFOUJPOFEBCPWF EJGGFSFOUBSFBTPG&VSPQFBSFWFSZEJGGFSFOUJOUFSNTPGJNNJHSBUJPOUSFOET JFNVDIPSMJUUMF 

reality of the situation across Europe in terms of administrations providing such support for caregivers is mixed.

established or recent), the need for, and experience of, intercultural training and mediation are at different stages and

Among the cities studied, Vienna, Stockholm and Southampton are at a more advanced stage in developing such

have different approaches4PNFDJUJFTBSFNPWJOHBXBZGSPNJOUFSDVMUVSBMUSBJOJOH -FFET BOEJOUFHSBUJOHJUJOUPNPTU

programmes than Barcelona; Krakow’s case is more unusual, as although public resources are constrained, an

PGUIFJSHFOFSBMUSBJOJOH0UIFSTBSFQVUUJOHTJHOJGJDBOUFNQIBTJTPOBOJOUFSDVMUVSBMBQQSPBDI GPSFYBNQMF 4PVUIBNQUPO 

VOVTVBMMZMBSHFQSPQPSUJPOPGUIFTFSFTPVSDFTJTTQFOUPOUIFFMEFSMZ JFJODPNQBSJTPOUPUIFTJUVBUJPOJONPTUPG

and also Barcelona, with its case study of hospital-based intercultural mediation), while others put little emphasis on it

UIF&6 BOEJUJTZPVOHQFPQMFXIPBSFNPSFBUSJTLPGFYDMVTJPO BDDPSEJOHUP1PMBOET/"1 

.VOJDI 4PUIFTUVEZDMFBSMZGPVOEOPgeneral trend, in terms of practice.
However, the demand for an intercultural approach, which such training and mediation is meant to meet, seems only

Third sector and health jobs:

likely to rise: for example, care services in Spain will eventually have to start dealing with the specific needs of different

While rising demand represents considerable pressure on care delivery, the issue, however serious, should

DVMUVSBMHSPVQTBTVTFSTPGFMEFSMZDBSFTFSWJDFT OPUKVTUQSPWJEFST BTJTNPSFUIFDBTFBUQSFTFOU NVDIBTTVDITFSWJDFT

not be discussed exclusively in negative terms: care provision and the social economy is a growth sector

already do in Vienna, Newcastle or Stockholm. Ideally, administrations should be looking at what their peers are doing, and

with serious potential for job creation, often for those with difficulty accessing the labour market. While all

prepare themselves proactively, rather than wait for the problem to reach a point where they are forced to take a reactive

the appropriate provisos must be added in terms of maintaining care qualifications and standards, social

approach.

and health care support work is emerging as a supplement to traditional labour market stimulation policies.
Austria, for example, reports a disproportionate amount of its job creation in recent years to be taking place

The priority should be to deal with practical considerations e.g. dietary considerations

in healthcare.

for the elderly, cultural factors as they influence healthcare diagnosis or treatment, basic
communication etc. Where intercultural training and mediation addresses such practical
concerns, based on the day-to-day implementation of health and social services, acceptance

Different approaches:

of such programmes appears to be high, both among newcomer populations and front-line

While administrations can be looked at simply in terms of how proactive they are, amongst the initiatives being taken there

staff.

is a range of approaches and relative emphasis, not one single homogeneous formula being carried out with different
degrees of enthusiasm.
Vienna, for example, has found the use of patient co-payments very effective in steering service use and controlling
costs. This approach is balanced by a system of caps on the proportion of a users’ personal income they are required
UPTQFOEPOQIBSNBDFVUJDBMT USFBUNFOUPSBOZHJWFOGPSNPGTFSWJDF JFUIFJOEJWJEVBMTBOEUIFJSGBNJMJFTLOPX
they are guaranteed not to have to pay more than a given maximum, and thus will not be punished should they
develop ‘excessive’ care needs). It is the view of this report that this kind of ceiling or cap, which is understood
publicly and transparently, greatly strengthens the credibility of co-payment policies, thus gaining acceptance
with the public and therefore likely to provide long-term sustainability in practice.
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Deprivation and inequality:

City involvement in National Action Plans for Social Inclusion (NAPs):

While deprivation is necessarily of the utmost concern to all European societies, the approaches to deprivation also vary

-JLFXJTF JOWFTUJHBUJPOJOUPUIFSPMFPGDJUJFTJOUIF/BUJPOBM"DUJPO1MBOTGPS4PDJBM*ODMVTJPOQSPEVDFETPNFXIBUBNCJWBMFOU

widely. There is a clear need for more information on deprivation, which takes into account different deprivation indicators

GJOEJOHT3FGFSFODFUPUIF/"1TCZMPDBMBVUIPSJUJFTPSTUBLFIPMEFST JOEFTJHOJOHPSJNQMFNFOUJOHQPMJDZ JTFSSBUJDBUCFTU 

and the interrelationship between different deprivation issues, for example, in how health inequalities are linked to other

BOEPGUFOFOUJSFMZBCTFOU4JHOJGJDBOUMZ XIFSFNPSFBUUFOUJPOXBTHJWFOUPUIF/"1BTBUPPM DJUZHPWFSONFOUIBECFFO

JOFRVBMJUJFT5IJTJTBDFOUSBMUIFNFJO4PVUIBNQUPOTIFBMUIBOETPDJBMQPMJDJFTBOETJNJMBSMZUIF"VTUSJBO/"1BOEUIFMPDBM

JOWPMWFEJOEFWFMPQJOHUIF/"1JOUIFGJSTUQMBDFJFUIFSFXBTACVZJO

Viennese programmes such as ‘Counselling on the Corner’, address the issue of the health disparities of many migrants and
workers in certain job sectors.

5IJTJTJNQPSUBOU BTNVDI JGOPUNPTU PGUIFJNQBDUBOEQSBDUJDBMJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPGUIF/"1TJOFWJUBCMZ
IBQQFOTBUUIFMPDBMMFWFM FHPVUQBUJFOUDBSFGPSUIFFMEFSMZJTRVJOUFTTFOUJBMMZBQPMJDZFYFDVUFEPOBMPDBM

4PNF BENJOJTUSBUJPOT IBWF EFWFMPQFE DPODFQUVBMMZ DPNQSFIFOTJWF UPPMT  FH

level, as are policies aiming to integrate newcomers in their communities). Any successful implementation

Southampton’s use of the UK’s interesting Multiple Deprivation Index system), to identify

needs the involvement of local administrations and service-providers; and involvement in implementation

and publicly articulate the interdependencies involved in deprivation, and on which to base

is conditioned by involvement in design.

programme development and policy. It is important for administrations to move beyond
rudimentary conceptualisations of deprivation, such as simply looking at income thresholds:

.PSFPWFS BTJEFGSPNFOTVSJOHTVDDFTTGVMJNQMFNFOUBUJPO DJUZJOWPMWFNFOUJOUIF/"1TJTBSFRVJSFNFOUGPSXFMMEFTJHOFE

while income levels are obviously of no small importance, it is generally accepted that

1MBOTTPDJBMJODMVTJPOQPMJDJFTDBOOPUSFBTPOBCMZIPQFUPCFFGGFDUJWFPSBDDVSBUFMZGPDVTFEXJUIPVUUIFCFOFGJUPGUIFLJOE

EFQSJWBUJPO BT B DPODFQU CSJOHT UPHFUIFS WBSJPVT GBDUPST FH JOUFSHFOFSBUJPOBM JTTVFT 

of understanding and experience that can only be gained on the ground i.e. at a local level.

access issues, and so on). This report would like to strongly encourage administrations to
update their understanding of deprivation with the current practice of their peers, and
prioritise the issues of deprivation and exclusion to the degree these issues deserve.

Activation strategies:
One of the key ideas which, like the move to more outpatient and community
care, – is found to be driving health and social policy strategy for dealing with
demographic change throughout Europe is this: if, in an ageing society, more people

Impact analysis and policy projection:

are successfully included in the labour market and have longer working lives, then

The administrations contacted generally had difficulty in assessing the impact of their programmes, and what the situation

income redistribution from the working to the elderly can be manageable.

would be if these programmes were not in place. Although, once an issue was explored, they could invariably begin to
identify the effect of a given practice or programme, there rarely seemed to be a clear idea of what the situation would

Such strategies raise important questions for Krakow, as Poland is lagging behind in

beXJUIPVUUIBUQSBDUJDFQSPHSBNNFJFUIFSFXBTMJUUMFFWJEFODFPGmBTVDDJODUDPNQBSBUJWFCFGPSFBOEBGUFSWJFXPGUIF

terms of inclusion rates.

impact caused. This is not to question the actual impact of these programmes, but the level of analysis and evaluation

Likewise, the current economic downturn raises questions, particularly in countries

involved.

GBDJOH BO FOE UP BO FYUFOTJWF FDPOPNJD CPPN DZDMF FH 6,  *SFMBOE BOE 4QBJO 
about the sustainability of current and recent strategies that rely heavily on labour

Action needs to be based on evaluation, the results and implications of which are understood
by all those working in a given programme. The question ‘how does the programme alter
UIFTJUVBUJPO  PSTJNJMBSRVFTUJPOT TIPVMECFFYQFDUFEJUTIPVMEOPUDPNFBTBOPWFMUZ
Policy and programme development needs to be based on projections of the impact, compared
to what the predicted situation would be otherwise. Rather than justifying a policy or practice
CFDBVTF PG SFDFJWFE XJTEPN FH CZ TJNQMZ DPQZJOH CFTU QSBDUJDF FMTFXIFSF  JU TIPVME CF B
conscious choice based on a consideration of alternative scenarios.
Moreover, while forecasting the impacts of either taking or not taking a course of action can admittedly be difficult in many
instances, such forecasts can be an extremely powerful tool for soliciting resources and policy lobbying.

market inclusion.
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Integrated approach:

Conclusions:

Complementing a labour activation-based strategy is the hope that better coordination and economies of scale TVDIBT

With regard to adapting to significant demographic shifts, the critical element that this study wishes to focus readers’

7JFOOBTTZTUFNPGA)FBMUI1MBUGPSNT CZMFBEJOHUPHSFBUFSFGGJDJFODZ XJMMFYUFOESFTPVSDFTGVSUIFSUIJTTIPVMEBMMPXGPS

minds on is proactiveness. Context varies so much across Europe that generalised ‘one size fits all’ type proposals are just

GFXFSTFSWJDFTUPCFDVU UIVTFOTVSJOHASBUJPOBMJTBUJPOPWFSASBUJPOJOH BOEPSBSFEVDUJPOJOUIFUBYCVSEFO

insufficient. However, being proactive is one decisive distinction to be made between more successful and less successful
cities.

Much of the best practice identified thus involves greater coordination, and the combining of services and interventions
FH7JFOOBTEBZDBSFDFOUSFTGPSUIFFMEFSMZ EFTJHOFEUPNFFUBSBOHFPGIFBMUIBOETPDJBMTFSWJDFOFFETBOEQSPWJEF

Questions to ask include: Is the administration’s approach proactive? Does it

users with a single integrated platform). This allows cities to stretch resources farther, but also to provide services in a more

hold the initiative with regards changing needs? Or is it waiting until the actual

complete or holistic way.

DJSDVNTUBODFTPOUIFHSPVOE BOEPSUIFFYBNQMFPGPUIFSDJUJFT PCMJHFJUUPBDU 

With healthcare services across Europe increasingly delivered by a mix of public, not-for-profit and for-profit organisations

Furthermore, if there is a robust strategic vision, is that vision properly shared?,

or individuals, the ability to work increasingly and more effectively with NGOs and other partners emerges as a growing

Throughout the course of this study, when contacting practitioners on the ground,

challenge to putting into practice a coordinated approach FHOPUF,SBLPXTFNQIBTJTPOTUSVDUVSFEXPSLXJUIWPMVOUFFS

in a diverse range of localities, they were often unable to identify their local strategic

organisations).

vision; where such a vision does exist, this surely defeats the purpose of having it:
strategic visions need to be shared.
This study, given its limited scope and resources relative to the breadth of the issues being

Organisational change:

considered, hesitates to make any sweeping generalisations. However, the study does

Restructuring, and the combining of roles and functions that were previously separate, runs against the current of any

raise questions, which will hopefully promote further debate, about a possible fracture

existing organisational structures, organigrammes and customs, and thus necessarily generates a certain friction, even

in Europe, in terms of the proactiveness of city administrations in the face of growing

at the best of times. However, most of the administrations contacted did not recognise having any such difficulties

demographic pressures.

themselves, unlikely though this seems.
What does it mean to be proactive? For one thing, a proactive administration acts preventatively; and of course any effective
In terms of reworking administrative and political structures, local context weighs so heavily that generalised conclusions

policy of prevention implies looking forward, with an understanding of both current changes and the direction of future change.

are difficult between one case and the next. Nevertheless, in all cases studied, it emerged that real and sufficient authority

A proactive administration therefore has to have a vision and it has to communicate that vision; and to do so it has to engage its

and resourcesNVTUBDDPNQBOZBOZTVDISFTUSVDUVSJOH JGJUJTUPCFUBLFOTFSJPVTMZBOEIBWFBOJNQBDU FH3PUUFSEBNT

stakeholders, including other institutional agencies as well as its own service delivery staff. Above all, a proactive administration

City Marine reporting directly to the Mayor, and Stockholm’s appointment of a Vice-Mayor for Elderly Affairs).

has to innovate and initiate.
If being proactive involves planning, and, above all, acting for the future, then it is patently
a problem that planning and future projections are always limited in terms of reliability and
BSFJNQFSGFDUBUCFTU FHUIFUJNJOHPGFDPOPNJDDZDMFT )PXFWFS GPSXBSEQMBOOJOH BT
long as it is continually updated and is adapted proactively to meet forthcoming challenges,
will clearly be more effective in safeguarding the wellbeing of citizens, than any reactive
approach. This is hopefully a statement of the obvious, and of course no local European
administration is arguing in favour of its own ineffectiveness: the reality is there are relative
degrees of proactiveness, with mixed situations and varying ‘shades of grey’.

Annex 1_Case
Studies
As always, when looking from a European level, any analysis and comparison is subject to limitations due to
different circumstances in each country or city: e.g. different competencies at different levels of government;
different economic circumstances; and different cultural, political and historical backgrounds.

I_‘Counselling on the Corner’ and Counselling Centres for Nursing and
Care at Home – Vienna
Key elements: Social services, ageing and migrant backgrounds,
local community focus and counselling

Nevertheless, the same demographic trends are clearly found across Europe,

Annex
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as are the impacts of these trends on cities. Sometimes even seemingly very

Context:

different circumstances are in fact linked demographic phenomena, at a

From the mid-1990s on, awareness has grown in Vienna with regards to the particular situation

&VSPQFBOMFWFM FH1PMJTIFNJHSBUJPO#SJUJTIJNNJHSBUJPO 

of older people with migration backgrounds. A key departure point was a social scientific study,

which demonstrated the extent to which social services were targeted at the majority population,
In all cases, local government is the front line administration for dealing with the majority of

and showed low knowledge of and low claims to these services, among the older population with

the impacts stemming from these phenomena, and, in partnership with other organisations,

migration backgrounds DG3FJOQSFDIU%PHBO5JFU[F 

will, and must, play a key role in any effective solutions.
During 1997-9, a multi-disciplinary project, on socio-cultural integration and the improvement of the social
JOGSBTUSVDUVSF GPS PMEFS DJUJ[FOT  JO B EFOTFMZ QPQVMBUFE SFHJPO PG 7JFOOB XJUIJO UIF &3%' QSPHSBNNF
A63#"/8JFO (ÛSUFM 1MVT  combined community work, counselling, personal accompanying services
and empirical social research. A low-threshold community centre was set up in this region, which worked
in close cooperation with one of the Counselling Centres for Nursing and Care at Home.
Following this project, mother-tongue counsellors were employed in all counselling centres for nursing
and care at home, for all the major population groups with migration backgrounds.
As part of a subsequent project, young persons with the corresponding migration backgrounds
and professional social knowledge achieved qualifications as mother-tongue counsellors.
The city’s basic services for persons with nursing and care needs are organized
by the Vienna Social Fund, on behalf of the municipality, and in conjunction with
WBSJPVT /(04 TFSWJDFT BSF PSHBOJTFE  UISPVHI FJHIU DPVOTFMMJOH DFOUSFT UFSNFE
Counselling Centres for Nursing and Care at Home) distributed throughout the
city. These centres have been in existence since the early 1990s and replaced the
traditional outpatient nursing and care facilities launched in the 1970s.

The programme is further contextualised by a few key social and political issues:
rLegal claims to services have expanded VOEFSUIF7JFOOB4PDJBM"TTJTUBODF-BX TUFNNJOHGSPNB
2003 EU Council Directive on long-term resident status for third country nationals).
rNursing requirements are increasingly perceived as a social issue and are connected to questions of
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The Counselling Centres for Nursing and Care at Home are responsible for case management JF
information and counselling for persons with nursing needs and their relatives; joint identification of

nursing requirements with clients and professionals; calculation of costs; people to accompany clients to

offices and local authorities, and so forth), specialized counselling FHDSJTJTJOUFSWFOUJPO PSJODPOUJOFODF

ageing, migration backgrounds, as well as gender and intercultural issues. Accordingly the demand

counselling), group activities FHEJTDVTTJPOHSPVQTPSTQFDJBMJTFEHZNOBTUJDT BOEcommunity-oriented

for culture-sensitive nursing is growing. Since the introduction of mother-tongue counselling for

activities OFUXPSLJOH 13 

senior citizens about ten years ago, nursing issues, in relation to persons with migration backgrounds,
and legal and financial concerns, are increasingly receiving more attention.
r*OUIFDPOUFYUPGGBNJMZOVSTJOHDBSF UIFRVFTUJPOPGrelief for women carers is an issue clearly on the
rise, both among persons with migration backgrounds and otherwise.
r5IFhealth of many migrants is considerably poorer than that of the general population, not least
due to workVOEFSUBLFO FHJODPOTUSVDUJPOBOEDMFBOJOH 
rPGPMEFSQFSTPOTXJUINJHSBUJPOCBDLHSPVOETJOUIFA$PVOTFMMJOHPOUIF$PSOFSOFJHICPVSIPPE

Specific concerns addressed to the multilingual counselling team typically
refer to the inability to work, invalidity pensions, and various health-related
issues. Family reunification is a rising issue, as clients bring ageing parents,
with nursing requirements, from their countries of origin to Vienna: this raises
issues of residence, maintenance, co-operation with pension insurance
companies, and applications for nursing allowance.

live in substandard housing
r*O7JFOOB UIFOVSTJOHBMMPXBODFJTHSBOUFEUPUIJSEDPVOUSZ JFOPO&6 OBUJPOBMTXIPIBWFBWJTB
and whose main residence is in the City of Vienna, without a waiting period.

One of the major objectives of the programme is the reduction of xenophobia and the promotion of
intercultural communication in everyday life. However, it is not a two-tier or separated system: staff of
Austrian origin work with clients with migration backgrounds and professionals with migration backgrounds
work with Austrian clients.

The Programme:
‘Counselling on the Corner’ is oriented towards the local community, and stems from the needs

Nonetheless, mother-tongue senior citizens’ counselling makes the topics treated in the

of an increasingly diverse population For example, for strong oral tradition groups, the personal

centres more diverse. The target group is becoming on average younger. Initially, users

presence and accessibility of social workers and counsellors in the neighbourhood is significant:

were , almost exclusively, members of the general population who were over 80-years-

during encounters on the street the question asked is not ‘Is ‘Counselling on the Corner’ open?’, but‚

old, and their relatives: they turned to the centres to claim specific, largely standardized,

is Ms. XYZ on the Corner?’. Importantly, even with limited staff, it is possible to work within group

domestic care and nursing services. In contrast, now, the centres are increasingly visited by

traditions, such as the status of older women in Roma communities, through co-operation with

persons in their 60s and 70s, with questions about social security and health.

respected personalities in the communities.
Increasingly, intercultural counselling competence is required in various specialist subjects
‘Counselling on the Corner’ is visited by 70 to 80 persons a week, of whom about 40 are new clients; and

e.g. in the differences between the Austrian pension system and those in the countries of

some two thirds of the visitors have migration backgrounds. The facility belongs to a much larger general

origin; or in the role played by courts in enforcing entitlements. The issue of health also

Counselling Centre for Nursing and Care at Home, which was visited by 899 men and 2,367 women in 2007

necessitates intercultural competence, in addition to an understanding of material poverty

UPUBMTGPSBMMTVDIDFOUSFTJO7JFOOBXFSF NFOBOE XPNFOJO 

and discrimination.
The development of culture-sensitive programmes and methods in community-oriented
nursing and care is ongoing. With the increasing age of the migrant population, the
challenges facing intercultural counsellors will grow.

Benefits and Limitations:

*O MJOF XJUI TVDI QSJODJQMFT  UIFA7JFOOB 8PNFOT )FBMUI 1SPHSBNNF XBT FTUBCMJTIFE JO

In terms of care quality, the programme coherently combines a variety of services, while meeting

CZUIF7JFOOB$JUZ$PVODJM JUXBTEFWFMPQFECZBDPNNJTTJPOPGSFQSFTFOUBUJWFTGSPN

specific individual needs and promoting social inclusion and participation.

relevant fields of medicine, psychology and social affairs as well as NGOs and politicians from

Moreover, counselling centres like ‘Counselling on the Corner’ reduce stereotypes and prejudices,

all parties); this was to ensure that women’s needs and problems would not be neglected

promoting more receptive attitudes and culture-sensitive outlooks.

in a predominantly male-oriented health system. As part of the same resolution, a Vienna
Commissioner for Women’s Health was established, to implement the programme. The

With regards to increasing competencies, the centres are building a growing awareness of these

programme aims to improve medical, psychological and social services for women, and to

intercultural issues, particularly in terms of creating access to services and establishing contact with

increase awareness of women’s health and a holistic approach to health care for Vienna’s

persons and groups of persons with differing cultural backgrounds. The teams in their entirety have

female population.

experienced an ongoing development of their intercultural and diversity competence, originating with
the experience of mother-tongue counselling.
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*O DPNQMJBODF XJUI UIF QSJODJQMF PG FRVBMJUZ  UIF 7JFOOB 8PNFOT )FBMUI 1SPHSBNNF
places particular importance on socially disadvantaged women and female migrants.

However, the development of such intercultural competencies does involve a rather specific

Migrant women’s health is a matter of public health: their low socio-economic status,

caveat: people must not be pigeonholed in terms of culture, either due to real or surmised cultural

their limited knowledge of the majority language, and their experiences of discrimination,

affiliations. Rather, full account should be taken of their basic human rights to self-determination

have reduced their health competence and caused them difficulties in accessing relevant

and fairness, concerning access to the social system.

health information and services.JHSBOUXPNFOTIPVMECFiFNQPXFSFEuUPUBLFIFBMUIZ

For more information, contact: Christine Petioky, Vienna Social Fund, Department of International Networks and Incentives, christine.

decisions in their daily lives.

petioky@fsw.at

The Programme:

II_F.E.M. Sued – an Intercultural Women’s Health Centre – Vienna

F.E.M. Sued is a contact point for women, parents and girls, focusing on the needs of

Key elements: Intercultural women-oriented health counselling, gender mainstreaming, immigration

migrant women and socially disadvantaged women, and was one of the first steps towards

and access to health services and information

JNQMFNFOUJOHUIF7JFOOB8PNFOT)FBMUI1SPHSBNNF4JODF JUIBTCFFOMPDBUFEJO
the southern part of Vienna, in a hospital in the 10th district of Vienna, in Favoriten: this is a

Context:

traditional workers’ district with low average levels of income, education and social status.

The genesis of the programme involved a series of international events and

16.5 % of Favoriten’s inhabitants are immigrants without Austrian citizenship, mostly with a

declarations, all directly linked to a chain of local Viennese initiatives. First, an

low socio-economic status, which usually correlates with a poorer state of health *OUPUBM 

JOUFSOBUJPOBM  TZNQPTJVN FOUJUMFE A8PNFO  )FBMUI  6SCBO 1PMJDJFT XBT

one third of Vienna’s total population has a migrant background, with or without Austrian

organised in Vienna; from this came FEM, a WHO model project for Austria’s first

citizenship.)

women’s health centre. Then 1994 saw a WHO conference ‘Women’s Health Counts’,
in the city, which produced the ‘Vienna Statement on Investing in Women’s

F.E.M. Sued’s activities developed out of a needs assessment conducted in Vienna’s 10th district,

Health’: this demanded women-friendly health promotion that is empowering and

TIPXJOH UIF EJTUSJDU OFFEFE B XPNFOT IFBMUI DFOUSF BNPOH UIPTF JOUFSWJFXFE   PG5VSLJTI

encourages all women to lead self-determined lives.

women, 80% of German native speakers, and 77% of women from former Yugoslavia were interested
in having such a centre nearby).

In the Women’s Health Centre, psychologists, psychotherapists, physicians, midwives and social workers

Concretely, the centre has carried out a number of projects, such as:
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are involved in counselling women and girls of all ages. The multilingual team works in close co-operation

r‘ To Your Heart’s Content’: a multidisciplinary and intercultural intervention programme for health

XJUIUIFTUBGGPGUIF,BJTFS'SBO[+PTFQI)PTQJUBM5IFSF XPNFODBOHFUQTZDIPMPHJDBM NFEJDBMBOETPDJBM

promotion and the prevention of cardiovascular diseases in adult women, with an awareness

advice in seven languages, in addition to attending affordable health promotion courses, workshops

and media campaign, in addition to courses, phone-counselling and screening interviews.

and other such services. There is also a telephone hotline women can call to obtain counselling by

Importantly, the project, in developing innovative strategies to reach socially disadvantaged women

psychologists.

with a high risk potential for cardiovascular diseases, created an attractive, effective and exportable
service in an intercultural environment.
The centre seeks to: support health-conscious
lifestyles for women; encourage women’s own

80 % of respondents managed to adopt healthier eating patterns and to integrate more exercise into

to improve their own psychological and physical

their daily lives. About 10,000 contacts with women were achieved.

welfare; and strengthen the awareness of female
health needs.

r‘Medical check-up’: a programme aiming to increase the use of health check-ups by Turkish
women, using a Turkish speaking female social worker and Turkish speaking facilitators with a medical

One of the centre’s main tasks is to break down barriers impeding access to the healthcare

CBDLHSPVOE 5IJTJTTJNJMBSUPUIF#BSDFMPOB)PTQJUBMEFM.BSDBTFBMTPJODMVEFEJOUIJTSFQPSU "TB

sector, and to promote initiatives for socially disadvantaged women and migrants. The aim

result, in the first year, 81 % of the participants went for a health check-up for the first time in their

is to increase the competence of these clients by improving access to information and thus

lives.

strengthening their sense of self-determination.
r Workplace health promotion: using a participative approach, native language health circles were
Accordingly, to meet the needs of the high proportion of migrants living in the 10th district, F.E.M. Sued

designed to give unskilled women workers with low German language skills, a voice i.e. the ability

offers information and counselling services in the area’s main migrant languages: largely Turkish, Serbian,

to articulate their needs and feelings better and gain access, by considering gender, diversity and

Croatian, and Bosnian, with Arab, French and Lingala added in 2007, when a health counselling service was

NJHSBOUQFSTQFDUJWFT FHBEBQUJOHTUBOEBSEJTFERVFTUJPOOBJSFT 

set up especially for African women. In total, nearly half of all client contacts are in languages other than
German.

rHealth lectures in nine languages: F.E.M. Sued organizes lectures about health issues in migrants’
centres, mosques, churches, women’s shelters etc., reaching 10,723 listeners in 2007.

The F.E.M. women’s health centre functions as a kind of interface between hospitals
and institutions in the healthcare sector: the centre co-operates closely with the
Vienna Commissioner for Women’s Health to implement health promotion for socially

Benefits and Limitations:

disadvantaged and migrant women. Effectively, the centre sees itself as an advocate of women

The acceptance and utilisation rate of F.E.M. Sued is high, both with users and medical

using healthcare services, aiming to develop models with a special emphasis on women’s

health staff: this shows that the service is in keeping with the current needs of migrant

JTTVFT CBTFEVQPOUIF0UUBXB$IBSUFSGPS)FBMUI1SPNPUJPO5IFTFSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTBSF

women. Effectively, the centre has become a key provider of services that focus on migrant

most effectively implemented by a holistic bio-psycho-social concept of health and illness.

women’s health and illness, combining health promotion and treatment of disease under

The goal is to empower women to lead healthy, satisfactory and happy lives, that meet their

one roof.

needs, and to enhance women’s self-esteem and self-confidence.

The approach requires ongoing research focusing on women’s health issues, so as to be
able to implement women-specific health promotion programmes. Continuous evaluation
activities are used to maintain service quality.
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Of particular interest to peers are the exportable models for service platforms and interventions

The Programme:

which F.E.M. Sued seems to offer. The service could function as a competence centre regarding

Southampton City Council currently provides 985 carers with breaks from care and other support

female migrants, having, moreover, a vocation to raise awareness about migrant’s health issues.

TFSWJDFTUPIFMQUIFNJOUIFJSDBSJOHSPMFBOEUIFQSFTFOUUXPZFBSQMBO  TFUTPVUUPQSPWJEF
‘care for carers’ and identify ways in which support services for carers can develop. In keeping with

In fact, the intercultural approach of F.E.M. Sued has indeed served as a role model to

broader trends found across Europe, which emphasise working with partners in the community, the

Vienna’s first men’s health centre.&/ MBVODIFEJOUIF,BJTFS'SBO[+PTFQI)PTQJUBMJO

Council carries out this support for carers in close cooperation with partner agencies, particularly

2003. M.E.N works in very close co-operation with F.E.M. Sued, focusing on men with and

DBSFST PXO PSHBOJTBUJPOT JODMVEJOH WBSJPVT NJOPSJUZ HSPVQ PSHBOJTBUJPOT CMBDL  "TJBO FUD 5IF

without migration backgrounds.

strategy aims to address the specific needs of different types of carers and people receiving care

For more information, contact: Alexandra Grasl, Vienna Womens’ Health Programme, F.E.M. Sued, Kaiser Franz Joseph Hospital,
Kundratstraße 3, 1100 Vienna, Website: http://www.fem.at/FEM_Sued/femsued.htm

TVDIBTlong term conditions, learning disabilities, mental health or substance misuse problems,
young carers).
The 2008-10 plan has identified a series of objectives:

III_Southampton City Council, Strategy for Carers 2008 – 2010
Key elements: Care for carers: holidays and rest breaks, support – context of growing outpatient and
home care needs

rIdentifying carers and stakeholders, and learning GSPN UIFN BCPVU TQFDJGJD DBSFST OFFET FH FUIOJD
minorities, the learning disabled), about what services are appropriate and how they can be improved
and tailored.
r3 BJTJOH awareness of carers’ issues: through the media, organising events and working with health,

Context:
In Southampton, some 18,000 people identify themselves as caring for a sick, frail or disabled friend
or relative. Moreover, there is an extensive body of national policy, legislation and local strategic

childcare and social care professionals.
r0 GGFSJOH HPPE RVBMJUZ assessments to all eligible carers, and advising stakeholders on their options for
carrying out assessments and building competence.

documents, going back nearly 30 years, supporting the principle of caring for carers. This support

r Providing support UPGBDJMJUBUFFGGFDUJWFOFTTBOEPGGFSSFTQJUF CSFBLT UIJTJODMVEFTgreater uptake and

involves helping carers have holidays or rest from their roles; identifying such carers as partners, and

suitability of services, a range of community outreach activities, training, coordinating with other agencies

involving them in service planning and implementation; improving carers’ knowledge of services

and promoting flexible employment policies for carers.

and how to access them; and providing carers with assessment services. Importantly, legislation

r%FWFMPQJOHfunding from both public sector allocations and charitable support.

has enabled local authorities to provide direct payments or services to carers, in support of their
caring role and of their own health and well-being concerns. Some of these services are provided
freeUPUIFDBSFHJWFSBOEDBSFSFDFJWFSGPSBMJNJUFEUJNF VQUPTJYXFFLT 

Benefits and Limitations:
The benefits of the programme are defined in terms of achieving the goals set out in previous

Other approaches that are being used involve: adapting services to the particular

planning cycles and the positive feedback from carers. Achievements are identified in such things

OFFET PG UIF ZPVOH PS NFNCFST PG NJOPSJUZ FUIOJD HSPVQT 1PXFST PG "UUPSOFZ

as: increased availability of care support services and supporting human resources, more extensive

TP UIBU PUIFS BVUIPSJ[FE QFSTPOT BSF FNQPXFSFE UP NBLF OFDFTTBSZ IFBMUI BOE

types of services, service uptake, event attendance, fulfilling various community outreach and

welfare decisions); promoting carers’ right to request flexible working hours; and

partnership objectives, less bullying of young carers in schools, development and dissemination of

their access to work, training and leisure activities. Broadly, the guiding principle is

information sharing tools and increased numbers of carer assessments being carried out.

to help carers maintain their personal identify and control over their own lives.
In terms of limitations, the programme has used resources to carry out various oneoff activities for young carers, but these have come to be questioned in terms of their
sustainability. This report, for its part, would emphasise that, while such programmes that
aim to ‘care for carers’ are needed, and the demand they respond to will only grow, they
QSPWJEFMJNJUFETPMVUJPOT JFUIFZBMMFWJBUFBTJUVBUJPO XJUIPVUBMUPHFUIFSFMJNJOBUJOHJU 
Thus, respite and other such support measures make sense as tools, to be coordinated with
broader care delivery solutions and resource deployment strategies.
For more information contact: Christopher Hawker, christopher.hawker@southampton.gov.uk

IV_Hospital del Mar, Barcelona – Intercultural Mediation and Training

Selection:
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Key elements: Hospital intercultural mediation and training programme, adapting to new

r"MPDBM/(0 A4BMVUJ'BNJMJB QSPWJEFTUIFNFEJBUPSTBOENBLFTUIFGJSTUTFMFDUJPO

immigration, innovation by front-line staff

r5IFIPTQJUBMUIFOBQQSPWFTBGJOBMTFMFDUJPOPGQFSTPOOFMBOEQSPWJEFTGVSUIFSUSBJOJOH GPDVTFEPO
healthcare and the specificities of the hospital.

r.FEJBUPST BSF DIPTFO CZ OFFE EFQFOEJOH PO UIF NBJO DPNNVOJUJFT QSFTFOU BNPOHTU

Context:

users of the hospital and the degree of need among these communities.

has significantly changed the profile of healthcare users. Due to its location in Barcelona,

– i.e. some communities have more problems with language than others, some are more familiar

UIF)PTQJUBMEFM.BSmQSPWJEFTTFSWJDFTUP[POFTPGUIFDJUZ $JVUBU7FMMB 4BO.BSUJ XJUI

XJUIUIF4QBOJTITZTUFNFUD GPSJOTUBODF.PSPDDBOT XIPTFDPVOUSZPGPSJHJOJTHFPHSBQIJDBMMZ

among the highest rates of immigrant populations, particularly those on low incomes. The

closer and who have a longer history of migration to Spain, have less need compared with migrants

hospital is therefore in something of a ‘frontline’ position in dealing with new and unfolding

GSPN1BLJTUBO 

IFUFSPHFOFJUZ FUIOJDJUZ  MBOHVBHF  SFMJHJPO  $POTFRVFOUMZ  JO 2000, Barcelona’s Hospital
del Mar began providing intercultural training to the hospital’s staff, and in 2003 began a
programme of intercultural mediation for users3 .
Immigrant numbers: The hospital numbers some 150 nationalities among its users, the
NBJO HSPVQT CFJOH "SBC  1BLJTUBOJ  TPNF &BTUFSO &VSPQFBOT 3PNBOJB QBSUJDVMBSMZ  BOE
now more and more Chinese.
Usage (2006 figures): foreign users account for 29.2% of Emergency users, 16.3% of inpatients, 11.6% of outpatients, total average: 12.8% foreign users.
The Programme:
The staff-training curriculum rolls out in the following phases:
r(FOFSBMJOUSPEVDUJPOUPJOUFSDVMUVSBMJTTVFT
r*NQBDUPGDVMUVSFPOIFBMUI
r$BTFTCZDVMUVSFHSPVQ
r$PNNPOBMJUJFTCZSFMJHJPVTHSPVQ
r$PNNPOBMJUJFTCZOBUJPOBMHFPHSBQIJDHSPVQ
The training presumes that three key concepts, religion, culture and health, are linked, and
that culture and health are inseparable.
The mediation programme:
r"GGFDUT BMM TFSWJDFT  XBSET BOE BENJOJTUSBUJPOT  JOWPMWJOH BOE DPNCJOJOH USBOTMBUJPO BOE
mediation.
r*TSVOUISPVHIUIF1BUJFOU4FSWJDF%FQBSUNFOU XIPTFNBOBHFSPWFSTFFTUIFQSPHSBNNF
r*OWPMWFTOPQPTJUJWFEJTDSJNJOBUJPOOPTFQBSBUFTFSWJDFT OPXPNFOEPDUPSTEFMJCFSBUFMZ
assigned to women etc., or any altering in how things would otherwise function.
r4USVDUVSFT JUT BQQSPBDI BSPVOE  JOUFSXPWFO GBDUPST MBOHVBHF  DVMUVSBM EJGGFSFODF BOE
TPDJBMFOWJSPONFOU XIJDINFBOTUIPTFQFPQMFBSPVOEUIFVTFSXIPBSFJOGMVFODJOHPS
affecting them: i.e. family and community).

3

challenges, brought about by a changing population base and a hitherto unknown

The hospital is also a member of ‘Migrant Friendly Hospital’ network, DG Health and Consumer Protection/WHO, see: http://www.mfh-eu.net/public/home.htm

The relatively recent and intense influx of immigration in Barcelona, as throughout Spain,

r"DDPSEJOHMZ UIFIPTQJUBMDVSSFOUMZIBT1BLJTUBOJNFEJBUPST "SBC $IJOFTFBOE3PNBOJBO
r"NFEJBUPSNVTUCFGSPNUIFSFMFWBOUDPVOUSZPSDVMUVSF BOENVTUIBWFMJWFEJO4QBJOMPOHUFSN
being familiar with the Spanish system and culture, understanding Western ideas of health, and
speaking the host country language.
r1SJPSJUZ JT HJWFO UP NFEJBUPST XJUI TPNF TPSU PG background or familiarity with healthcare
TJNJMBSMZUP'&.4VFETBQQSPBDIJOUIFA.FEJDBMDIFDLVQQSPKFDU JOUIFDPVOUSZPGPSJHJO FHB
OVSTF FUD BOE JOBOZDBTF UIFDBOEJEBUFNVTUCFDPNGPSUBCMFJOIFBMUIDBSFFOWJSPONFOUT FH
one mediator, though highly experienced, turned out to faint at the sight of blood and was thus
ill suited to working in the hospital setting).
Functions of mediators:
r*OGPSN TUBGG SF SFMFWBOU DVMUVSBM GBDUPST  FH JO TPNF DBTFT  UIF VTFS XJMM OPU UBLF B EFDJTJPO
JNNFEJBUFMZBOEPOIJTPSIFS VTVBMMZAIFS PXO CVUXJMMGJSTUOFFEUPDPOTVMUGBNJMZ
r*OGPSNQBUJFOUTSFNFEJDBMNBUUFST
r)FMQTUBGGBOEVTFSTDPNNVOJDBUF BOEIFMQXJUINJTVOEFSTUBOEJOHTFHEVSJOH3BNBEBOTPNF
Muslim patients do not want to take medicine because they want to fast, so the mediator tries to
reassure them that religion allows the ill not to fast; and if the user still insists, the doctor tries an
alternative, such as prescribing antibiotics every 12 hours, not every 3 hours etc.
r)FMQXJUIXSJUUFOJOGPSNBUJPO
r&EVDBUFVTFSTFHXIFOUPVTF&NFSHFODZ BOEXIFOOPUUPXIFOBOEIPXUPHFUBOBQQPJOUNFOU
how to get a health card etc.
In terms of Human Resources, the hospital contracts about 500 hours
QFSNPOUI GSPNNFEJBUPSTXIPXPSLNPSOJOHTIJGUT UIFCVTJFTUUJNF
TMPU UIFDPTUJTBQQSPYJNBUFMZ öBZFBS QBJEUPUIF/(0 4BMVUJ
'BNJMJB XIJDIUIFOQBZTUIFNFEJBUPST UIJTBSSBOHFNFOUJTOFDFTTBSZ
due to regulations limiting a public hospital’s ability to hire directly).
Additionally, the coordinator of Attention to Users gives roughly ¼ of her
time to managing the programme.
The physical resources required are quite simple: an office is provided for
the mediators, equipped with 2 computers.

Benefits and Limitations:

In terms of limitations BOE QSPCMFNT  QBSUJDJQBOUT EFTDSJCF FHPDFOUSJTN JF BO

The practice benefits 3 groups of people:

attitude of ‘we’re right’), on either side, as the main cause of any problems in such a

r)FBMUIDBSFXPSLFST

process of intercultural mediation.

r5IF VTFSTNJHSBOUT BNPOH PUIFS DPOTJEFSBUJPOT  UIFZ IBWF MFTT BOYJFUZ BCPVU UIFJS IFBMUI

Other factors to be aware of are:

USFBUNFOU DPNQBSFEXJUIGFFMJOHTVSSPVOEFECZUIFFOUJSFMZVOLOPXOBOEUIFEJGGFSFOU
r0 UIFSTFSWJDF VTFST BT B SFTVMUPGNFEJBUJPO  WJTJU UJNFTBSFTIPSUFSXJUIDPNNVOJDBUJPO CFJOH
easier and quicker, visits are more efficient and others have to wait less.
Broadly, everything runs more smoothly and overall service quality is better. Moreover, staff report
having never had problems with migrant group related violence.

r5IF EZOBNJD JT easier when dealing one on one, and harder when others are
QSFTFOUPSJOWPMWFE GBNJMZ HSPVQT 
r*NNJHSBOUT XIP speak the same language JF -BUJO "NFSJDBOT  TMJQ UISPVHI
this mediation process, as it is currently established, as there is a tendency to
underestimate the impact of cultural differences.
r*OUFSDVMUVSBMNFEJBUJPOJTnot a tool for general integration JUJTOPUNFBOUUPCF 

A 2005 staff survey shows positive results for the programme, finding that the healthcare professionals
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nor a broader policy framework.

XIPBSFBGGFDUFEBDDFQUUIFOFFEGPSUIFQSPHSBNNFBOEBSFDPOWJODFEPGJUTWBMVF 8IBUDSJUJDJTNUIFSF

r.FEJBUJPOSBSFMZDPOWJODFTUIFPUIFSFOUJSFMZSBUIFS JUBDIJFWFTBlimited degree

has been, has mostly centred on the limited hours available i.e. they want more of the service.) Of the staff

of mutual adaptation, as needed for the more functional and immediate purposes

surveyed, 95.6% knew of the service and 24.2% used it regularly; 82% think it is necessary; 91.9% think it has

of healthcare.

helped communication between patients and professionals; 77.6% think it has allowed difficult situations
to be resolved, and 82.3% think it improves healthcare quality. These are very important findings, as without

This is a tool developed by practitioners in the field, on a local level, and with an entirely pragmatic approach.

staff buy-in, such a programme would not succeed.

It is potentially of interest to their peers as a source of insight to the practicalities of implementing similar
initiatives in a similar health service context.

When management was asked to identify what elements of the programmes’ implementation were
key to making it work well, the following was emphasised:

V_Stockholm Elderly Division, Services Committee and Vice-Mayor

r&OTVSFDPNQMFUFTVQQPSUGSPNUIFIPTQJUBMTNBOBHFNFOU

Key elements: Creation of administrative divisions specialised in elderly issues, headed by a Vice-Mayor for

rAlways conduct a field study first, on numbers and patterns of use. An initial study is key: it was

Elderly Issues

found that initial perceptions were often incorrect when correlated with hard data e.g. initially,
UIFSFXBTBQFSDFQUJPOUIBUNVDIPGUIFNJHSBOUVTFSQSFTFODFXBTJOHZOBFDPMPHZ PGVTFST

Context:

BT NJHSBOUT  CFJOH PO B MPX JODPNF  CFDBVTF UIF DPOTFRVFODFT XFSF NPSF ESBNBUJD JF

In 2002, in Stockholm, within the executive office of the Municipality, elderly issues were separated

migrant women in labour and unable to communicate etc.). However, migrant user presence had

GSPNHFOFSBMTPDJBMJTTVFTBOEQPMJDZ JFUIFZXFSFHJWFOBVUPOPNZXJUIJOTPDJBMBGGBJST 5IFO BGUFS

in fact become much more widespread than people initially believed.

Stockholm’s 2006 municipal elections, the administrative organisation was restructured to create

r#BTFUIFQSPHSBNNFPOUIFTQFDJGJDDBSFGBDJMJUZTOFFETJFOPUPONPSFHFOFSBMOFFETTVDIBT
statistics of the city as a whole, etc.
r$POUJOVPVTMZNPOJUPSOFFETFHUIF)PTQJUBMEFM.BSJTOPXSFHJTUFSJOHBHSPXJOH$IJOFTFVTFS
base.

three interconnected administrative bodies with a specialised focus on elderly issues: the Elderly
Division, the Elderly Services Committee and the Elderly Services Administration. The Elderly
Division is headed by a Vice-Mayor for Elderly Issues, who oversees the Elderly Services Committee
of the District Council and Elderly Services, and gives it political weight.

r8IFSFIFBMUIDBSFJTVOJWFSTBM BTJO4QBJO BWPJEUIFOFFEGPSNFEJBUPSTUPBTLNJHSBOUVTFSTGPS
UIFJSSFTJEFODZQBQFSTBOETJNJMBSEPDVNFOUT 5IPVHIUIJTJTQFSIBQTOPUTUSJDUMZBSFRVJSFNFOU

This was a political decision, as the political actors involved agreed there was real and growing

for applying similar programmes elsewhere, this does seem to make the work of those involved

need to improve the situation for elderly people and attitudes towards them, as well as the

easier, as they have one less thing to deal with, and users are less anxious about any possible

administration’s political and technical focus on elderly matters.

negative consequences.)

Additionally, Stockholm has an Ombudsman for the elderly, who gives support in issues concerning

r'PDVT PO UIF day to day level i.e. this is entirely a pragmatic approach, designed for the here
and now: to meet immediate practical needs that healthcare staff and users face together, in this
hospital, not some broader policy tool.

municipal care services and assists the elderly to resolve grievances.

The Elderly Services Committee is responsible for:

City of Stockholm 795,163 inhabitants
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65 or older

_ PS QFSTPOT

r0WFSBMMpolitical matters for the municipal segment of elderly care in the city.

receiving Elderly care from the Municipality

_QFSTPOT

rCoordinating and developing issues concerning all elderly care in the city.

living in special housing

8%

rPolicy-making, and drawing up guidelines for activity.

Receiving home help services

15%

rCoordinating the planning of special accommodation and homes for the elderly.

having daily help with cooking, shopping, dressing etc

_UXPPVUPGUFOFMEFSMZ

r$PPQFSBUJOHwith Stockholm County Council, which has political responsibility for elderly

living in some sort of housing for the elderly

_POFPVUPGUFOFMEFSMZ

medical care.

Sources: Stockholm Elderly Division, www.stockholm.se http://www.eurocities.eu

r$PMMBCPSBUJOH XJUI voluntary associations and deciding on contributions to those

Each district council is responsible for elderly care delivery, private and public, in its geographical

r%FMJWFSJOH HFOFSBM FEVDBUJPO JO CBTJD DPNNVOJUZ DBSF TFSWJDFT  QSPWJEJOH DPOUJOVBUJPO

BSFB  BOE PXOT BOE NBOBHFT IPNFT BOE GBDJMJUJFT GPS UIF FMEFSMZ UIF &MEFSMZ %JWJTJPO JUTFMG IBT

courses and organising further development for managers, nurses and other groups

no housing units or facilities under its direct control). The City is divided into 14 local district

employed by the city.

BTTPDJBUJPOT DVSSFOUMZJUEJTUSJCVUFTTPNFö UP/(0T 

councils, answering directly to the City Council, which is the top decision making body of the City
of Stockholm.

r3VOOJOH UIF DJUZT &MEFSMZ BOE %JTBCJMJUZ IPVS %VUZ 4FSWJDF  GPS FMEFSMZ BOE EJTBCMFE
people with emergency medical alarms in their home.
r5IF &MEFSMZ 4FSWJDFT $PNNJUUFF JT  UPHFUIFS XJUI UIF 4UPDLIPMN $PVOUZ $PVODJM  KPJOU

The Elderly Services Committee and the Elderly Services Administration were established

owner of the Ageing Research Centre.

+BOVBSZCZUIF$JUZ$PVODJM XIJDIXBTTFFLJOHUPQVTINPSFQVCMJDBOEQPMJUJDBMGPDVT
onto Elderly Care issues and achieve a general recognition of their growing importance. The

Included in the Elderly Services Committee are:

tasks of the Committee concern all older persons, not only those entitled to care.

r5IF Ombudsman for the Elderly, who acts impartially and supports older people in matters
involving care

The Political and Administrative Programme
The Elderly Division, headed by the Vice-Mayor:

r5ISFF Eldercare Inspectors, who carry out systematic studies on the quality of eldercare and
survey the district councils’ eldercare, both municipal and private.

r, FFQT cohesion and an overall vision of elderly services across the 14 districts and supplies a
political vision of elderly policy.
r1SPWJEFT information for policy and for answering political questions from the council concerning
the elderly.

Two issues are prioritized in current budget plans:
r3FJOGPSDJOHUIFJNQPSUBODFPGequivalence and comparability between the 14 district councils’
assessments, by appointing a special office to deal with this question.

r0VUMJOFT UIF CSPBE strategies to be applied by the districts and provides a policy reference

r&NQIBTJTJOHfreedom of choice for the elderly, as an important goal: since 2002, older persons have

framework XJUIJO XIJDI UIFZ XPSL FH TUBSUJOH PO  +VMZ   B OFX QPMJDZ  PWFSTFFO BOE

been entitled to choose their Home Help service provider from private companies contracted by

conceived by the division, that guarantees consumer choice in housing for the elderly, will be

UIF$JUZPSGSPNQVCMJDIFBMUITFSWJDFT'SPN+VMZ UIF$JUZPG4UPDLIPMNBMTPPGGFSTTJNJMBS

applied by all the districts. The division does not direct the districts in this, but rather sets the

freedom of choice in specialist care accommodation.

policy framework, which districts then apply.
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As throughout the EU, Stockholm’s Elderly Care Service policy seeks to enable older people to remain

Benefits and Limitations:

at home, and to receive the required services and care there. Those unable to do so are helped to

Local administration workers and representatives explain that:

obtain another more suitable residence. To enable a person to continue living independently for as

r*TTVFTDPODFSOJOHUIFFMEFSMZIBWFSFDFJWFEBgreater emphasis since the Elderly Division,

long as possible, a range of services and accommodation are provided, such as:
r4FSWJDFECVJMEJOHT GMBUT PDDVQJFEPOBUFOBODZCBTJT XJUIWBSJPVTTFSWJDFTBOEGBDJMJUJFTGPSPMEFS
people included)
r3FUJSFNFOUIPNFT
r(SPVQSFTJEFODFT
r/VSTJOHIPNFT
r)PNF)FMQTFSWJDFT
r5FDIOJDBMBJETFSWJDFT GPSUIFIBOEJDBQQFE IFBSJOHJNQBJSFE FUD
r%BZDFOUSFT
r-FJTVSFBDUJWJUJFT
r.FBMTPOXIFFMT

the Elderly Services Committee and the Elderly Services Administration were established.

r* UIBTQSPWFOmore efficientUPIBWFPOF$PNNJUUFF"ENJOJTUSBUJWFEJWJTJPO UIBUEFBMT
XJUIBMMRVFTUJPOT HVJEFMJOFT QPMJDJFT DPPSEJOBUJPOFUD DPODFSOJOH&MEFSMZJTTVFT

r5IJTBQQSPBDIJTNPSFXPSLBCMFJOQSBDUJDBMUFSNTJUXPVMECFtoo big and unwieldy for
the whole of social services to be combined into a single administrative division.

r5IFBENJOJTUSBUJPODBOFNQMPZexperts in the subject area and therefore benefits from a
specialised interest and expert knowledge.

rCooperation between the Elderly Division and The Elderly Services Administration is
functioning well.
r&MEFSMZQFSTPOTXIPare not in need of elderly care have received greater attention since
the distinctive division was created.

r&NFSHFODZBMBSNTBOEPSQBUSPMT
r4VQQPSUUPDBSFHJWJOHSFMBUJWFT

To achieve the administrative restructuring and bring Elderly issues into a separate division, this
initiative required a shared understanding and support for change amongst the necessary political
decision-makers, with a willingness to assign the resources and give greater public attention to the

Those over 75 can receive:

issues of older people.

r“Fixing services”, cost-free, for a maximum of six hours a year: the city helps out with things that might
be more difficult for those over 75 to undertake e.g. hanging up curtains, changing light bulbs, carrying

4PGBS UIPTFJOWPMWFEJOQSPWJEJOHTFSWJDFTGPSPMEFSQFPQMFDBOOPU JFXIFOBTLFEGPSUIJTSFTFBSDISFQPSU 

items etc., thereby reducing the risk of injury, and increasing safety and quality of life.

back up their claims as to the benefits of the programme with any empirical data. However, this may

rPreventive home visits, informing those over 75 about the kind of care the city offers and evaluating

be, at least in some part, due to the more politically oriented objective of reorganising the municipal

whether the person has an unsatisfied need for care. The need for support and services can, through

administration and the assignment of a vice-mayor to head the division, or it may be because the initiative

these visits, be discovered at an early stage, thereby increasing safety, reducing individual suffering and

is still somewhat young.

reducing the cost to society.
In terms of challenges to the sustainability of the approach, the obvious vulnerability is that it came out of
the results of one election; it could therefore become the casualty of another election and of subsequent
reshuffling of portfolios. While all programmes are affected by political change, this specific instance would
seem particularly connected to political tides. Conversely, the attachment of a political figure, the vicemayor, does give elderly issues some political weight, which is a strong advantage. Both possibilities would
seem to be two sides of the same coin.
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Annex 2_References
& websites

Sources
Much information for this report was acquired through the supply of internal documents, emails and

 .3PTBMFT4ÃODIF[.PSBMFT4VTBOB5F[BOPT7Ã[RVF[ -PT*ONJHSBOUFTA4JO)PHBSFO&TQBÒB

direct interviews. Specific public sources are listed below. For any enquiries or further clarification,

VO $BTP &YUSFNP EF &YDMVTJÓO 4PDJBM  3FWJTUB EFM .JOJTUFSJP EF5SBCBKP Z "TVOUPT 4PDJBMFT /  

please contact the author: Ian Goldring

Ministerio de Trabajo y Asuntos Sociales, Madrid, Spain.

iangoldring@gmail.com

 .FOPSFT JONJHSBOUFTZSFGVHJBEPTMBTJUVBDJPOFOFM.FEJUFSBOFPZ&VSPQB$FOUSBM.JOPST 
.JHSBOUT BOE 3FGVHFFT UIF 4JUVBUJPO JO UIF .FEJUFSSBOFBO BOE $FOUSBM &VSPQF  1VCMJTIFE JO

European Union:

#BSDFMPOB 4QBJOCZ$&141SPKFDUFT4PDJBMTBOE4VQQPSUFECZUIF&6%BQIOF1SPHSBNNF

5IF /"1TGPS"VTUSJB 1PMBOE 4QBJO4XFEFO UIF6, BOEUIFVQEBUFT 

0DUPCFS   1MB .VOJDJQBM 1FS " -B *ODMVTJÓ 4PDJBM  #BSDFMPOB *ODMVTJWB   #BSDFMPOB

available at: IUUQFDFVSPQBFVFNQMPZNFOU@TPDJBMTQTJTUSBUFHZ@SFQPSUT@FOIUN

Municipal Government, Barcelona.
  "KB  &MJTFP  .PZB  %BWJE  -PT NFOPSFT JONJHSBOUFT FO EFTBNQBSP FO $BUBMVOZB  'VOEBDJÓ

+PJOU 3FQPSU PO 4PDJBM 1SPUFDUJPO BOE 4PDJBM *ODMVTJPO   %( &NQMPZNFOU  &6 $PNNJTTJPO 

$BSMFT1JJ4VOZFS#BSDFMPOB

Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, 2008

 ©OHFM$BTUJÒFJSBFUBM -JCSF#MBODEFM5FSDFS4FDUPS$ÎWJDP4PDJBM 8IJUF1BQFSPOUIF4PDJBM

Study on Social and Health Services of General Interest in the European Union, Huber, Maucher, Sak,

Temes Contemporanis).

EU Commission, DG Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities,2007

 1MBO.VOJDJQBM%F*ONJHSBDJÓO #BSDFMPOB

5IJSE4FDUPSJO$BUBMPOJB $&5$ $FOUSFGPS4UVEJFTPO$POUFNQPSBSZ5IFNFT$FOUSFE&TUVEJTEF

2003, Legal and Social Conditions for Asylum Seekers and Refugees in Europe, ECRE and Danish
Barcelona:

Refugee Council publication, Spain.

 'FCSVBSZUI -B7BOHVBSEJB OFXTQBQFS i0DIPDJVEBEFTDBUBMBOBTUJFOFONÃTEFMEF

  "KB &MJTFP  &MT NFOPST JONJHSBOUT EFM DBSSFS B #BSDFMPOB *OTUJUVU EJOGBODJB J .ÓO 6SCB

JONJHSBOUFTu #BSDFMPOB

Barcelona.

'FCUI A5IF&DPOPNJTU 5IFCSBJOESBJO TFFBMTPIUUQXXXFDPOPNJTUDPN
 +PTÊ3BNÓO1JO 1JMBS(BSDÎB-PNCBSEÎB"OHFMB(BMMJGB -JCSP#MBODP4PCSF-B(FTUJÓO%F-B
%JWFSTJEBE&O-BT&NQSFTBT&TQBÒPMBT3FUPT 0QPSUVOJEBEFT:#VFOBT1SÃDUJDBT 1VCMJTIFECZ*&4&
Business School, Barcelona
 *5%  .BQQJOH 3FQPSU PG 1PMJDZ BOE 1SBDUJDF JO #BSDFMPOB  &NQMPZNFOU BOE *OEVDUJPO
1SPHSBNNFT GPS .JHSBOU /FXDPNFST  1SPKFDU *OUFHSBUJPO &YDIBOHF  */5* 1SPHSBNNF  %( +VTUJDF
Freedom and Security
'FC #BSDFMPOB"KVOUBNFOU 5PXO$PVODJM $JVUBU7FMMB%JTUSJDU 1MB1FS"-"DPMMJEB**OUFHSBDJÓ
EFMFT1FSTPOFT*NNJHSBEFT** #BSDFMPOB
/PWFNCFS *5% *BO(PMESJOH 3FQPSUPOA&$4"&WBMVBUJPO$SJUFSJBBOEUIF1MB.VOJDJQBMQFS
BMB*ODMVTJÓ4PDJBM #BSDFMPOB*ODMVTJWB GPSUIF3FWFT&VSPQFBO/FUXPSLPG$JUJFTBOE
Regions for the Social Economy, Barcelona.
"QSJM   *5% *BO (PMESJOH  /BUJPOBM 1SPWJTJPOT 'PS )FBMUI "OE 4PDJBM $BSF 0G "TZMVN 4FFLFST 
3FGVHFFT "OE 6OEPDVNFOUFE *NNJHSBOUT *O 4QBJO  A*DBBTF QSPKFDU  1SPHSBNNF PG $PNNVOJUZ
"DUJPOJOUIFGJFMEPG1VCMJD)FBMUIPGUIF&VSPQFBO$PNNJTTJPOGVOEFE
 (FOFSBMJUBUPG$BUBMPOJB 1MBEFDJVUBEBOJBJJNNJHSBDJÓ #BSDFMPOB
%FDFNCFS 'JOBM3FQPSUPOUIF1SPKFDU i.FKPSB&O&M"DDFTP"-PT4FSWJDJPT1ÙCMJDPT%F4BMVE
%F-PT*ONJHSBOUFT*OEPDVNFOUBEPT&O&M¦SFB4BOJUBSJB%F-B$PNVOJEBE%F.BESJEu .ÊEJDPT
Sin Fronteras, , Madrid.
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Also:

5IJTQVCMJDBUJPOJTTVQQPSUFECZUIF&VSPQFBO$PNNVOJUZ1SPHSBNNFGPS&NQMPZNFOUBOE4PDJBM

IUUQXXXCDOFTBarcelona City Council

4PMJEBSJUZ  5IJTQSPHSBNNFXBTFTUBCMJTIFEUPGJOBODJBMMZTVQQPSUUIFJNQMFNFOUBUJPO

IUUQXXXCVTJOFTTXFFLDPNIUUQXXXDBSJUBTFT$BSJUBT&TQBÒB

of the objectives of the European Union in the employment and social affairs area, as set out in the

IUUQXXXHFODBUOFUGeneralitat of Catalonia

Social Agenda, and thereby contribute to the achievement of the Lisbon Strategy goals in these

IUUQXXXJOEFYNVOEJDPNIUUQXXXJNBTCDODPN Institut Municipal d’Asistència Sanitària

fields.

#BSDFMPOB

IUUQXXXJOFFT*OTUJUVUP/BDJPOBMEF&TUBEÎTUJDB 4QBOJTI*OTUJUVUFPG4UBUJTUJDT 

5IF TFWFOZFBS 1SPHSBNNF UBSHFUT BMM TUBLFIPMEFST XIP DBO IFMQ TIBQF UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG

IUUQXXXNUBTFT.JOJTUFSJPEFSBCBKPF*ONJHSBDJÓO .JOJTUSZPG8PSLBOE*NNJHSBUJPO 

appropriate and effective employment and social legislation and policies, across the EU-27, EFTA

IUUQXXXMBWBOHVBSEJBFT

and EU candidate and pre-candidate countries.

Krakow
IUUQXXXTUBUHPWQMCESFO@TBQQTUSPOBJOEFLT Regional Data Bank
IUUQXXXTUBUHPWQMLSBL@&/(@)5.-IUN Statistical Office in Krakow

5PUIBUFGGFDU 130(3&44QVSQPSUTBU
· providing analysis and policy advice on employment, social solidarity and gender equality policy
areas;
· monitoring and reporting on the implementation of EU legislation and policies in employment,
social solidarity and gender equality policy areas;

Southampton:
Hampshire Labour Market Bulletin: April 2008, Strategy and Information, Environment Department,
Hampshire County Council

· promoting policy transfer, learning and support among Member States on EU objectives and
priorities; and
· relaying the views of the stakeholders and society at large.

April 2008 Report on Indices Of Multiple Deprivation 2007, Vanella Mead and Dennis Gamblin,
Southampton City Council, Research & Information Unit

For more information see:

IUUQXXXFOEDIJMEQPWFSUZPSHVL&OE$IJME1PWFSUZ

IUUQFDFVSPQBFVFNQMPZNFOU@TPDJBMQSPHSFTTJOEFY@FOIUNM

IUUQXXXJOWFTUJOTPVUIBNQUPODPVL Invest in Southampton; Southampton City Council
www.gad.gov.uk UK Government Actuary’s Department
www.hants.gov.uk Hampshire County Council
www.statistics.gov.uk UK Office for National Statistics using standard methods
IUUQXXXTPVUIBNQUPOHPWVL4PVUIBNQUPO$JUZ$PVODJM
IUUQXXXTPVUIBNQUPOIFBMUIOITVLQVCMJDIFBMUITPUPO Southampton NHS
Stockholm:
XXXTUPDLIPMNTFVTL USK, Stockholm Office of Research and Statistics
www.stockholm.se Stockholm City Council’s website
www.sll.se Stockholm County Council’s website
Stockholm Data Guide 2008, Stockholm City Council
Vienna:
7JFOOB)FBMUIZ$JUZ1SPKFDU 7JFOOB$JUZ"ENJOJTUSBUJPO %JSFDUPSBUFGPS4USVDUVSBM%FWFMPQNFOU
Vienna city’s Statistical Department
4UBUJTUJDT"VTUSJB 45"5 %JSFDUPSBUF1PQVMBUJPO4UBUJTUJDT
IUUQXXXNBHXJFOHWBUFOHMJTIQPMJUJDTTUBUJTUJDTJOEFYIUN Vienna in Figures
Health Care Systems in Transition, Maria M. Hofmarcher and Herta Rack – Austria, European
Observatory on Health Care Systems, 2001
IUUQXXXXJGPBDBUXXBKTQJOEFYKTQ Austrian Institute for Economic Research
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